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(ABSTRACT) 

This study (1) determines the information managers commonly need to make 

decisions and initiate actions to improve performance, based on selected case studies, (2) 

investigates and explains the features and issues involved with how the different versions 

of TFPM address these information needs, and (3) develops a teaching model of TFPM. 

Based on the literature review, interviews with experts, and experiences with 

applications, the features and differences of the available TFPM versions were explained, 

providing sample applications whenever necessary. Using four selected cases, common 

user information needs were identified and compared with results of previous surveys. 

Alternative TFPM applications for each case were developed and evaluated using Archer's 

(1978) Design Process as implemented with VPC's (1990) PRFORM software. Based on 

the evaluations of the TFPM applications in each of the case studies, a teaching TFPM 

model was developed incorporating the features of the available TFPM versions that most 

appropriately responded to the common information needs. Some other features not 

portrayed in the available TFPM versions were added to facilitate portrayal, understanding, 

and acceptance for new users. 

There are basically two models of TFPM - the Productivity Indices (PI) Model and 

the Profitability = Productivity + Price Recovery (PPPR) Model. I proved that as



implemented with discrete variables, Gollop's Model is equivalent to the PPPR Model. 

Various versions of these two models feature differences in deflation, aggregation of 

Outputs, inputs, and/or organizational units, treatment of capital, computation of dollar 

effects of changes in performance, and how to use TFPM for planning. 

The common information needs identified were (1) measures of a firm's past 

performance using physical productivity related to profitability; (2) measures of individual 

organizational] units’ productivity aggregated into plant, division, or firm level productivity; 

(3) partial measures to explain what factors dr.ve the total performance measures; and (4) 

evaluations of plans/budgets to ensure performance improvement. 

Based on the evaluations of possible TFPM versions appropriate for each 

application, REALST stands out as the most advanced and flexible version. However, it 

has become too complicated for first-time users. Hence, the teaching TFPM model I have 

developed is a simplified version of REALST.
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h r_1: The Problem and I ing 

Problem Statement 

Despite the availability of at least 13 models/versions of the Total-Factor 

Productivity Measurement (TFPM) in the literature (see Table 1.1), TFPM is still 

underutilized as a management tool for helping managers make decisions and initiate 

actions to improve performance and productivity (Thor, 1986; Craig and Harris, 1973; 

Loggerenberg and Cucchiaro, 1982; Kaplan, 1984; Skinner, 19&6; Cosgrove, 1987; 

Steedle, 1988); and even those managers and industrial engineers who want to measure 

performance and productivity are not sure about how to do it. There is no "generally- 

accepted” TFPM model from which first-time users can learn. 

This study (1) determines the information managers commonly need to make 

decisions and initiate actions to improve performance, based on selected case studies and 

(2) investigates and explains the theoretical and methodological issues involved with how 

the different versions of TFPM and Cost Accounting Systems address these information 

needs, and (3) develops a teaching model of TFPM that will provide these common 

information needs. 

  

Subproblems and Research Questions 

The problem can be broken down into the following subproblems and their 

corresponding research questions: 

Subproblem 1; Determining Common User Information Needs 

What are managers’ main concerns regarding performance improvement? What 

information do they commonly need to make decisions and initiate actions?



  

  

  

MODELS VERSIONS MAIN FEATURES 

Productivity Indices Davis (1955) - inclusion of all inputs (including capital) 

(deflates all values to Kendrick and Creamer (1965) - book value used for capital input 

constant dollars; Craig and Harris (1973) - lease value used for capital input 

productivity index = Hines (1976) - productivity per product 

sum of all output values Mundel (1983) - added details for computing input values 

over sum of all input Sumanth (1979) - firm productivity is the weighted sum of 

values) productivity of all products 

- firm productivity related to profit breakeven 

LTV/Vought Aero - "challenge budgets” 

Products Division 
  

Profitability = American Productivity and - use of Laspeyres and Paasche indices 

Productivity + Quality Center (APQC,1978) - dollar effects, partial productivities and price 

Price Recovery recoveries portrayed in base period 

dollars 

(Productivity is related to - capital compensation 

accounting profitability REsource ALlocation - Clarified conceptual modeis 

and price recovery) STrategist (REALST, 1982) —- concept of resource variability to break 

down productivity irito capacity 

utilization and efficiency 

- strategic grids 

- attributes: data aggregation/evel of detail 

- dollar effects portrayed in current period 

dollars 

- difference operators 

Miller (1984) - cumulative deflation 

Virginia Productivity Center = - multi-factor concept (capital may be 

(VPC,1985) excluded) 

- graphics/portrayal development 

Financial Productivity - productivity, quantity, and price grids 

Measurement (FPM, 1988) - import/export of data with other software 
  

Econometric Gollop (1982) - uses growth rates of outputs and inputs   
 



Subproblem 2: What Information Do Available TFPM Versions and Related Cost 

Accounting Systems Provide? 

Do the present versions adequately address the common user information needs? 

Are the common information needs identified in the first research question presently 

addressed by available accounting systems? 

Subproblem 3: What Constitutes a Teaching TFPM Model for First Time Users? 

How can common user information needs not presently provided by available 

versions be addressed? How can alternative ways of addressing a particular user 

requirement be evaluated? 

Desired Outcomes and Outputs of the Research 

To eventually solve these subproblems and find answers to the research questions, 

the following outputs were obtained: 

¢ reviewed previous surveys and documented new case studies. The case studies 

identify a number of user requirements and the alternative methods that may be 

used to develop an appropriate TFPM application for each case. The assumption 

here is that case examples can help identify user requirements, differences, 

similarities, strengths, and weaknesses of each version (how and why their 

methods work), and help readers understand the distinctions between various 

models/versions. This output addresses subproblems 1 and 2, and provides 

alternative solutions for subproblem 3. 

¢ From the case studies, I compiled a list of the common user requirements. These 

user requirements are in the form of information needs, desirable characteristics



of the model, and user/application conditions that models need to address. This 

output addresses subproblem 1. 

Based on the literature review and my experience with the cases, a thorough 

explanation of each available model and/or version, their similarities, differences, 

strengths and weaknesses, theoretical foundation, assumptions and implications, 

data requirements and information generated was made. The assumption here is 

that there is a need to clarify the differences and similarities of each of the models, 

versions, and features so as to facilitate use of TFPM. In particular, I shall 

analyze different deflation , data structure/aggregation, including the treatment of 

Capital input, and information portrayal methods. This output addresses 

subproblem 2. 

A prototype structure and process for designing and evaluating a TFPM 

application was developed. This output addresses subproblems 2 and 3. 

Based on the preceding outputs, a simple teaching model that can be used by first- 

time users to learn and gain experience and insights into TFPM was developed. 

The assumption is once users start correctly and achieve initial success, they will 

gain enough momentum to develop their application to better Ait their needs. This 

output addresses subproblem 3. 

As. a result of having these outputs, the following desired outcomes are achieved: 

e Academicians and practitioners will have a starting point for resolving the 

apparent debate on how to do Total-Factor Productivity Measurement. Possible 

users will more easily understand the differences, strengths, weaknesses, and 

features of each model and/or version.



¢ Having a simple teaching model that can later be customized will facilitate the 

development and implementation of TFPM applications which can lead to better 

performance measurement, evaluation, control and improvement; and generate 

more data to continuously evaluate and develop TFPM models and versions. 

¢ I learned how to do innovative and independent research and how to design and 

implement TFPM, in particular, and performance measurement, in general. 

Why Am I Doing This Research? 

There are several organizational performance measurement approaches in the 

literature. I have chosen to study Total-Factor Productivity Measurement (TFPM) for the 

following reasons: (1) Organizations have traditionally used macro financial accounting and 

micro operating measures based on IE standards. Kaplan (1984) points out the inadequacy 

of traditional measures for summarizing organizational performance and helping decision 

makers achieve and maintain world-class competitiveness. TFPM responds to this concern 

as it measures the contributions of changes in productivity and price recovery to changes in 

profitability over at least two periods. Since productivity and price recovery have strategic 

implications (Loggerenberg and Cucchiaro, 1982; Parsons, 1986) not presently portrayed 

by most financial reports, TFPM should appeal to managers and controllers who are not 

just concerned with short-term profits but also with long-term survival, growth, and 

excellence. (2) TFPM is state-of-the-art in measuring productivity (Sink, Tuttle, and 

DeVries, 1984). It's one of the more developed measurement methods as evidenced by at 

least 13 versions in the literature; however, (3) it's still underutilized (Thor, 1986). In fact, 

Craig and Harris (1973), Loggerenberg and Cucchiaro (1982), Kaplan (1984), Skinner 

(1986) and Cosgrove (1987) observed that few companies (<3%) have a system for



measuring macro productivity, although a more recent survey of 1000 U.S. controllers 

shows 28% using TFPM (Steedle, 1988). 

According to a survey done by UCCEL Corp. and the American Productivity and 

Quality Center (APQC) and the survey of controllers just mentioned, lack of management 

support and difficulties in data collection are the main reasons more firms have not adopted 

a total productivity measurement system (APQC, 1985). Figure 1.1 shows the reasons 

why 63% of those who have previously attended APQC workshops on TFPM are not 

using it. However, Miller (1989) said data collection is not really a problem as long as 

there is support from management and the controller. This observation is supported by his 

experience with Ethyl and GM and VPC's experience with LTV, Xaloy, a food and 

beverage company in the Philippines, a defense contractor, and a pharrnaceutical plant. 

— 
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Figure 1.1: Reasons For Not Using TFPM (APOC, 1085) 

There is a need then for managers to realize the value of TFPM as a management 

tool. This means having to portray it such that it responds to information needs they are 

not presently getting from their information systems. Most of the accountants I've met 

don't see any new information and believe they can also provide whatever information



TFPM can provide. Some of them think that accounting profit, volume, and price variance 

analysis provide the same information. I believe TFPM provides information beyond what 

most accounting reports provide. Kaplan (1984, 1985) has strongly advocated the need for 

new performance measures in his articles that have influenced the development of what is 

now called "Activity-Based Cost" (ABC) Accounting. I've investigated these issues and 

new developments to show that TFPM does provide some vital information that decision 

makers need. 

Figure 1.2 shows a cause-and-effect diagram of possible reasons why TFPM is 

underutilized. The two previously mentioned surveys and my experience with VPC TFPM 

projects have pointed out that lack of management support is not only the main reason why 

TFPM has not been widely used; it has also caused other problems such as difficulties in 

data collection. My research, therefore, addressed questions such as ' what information do 

managers commonly need to make decisions about improving productivity and 

performance in general, and does TFPM or any other management tool provide such 

information?" The lack of management support may be due to the lack of a "generally- 

accepted" TFPM model from which first-time users can learn. There are at least 13 

versions of Total-Factor Productivity Measurement. As shown in Table 1.1, each version 

has some features distinguishing it from the previous versions. Each version was 

developed to address particular design specifications and based on the discipline of the 

designer. There have been claims that one version is better than another in some respects. 

If a manager wants to use TFPM, what version should he/she use’ There is no clear 

answer to this question.
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Figure 1.2: Why Is TFPM Underutilized? 

In a recent project of the VPC, a recommendation had to be made on a productivity 

measurement methodology and it wasn't immediately clear what TFPM version to 

recommend. What are the differences and similarities of these versions in theory and in 

practice? Are the versions different because they are meant for different applications or are 

they different ways of approaching the same problem? 

This Research Supports the Development of a Management Tool 

The Management System Model (Kurstedt, 1986) and Management Systems 

Analysis (Sink, 1989) provide the framework for the phenomenon I'm researching. 

A management system (Kurstedt, 1986; see Figure 1.3) has three components: who 

manages, what is managed, and what are used to manage; and three interfaces: 

decisions/actions, measurement/data, and information portrayal/perception. For the 

decisions/actions interface, Sink (1989) has adapted and focused the model on performance 

improvement interventions. Management tools have also been focused on performance 

measurement and evaluation tools rather than all possible management tools. My research 

further zeroes-in on TFPM as one management tool. 
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Figure 1.3: TFPM Is a Management Tool (adapted from Kurstedt,1986 and Sink, 1989) 

  

In developing management tools, the logical starting point would be the information 

needs of the manager. In my experience, however, there may be a need to ask managers 

other questions such as, “what are your main concerns and what decisions/actions do you 

make/initiate to improve performance?” rather than directly ask them, “what are your 

information needs...?” This subproblem would have been more straightforward had we 

been concerned with only one manager. Since the main problem is developing a TFPM 

model that provides the common information needs of managers regarding performance 

improvement, we need to consider a population of managers and the inherent variability of 

this population. There are three main classifications: managers who have used TFPM and 

therefore know not only what it can do but also the implementation issues; managers who 

have a conceptual knowledge either from reading or workshops; and, managers who have 

not had any exposure to TFPM. The critical concern is to determine the common 

 



information needs of these managers regarding performance improvement. This is the first 

subproblem of this research. 

Once the common information needs are identified, the next subproblem is to 

understand and explain whether the available TFPM models/versions and other 

management tools such as cost accounting, address these information needs. The solution 

to this subproblem will identify what and why features from the available TFPM 

models/versions work, and what features need to be redesigned. This will facilitate my 

addressing the third subproblem of recommending a “teaching” TFPM model that provides 

for the common information needs of managers. 

This Research Provides a Significant Contribution to the Productivity Measurement 

Field 

The following checklist answers the questions: Why should anyone do this 

research? What is its contribution to the Productivity Measurement field? The checklist is 

based on Miller's (1983) adaptation from Ackoff's (1953) The Design of Social Research.1 

have picked eight out of his eleven items that are relevant to my research. 

Several authors (Craig and Harris, 1973; Friedman, 1980; Thurow, 1984; Sink, 

1988; Du Plooy, 1988; and Grayson and O'Dell,1988) have written about the need to 

improve productivity for a nation's long-run economic welfare. Craig and Harris (1973), 

Drucker (1980), Loggerenberg and Cucchiaro (1982), Kaplan (1984), and Sink (1985) 

emphasize the need for productivity measurement as a means to attain control and 

improvement. Numbers | - 5 of the following checklist are based on these premises. 

1. The study is timely as measurement plays a critical role in improving productivity. 

As Grayson and O'Dell (1988) warn, America may have only two decades to 

improve or lose its competitive lead. TFPM measures both short-term profitability 

and long-term strategic stance through productivity and price recovery. 

10



The study relates to a practical problem. It's not only for academicians. 

Business, industry, governments, and nations can use it. 

The study relates to a wide population, not just to companies or America. 

It has international significance. 

The study relates to an influential or critical population - managers, 

leaders of nations, anyone concerned with productivity. 

The study has many implications on a wide range of practical problems: 

measurement, evaluation, control, improvement, productivity comparisons, etc. 

The study fills a research gap; there is an apparent debate on what is the best model 

or version of TFPM. This study will take the initial step towards the resolution of 

this debate. Miller (1988) suggested that research should focus on the investigation 

of the existing measurement models - an attempt at understanding their basic 

structure. I believe this is a necessary step even before looking into relationships of 

productivity with other performance criteria such as quality - a topic I was tempted 

to pursue. 

The study may create or improve an instrument for observing and analyzing data - 

this is the third subproblem of this research. As discussed earlier, TFPM is an 

instrument for measuring quantities and prices of inputs and ou:puts of an 

organization, converting these data into information on profitability, productivity, 

and price recovery, and portraying the information so managers can use it for 

making decisions. This research is aimed at improving the usefulness and accuracy 

of TFPM as a management tool. (Please see Figure 1.4.) 

The study provides the possibility for a fruitful exploration with known techniques 

- this research will build on available TFPM versions using case study methods. 

11
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Background Information and Definitions Relevant to this Research 

All references I've seen basically define productivity as output over input. Three 

points arise from this definition. First, different units can be used for measuring 

productivity depending on what outputs and inputs are considered. This can pose a 

problem when making comparisons as we may be comparing "apples and oranges." 

Hence, Davis (1955) suggested the use of dollar values as units of input and output. 

However, this poses another problem: dollar values change over time. Therefore, deflation 

methods need to be used so the unit of measure will be constant dollars. This leads to the 
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second point associated with the definition of productivity: static measures and dynamic 

measures. Static measures are productivity ratios for a single period, e.g. total cost per unit 

of a car; while dynamic measures are ratios of static measures of two periods. The latter 

compares two periods and shows changes. The third point is the use of partial productivity 

measures against total-factor productivity measures. Productivity is sometimes equated 

with labor productivity, e.g. output per manhour. This is just a partial measure as it only 

considers one input. Total-factor productivity considers all inputs, namely, labor, capital, 

materials, energy, etc. This research will focus on Total-Factor Productivity Measurement 

which uses dynamic productivity ratios and their effects on profitability in dollars. 

TFPM directly measures and relates productivity with profitability. It also 

measures price recovery: the rate costs of production or services are passed on to 

customers, i.e., the ratio of output prices to input costs. Note that price recovery is a 

related concept but not the same as inflation. Inflation measures the aggregate changes in 

prices of both outputs and inputs over time in the entire economy, not just for a firm. Price 

recovery is the relationship of output prices and input costs in one firm. Inflation 

measures the general trend of costs of goods and services in the macro economy while 

price recovery measures the rate at which firms pass on the costs of their inputs to their 

customers. In this context, price recovery may be considered as the firm's contribution to 

overall economic inflation; a positive price recovery contributes to overall inflation while a 

negative price recovery can help prevent inflation. 

Some clarifications need to be made at this point regarding the terms system, 

methodology, model, version, tools, and methods. These terms are frequently used in 

different disciplines, hence, they have different shades of meaning. The following 

definitions are what I will use for this research: 

13



System: Kurstedt (1986) defines "system" as converting inputs into outputs resulting in 

throughput to meet some objective(s) and incorporates measures of performance to 

determine how well the objectives are being met. 

Methodology: The dictionary (Flexner, 1987) defines "methodology" as a set or system of 

methods, principles, and rules for regulating a given discipline, as in the arts or 

sciences; or the study of the principles underlying the organization of the various 

sciences and the conduct of scientific inquiry. 

Model: is defined as a simplified representation of a system or phenomenon, as in the 

sciences or economics, with any hypotheses required to describe the system or 

explain the phenomenon, often mathematically; or to simulate (a process, concept, 

or the operation of a system), commonly with the aid of a computer. 

The TFPM model deals with the mathematical concepts, relationships, and 

derivations. This model is the theoretical basis for the set of methods, principles, and rules 

or the methodology for doing Total-Factor Productivity Measurement. I have identified 

three TFPM models (shown earlier in Table 1.1) as they are based on different concepts 

and underlying principles. For two of the three models, there are various versions of 

TFPM. 

Version: is defined as a particular form or variant of something. TFPM versions differ 

from each other as they use different features such as deflation and aggregation. 

These distinctions were earlier shown in Table 1.1. 

Feature: is defined as distinctive characteristics of a version. 

Tool: is anything used as a means of accomplishing a task or a purpose. I use the word 

tool in the same sense as Kurstedt's (1986) management tool. TFPM is a tool that 

management can use to measure productivity, price recovery, and profitability. 

14
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Figure 1.5: Picture Definition of Terms 

This chapter has described the research problem, the subproblems, desired 

Outcomes and outputs, the phenomenon surrounding the problem, my rnotivation for doing 

the research, background information, and definitions. The next chapter will discuss how 

the research was conducted. 
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Chapter 2: How This Research Was Conducted 

What is Research? What Type of Research Is This? 

Different authors have different definitions of research. The common thread I see 

running through the definitions I have come across is the following: Research is the 

process of arriving at dependable solutions to problems through the planned and systematic 

collection, analysis, and interpretation of data. (Mouly, 1970; Emory, 1980; Leedy, 1980; 

Miller, 1983; Sekaran, 1984). There are three interrelated key points. (1) What is a 

research question or problem? It is a question that no one else has been able to answer 

beyond reasonable doubt or a problem that has not been completely solved. (2) The 

solution to the problem or the answer to the question can be obtained by a systematic 

approach which includes collecting, analyzing and interpreting or giving meaning to data. 

(3) Knowledge is expanded as a result - either finding new truths or reconfirming what was 

doubted to be true. 

The next question is: What is Management Systems Engineering research? The first. 

distinction between MSE research and other disciplines is the subject. MSE deals with 

solving organizational problems by designing, developing, and implementing management 

systems using an engineering approach. According to Tompkins (1989), "Scientists 

discover, mathematicians solve and engineers design." The Graduate Policy Manual of 

TEOR states that Management Systems Engineering offers formal professional education 

with a focus on the management of complex socio-technical systems. I believe MSE 

should focus on the design, development, and implementation of management systems. 

Would designing and implementing new management systems for particular 

organizations constitute MSE research? If designing means following a predetermined or 

generally-accepted method, this is obviously not research. The National Science 
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Foundation (NSF, 1982) defines this as development: the systematic use of knowledge or 

understanding gained from research directed towards the production of useful materials, 

devices, systems or methods, including design and development of prototypes and 

processes. The point is, while design and implementation per se may not be research, if 

they are done to collect, analyze, and interpret data and answer research questions, they 

become part of research. NSF defines applied research as " directed toward gaining 

knowledge or understanding necessary for determining the means by which a recognized 

and specific need may be met. In industry, applied research includes investigations 

directed to discovery of new scientific knowledge having specific commercial objectives 

with respect to products and processes." Based on these definitioris, what I've done is 

applied research. This research combines analytical methods (in dealing with mathematical 

models and underlying principles behind each TFPM model) and qualitative methods 

particularly using case studies. This integration of "hard and soft" approaches, I believe, is 

typical of MSE research. 
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Figure 2.1: Research and Development Process 

Conceptual Framework of this Research 

This research is related to previous work by Kurstedt (1986) on the Management 

System Model as adapted by Sink (1989). As shown in Figure 2.2, after management has 

understood and defined the organizational system and implemented improvement 

interventions, the next step is to develop performance measurement systems. This entails 

(a) defining information needs, (b) identifying data needs, and (c) using the appropriate 
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tools to collect, process, store, retrieve, and portray data and information. This research 

focuses on developing TFPM as an effective and efficient measurement, evaluation, and 

portrayal tool. This is the conceptual framework of the phenomenon ['m researching. 

The critical variable in this research is user information needs. This is why I 

consider it my "independent variable”: it determines what model, version, and/or features 

(my "decision variable") need to be used to satisfy such information needs. In Figure 2.2, 

the data and information are collected, analyzed, and portrayed to satisfy the information 

needs. My research starts with the determination of common user information needs to 

determine how TFPM should address those needs (the decision variable). The actual 

information provided by a TFPM application is the dependent variable. Ideally, the 

dependent variable should approximately equal the independent variable, i.e. the 

information provided should be the same as the information needed. However, this may 

not always be the case. Archer's (1978) Design Process evaluates the extent a TFPM 

application satisfies user information needs. 
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Table 2.2: Conceptual Framework of this Research 

Case study methods were used for collecting and analyzing data. Within the case 

studies, various sources of data such as documents, interviews, and participant-observation 

(Yin, 1987) were used to determine common information needs and other intervening and 

moderating variables (referred to as context variables in Figure 2.3) such as organizational 

conditions in the user's environment. Coding and analysis of data were based on Archer's 

(1978; Smith, 1989) The Structure of Design Processes as operationalized in Sink's (1985) 

Multi-Criteria Performance Measurement Technique (MCPMT) and its software, 

PRFORM. According to Archer and Smith, design is an iterative problem-solving process 

of satisfying goals. There are "arbiters" in the design process who identify and give 

weights (i.e. relative weight or importance ) to the goals or objectives of a design. For this 
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research, the arbiters are managers/users who need TFPM information and 

analysts/designers who develop the system to provide the needed information. {(G1,1r]), 

(G2, r2), (G3, 13), ..(Gn, tn)} represent the goals and their weights, i.e., weighted 

information needs. "Measuring overall impact on performance” or "measuring partial 

productivities" are examples of goals. 

Each case has its set of weighted user information needs. By getting the sum of 

weights of the common user information needs across all cases, a set of the most common 

user information needs was determined. (Variation issues will be dealt with in the next 

section -- detailed research methodology.) This answers the first research question. 

The next set of research questions (on available models/versions) was answered by 

the literature review and the TFPM model(s)/version(s)' applicability to the cases. Each 

case study was an independent effort to provide the user's information requirements. This 

was done by using available models/versions whenever applicable or by trying out new 

methods to provide information needs present versions could not provide and/or resolving 

conflicting methods for providing for the same information needs. 

Again, Archer's structure was used to process the data from the TFPM 

applications. To achieve goals, certain TFPM model/version properties (Pj, P2, P3, ...Pn) 

need to address each goal, i.e.,G = g(P). The properties are a function of decision or 

design variables (D1, D2, D3, ... Dm) and context variables (C1, C2, C3, ...Ck), ie. P = 

f(D,C). Decision variables are the features that make up each TFPM model/Version while 

context variables are organizational conditions that affect the TFPM application. For 

example, "model formulation and how information is portrayed" are properties of TFPM 

models/versions. "Measuring productivity, price recovery, and/or profitability" and "using 

static or dynamic measures” are decision variables that influence or contribute to the 

property: "measuring overall impact on performance." Base period and period length are 
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context variables, not decision variables because the states or values they can take are more 

influenced by the conditions imposed by the application rather than the design of the TFPM 

model/version. This is discussed in detail in the research methoclology section and a 

complete example from the pilot case is shown. 

Archer also defined an index of merit which is the overall performance rating of a 

design proposal against the goals previously set. In the case studies on TFPM 

applications, this would represent on a scale from 0-10, how each TFPM model or version 

has satisfied the user requirements. This analysis helped me write a survey which 

describes, compares, and contrasts the available TFPM models/versions. This answers my 

second set of research questions. 

At this point, three of the desired outputs of the research have been completed: the 

case studies, the common information needs, and the survey/review of the present available 

versions. Bits and pieces of the fourth desired output are also available from the case 

studies. Note that the case studies were aimed at developing TFPM applications and 

features that would provide for the user's information needs. It was a matter of putting 

together into a teaching model the features that provided for the common user information 

needs. This teaching model was then compared and contrasted against similar and 

contradictory literature and results of the case studies. 

I mentioned earlier that Archer's concepts were operationalized using MCPMT and 

PRFORM. PRFORM has three levels of measures: criteria, attributes and sub-attributes. 

Each criterion may be broken down into attributes which may further be broken down into 

sub-attributes. The lowest level of measure is normalized into a nominal scale from 0 to 10 

by a transformation curve or a function that maps natural scales into the 0-10 nominal scale. 

Each criterion, attribute, and sub-attribute is weighted so that a weighted average of the 
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transformed or normalized scores may be obtained (Sink, 1985). An example is shown in 

the next section. 

Figure 2.3 shows how I operationalized Archer's concepts of goals, properties, 

decision and context variables, and their functional relationships into PRFORM's criteria, 

attribute, sub-attribute, and transformation curves, respectively. Archer's index of merit is 

the weighted average of transformed scores from each criteria, attribute, and sub-attribute 

in PRFORM. 

In summary, I have: 

¢ developed case studies and in each case study: 

- determined weighted information needs 

- developed and evaluated alternative TFPM applications using PRFORM 

¢ determined common information needs by summing up their weights across all cases 

* written an evaluation survey of all available TFPM models/versions based on the literature 

review and results of the case studies . 

* recommended a teaching TFPM model based on what has worked in the case studies for 

satisfying common information needs 

° using the common user information needs as the goals or criteria, PRFORM was used on 

all the available TFPM models/versions, including the teaching model I'm 

recommending. 
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Figure 2.3: Another Perspective of the Conceptual Framework of My Research 

Research Methodology 

1. To come up with the problem definition and research methodology, the following 

were done: 

* initial literature review on productivity measurement, TFPM, and research 

* interviews of both experts, users, and possible users 

¢ observations on previous applications and a pilot case study 

¢ mathematical model formulation for the available models/versions 
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Chapter 3 includes what I learned from the initial literature review. The initial 

literature review has helped me know what has been done and what needs to be done in the 

productivity measurement field, particularly using TFPM. 

The literature review has also left me with some questions regarding the various 

TFPM versions. In order to answer these questions and gain a better understanding of 

TFPM, I interviewed the experts/authors of the available versions. I have interviewed 

Gollop, Sumanth, Kendrick, Thor, Parsons, and Miller, and all have agreed (except for 

Kendrick whom I didn't ask as he is no longer doing any work on TFPM) to review my 

description of their TFPM versions and confirm that my understanding is accurate. I chose 

these experts because they are currently most active in and who in my judgment from 

reading the literature, have contributed most towards TFPM development. I chose Parsons 

instead of Loggerenberg as Parsons seems to be more user-oriented, pragmatic while also 

having a solid theoretical knowledge. He is also more accessible. 

I had two sets of questions for the experts: one set was asked of all the experts and 

the other set had questions on their particular version. Chapter 3 documents the salient 

points from these interviews. The interviews not only helped me obtain answers to my 

questions but also helped me reinforce what I have learned from the literature review. 

Table 1.1 (page 1-2) is an outline of what I considered as the three basic models, 

the different versions, and the main features of each version, based on the initial literature 

review, interviews with experts and observations from some applications. 

The Appendix presents the mathematical model formulation of the three basic 

models showing the differences between the models and the versions. These models were 

my starting point for analyzing, understanding and explaining the differences and their 

corresponding applicability. The models were formulated using consistent symbols so I 

could mathematically compare the expressions for different versions. 
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Figure 2.4: How I Defined My Research Problem and Methodology 

2. After defining the problem and the research methodology, | reviewed previous 

surveys and documented new case studies to (a) compile a list of user information needs 

and other requirements, (b) illustrate and gain a more concrete understanding of the various 

methodological differences and issues associated with the available TFPM versions, and, 

(c) develop, test, and evaluate features that will be applicable for providing the common 

user information. 

Selection of cases was based on the following considerations: (1) The first 

consideration was that the organization should be willing to commit resources to 

developing a TFPM application. This is the test of how serious they are with the effort. 

(2) The research will be on TFPM applications at the firm level - cases will therefore be 

applications ranging from plants, to divisions, to corporate levels; (3) When using case 

studies, theoretical rather than random sampling is typically used (Glaser and Strauss, 

1967; Eisenhardt, 1989), i.e. cases are chosen for theoretical rather than statistical reasons. 

The cases may be chosen to replicate previous cases or they may be chosen to fill 

theoretical categories and provide examples of polar types. Since the variable I'm 
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measuring from the cases is user information needs, I chose cases that could potentially 

have typical and extreme situations illustrating various user information needs. The 

organizations I selected had different products, geographical locations, and organizational 

size and structure. Table 2.1 shows demographic data for each of the cases; 

  

  

  

  

Table 2.1; Demographic Data of the Selected Cases 

Plant A Division B Company C Center D 

Industry Pharmaceuticals | Defense Food and Applied 
Contractor Beverage Research and 

Development 

Geographical | Southeastern West Coast, Southeast Asia | Southeastern 
Location USA USA USA 

Size 500 3,000 20,000 20 
(manpower) 

Structure functional/ functional/ divisions/ functional/ 
hierarchical business units _| business units __| self-managing           
  

Other possible cases were available but were not used as they did not "pass" all the three 

considerations previously discussed and they were no longer needed. (4) How many cases 

should be used? Eisenhardt (1989) says, “stop adding cases when theoretical saturation is 

reached, i.e. when incremental learning is minimal because researchers are observing 

phenomena seen before...In practice, theoretical saturation often combines with pragmatic 

considerations such as time and money to dictate when case collection ends...Finally while 

there is no ideal number of cases, a number between 4 and 10 cases usually works well. 

With fewer than 4 cases, it is often difficult to generate theory with much complexity, and 

its empirical grounding is likely to be unconvincing,... With more than 10 cases, it quickly 

becomes difficult to cope with the complexity and volume of the data." After the fourth 
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case, I reviewed the information needs I had compiled from one case to the other and 

decided "theoretical saturation" had been reached since the common information needs were 

not changing or increasing. I also compared the common information needs with the 

results of two recent surveys (APQC, 1985; Steedle, 1988). These surveys came up with 

the same reasons why firms use TFPM as the common information needs I had compiled. 

I used three types of data for this research. The first type is end-user information 

data. By end-user, I mean the manager(s) who will use the information from TFPM to 

make decisions and initiate actions. As previously mentioned, these managers were to be 

classified as: those who have used TFPM, those who have read or attended a workshop, 

and those who have not had any exposure to TFPM. From my case studies though, all 

except one manager did not have any exposure to TFPM. The analysts who were 

interested in developing a TFPM for their managers were the ones who had some exposure 

to TFPM. Leven found I could not ask managers directly what their information needs 

sk tangential ion h "what ar r main concerns or problems 

about improving the performance of your firm?" 

The primary source of these data (information needs) were meetings or interviews 

with the managers. These meetings or interviews were done individually or in groups. In 

either case, they were asked about their main concerns regarding performance improvement 

and what types of decisions and actions they make and initiate to improve performance. 

While they discussed their responses, I took notes and later identified and weighed the 

information needs they mentioned. I've found this approach more effective as managers 

don't usually know exactly what information they need. I then wrote up the results of the 

interviews and asked them to verify whether my perception of what they said was accurate. 

These interviews provided the weighted information needs for the new cases I documented. 
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Analysts were the primary source of the second and third types of data: the 

organizational conditions that affect the TFPM application and the quantities, prices and/or 

values that were used for the initial TFPM application. Of course, the data were disguised, 

whenever necessary to preserve their confidentiality. They also provided the documents 

and explanation of systems that interface with TFPM. 

After determining the information needs, conditions that affected the TFPM 

application, and data available, alternative TFPM applications were designed, developed, 

and evaluated. Evaluations were done as described in the previous section using 

PRFORM. The weighted information needs were used as the criteria, TFPM 

model/version features that provided the information needs were the attributes, 

organizational conditions considered were the sub-attributes. Transformation curves 

represent how the features and organizational conditions relate to providing the needed 

information. Table 2.2 lists the information needs, TFPM features, and organizational 

conditions used for the pilot TFPM application. The first information need is "assessing 

overall impact of improvement efforts." This information need was addressed by "how the 

TFPM model is formulated and how information is portrayed." The TFPM model can be 

formulated to portray productivity alone (coded as 1), productivity and profitability (coded 

as 2), or productivity, profitability, and price recovery (coded as 3). Figure 2.4 shows a 

transformation curve that maps 0, 1, 2, and 3 to 0, 5, 8.5, and 10,respectively, i.e., the 

TFPM application 1s acceptable if it portrays productivity only, better with productivity and 

profitability, and best if it portrays all three performance criteria. 

Table 2.2 also shows that for the first information need, SCORBORD has satisfied 

it with a score of 7.2 while REALST scored a perfect 10. For this TFPM application, 

SCORBORD scored 5.1 and REALST scored 8.5 in the overall satisfaction of information 

needs. The next question is how valid are these scores? First, the weights of each criterion 
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V1 j n idi 

Inf ion Need 

Memory: 339K ° SCORBORD 5.1°REALST 8.5 

44444444444444444444444444644444446444444444444644444444644444444444464444444a 

Description ° Weight°® Raw ° Adjust ° Raw ° Adjust 

§444444444444484444444444446444444464444444444546444444446444444444444644444444 

Overall Impact ° 25 ° ° 7.2 ° °10.0 

Model Formulation ° 53 ° ° 8.0 ° ° 10.0 

Prod/Prof/PrRec ° 40° 3.00° 10.0° 3.00° 10.0 

Static/Dynamic ° 20° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0 

Relative/Absolute ° 20° 1.00° 5.0° 2.00° 10.0 

Fog Index ° 20° 1.00° 5.0° 2.00° 10.0 

Portrayal ° 47 ° ° 6.4 ° ° 10.0 

Graphics ° 29° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0 

Level of Detail ° 25° 3.00° 5.0° 2.00° 10.0 

Choice of Reports ° 23° 0.00° 0.0° 1.00° 10.0 

Deflation ° 23° 1.00° 10.0° 1.00° 10.0 

Measure Dep’ts./WIP ° 22 ° ° 4.3 ° ° 9.4 

Aggregation ° 36 ° 0.00 ° 0.0 ° 1.00 ° 10.0 
Level of Detail ° 33 ° ° 8.3 ° ° 8.3 

Input/Output Matching® 36° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0 

Base Period Choice ° 33° 1.00° 5.0° 1.00° 5.0 

Period Length ° 31° 3.00° 10.0° 3.00° 10.0 

Portrayal ° 31 ° ° 5.1 ° ° 10.0 

Graphics ° §1° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0 

Choice of Reports ° 49° 0.00° 0.0° 1.00° 10.0 

Partial Measures ° 21 ° ° 5.7 ° °10.0 

Resource Variability ° 34 ° 0.00 ° 0.0 ° 1.00 ° 10.0 

Level of Detail ° 33 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 

Portrayal ° 33 ° ° 7.4 ° ° 10.0 

Relative/Absolute ° 51° 1.00° 5.0° 2.00° 10.0 

Graphics ° 49° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0 

Use for Planning ° 19 ° ° 2.5 ° ° 2.5 

Simulation ° 50 ° 1.00 ° 5.0 ° 1.00 ° 5.0 

Challenge Budget Proc ° 50 ° 0.00 ° 0.0 ° 0.00 ° 0.0 
Analysis by Product ° 13 ° ° 4.8 ° °10.0 

Aggregation ° 51 °? 0.00 ° 0.0 ° 1.00 ° 10.0 
Level of Detail ° 49 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 

9 ° ° ° ° 
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Figure 2.4: Transformation Curve for Measure Portrayed 

3. For each case study, user requirements, methodological issues, and appropriate 

methods were collected (see Figure 2.5). The common information needs were identified 

as previously discussed. Each case dealt with evaluating which of the different features 

were most appropriate or designing new ones to satisfy user requirements. The resolution 

of methodological issues and the resulting applicable features were also compiled. 

After compiling user information needs from the case studies, I previously thought 

the next step should be to verify these user information needs using a survey of what users 

and possible users expect from TFPM. However, after looking at a few cases, I realized I 

could not get the depth and richness of data I'm getting from cases from a survey of users, 

and much less from possible users who expectedly will not have an in-depth understanding 

of TFPM concepts. This realization was supported by Mintzberg (1979) when he said, 

"For while systematic data create the foundation for our theories, it is anecdotal data that 

enable us to do the building. Theory building seems to require rich description, the 

richness that comes from anecdote. We uncover all kinds of relationships in our hard data, 
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but it is only through the use of this soft data that we are able to explain them." After all, 

data from past surveys done by APQC/UCCEL (Thor, 1985) and one other survey 

referenced by Steedle (1988) were compared and contrasted against the data I had collected 

from the cases. 
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Fi 2.5: Case Study Process for My Research. 

4. The list of common user information needs was then used to describe, compare, 

and evaluate the present models, versions and features. Chapter 3 is an evaluation survey 

of models. This evaluation survey also includes an evaluation of whether accounting 

systems provide the same information as TFPM. 

5. The results of activities 2 to 4 gave me the common user information needs, the 

distinctions between the available TFPM models, versions, and features, and the features 

that were applicable to the common user requirements based on the results of the case 

studies. Step 4 also provided the explanation about why the features appropriately provide 
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the needed information. This step (5) puts together the applicable features from the case 

studies into a teaching TFPM model that would respond to the commen user requirements. 

Steps 2 - 4 will be an iterative process. Again, saturation is the key consideration. 

Iterations stop when incremental data and/or information added is minimal. 

6. The teaching TFPM model was evaluated in two ways: using it on the case 

examples and showing that it provides the needed information (using the same PRFORM 

evaluation process discussed earlier); and, comparing it with related literature. 

While this dissertation is primarily intended to be a rigorous research and 

development document (based on Yin, 1987; please see Table 2.3: Parallelism Between 

Eisenhardt's (1989) "Process for Building Theory from Case Study” and My Research 

Methodology), anyone reading it should be able to develop an application using the 

teaching TFPM model, distinguish and understand the differences between the available 

models and versions of TFPM, feel confident to decide what features to use to enhance the 

initial application, and be able to use them successfully. However, the research has been 

subject to the following limitations. 

Limitations of the Research Methodology 

While case study research methods have been generally accepted to explain the 

existence of certain phenomenon, it cannot be used to make categorical conclusions with 

some statistical significance. I cannot claim with say, a 95% probability, that all 

organizations interested in developing a TFPM application will have the same common 

information needs that I compiled from my case studies. I used case study research 

because I wanted to experience and learn how TFPM applications should be developed to 

respond to management information needs. I believe I achieved this end and I can also be 

confident that when IJ discuss information needs, I really understand the details of those 

information needs, not just in broad terms or categories, but I am not confident to make 
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generalizations about most applications. I believe I achieved "theoretical saturation” with 

four cases, and my results matched the results of two previous surveys, but other 

researchers who might try to replicate what I've done may not come to the same 

conclusion. There was so much variability in my cases, four uniquely different 

organizations crossing national and cultural boundaries, functional, lateral and vertical 

variability in my interviewees, and there was not much I could do to control that. The only 

consolation I got was I did not find any evidence of significant differences in their 

management information needs. I suspect this may have been biased by my interviewees 

knowing I was helping their organization develop a TFPM application. 

Other limitations deal with how I developed the attributes, sub-attributes, and 

transformation curves for evaluating the TFPM versions and applications. I rationalized 

and used my best judgment in developing the attributes and curves, but some other 

researcher may use other attributes, sub-attributes, and transformation curves, for different 

reasons and come up with different conclusions. The evaluation procedure assumes the 

attributes and sub-attributes are all additive, independent, mutually exclusive, and 

comprehensive. To minimize my biasing the results, the same attributes, sub-attnbutes, 

and transformation curves were used across all cases, except when some weren't 

applicable, however, I still can't defend that the attributes are definitely additive and 

comprehensive. Some of them are not independent and not mutually exclusive. The 

evaluation procedure I used could not adequately model those situations. 

Finally, while I tried my best to follow the literature in developing and conducting 

case study research, I still cannot claim to be an expert in case study rnethods and I'm not 

sure I documented everything I did well enough for someone else to thoroughly replicate 

my research. 
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h r_3: -of-the-Art of TFPM 

This chapter presents the different TFPM models and versions based on my review 

of the literature, literature review, and experiences with some applications. To clearly 

portray the features of each model/version, I provided examples for some versions; I used 

another example to compare the features and information provided by each version and 

Show how each version applies to this example. I conclude this chapter by presenting a 

summary of the main features and differences of the models and versions. 

Prior to World War II, all productivity estimates were of the simple output-per- 

worker or per-hour variety. This was true of the first estimates prepared by Carrol Wright 

of the Bureau of Labor in the nineteenth century, the work of the National Research Project 

of the Works Progress Administration in the 1930's, the subsequent program of the Bureau 

of Labor Statistics, and the various industry studies of the National Bureau of Economic 

Research - to mention only the major productivity measurement initiatives (Kendrick and 

Vaccara, 1980; Davis, 1978; Gollop, 1982). 

The first estimates of total-factor productivity prepared in the United States were 

those of Jan Tinbergen in 1942 (National Research Council, 1979), referred to as multi- 

factor productivity as it only considered labor and capital, and also did not include 

intangibles such as inputs resulting from research and development, education, and 

training); George Stigler, presented in a 1947 volume of the National Bureau of Economic 

Research (NBER, Kendrick and Vaccara, 1980) for manufacturing; and by Barton and 

Cooper (National Research Council, 1979) in 1948 for agriculture. 

Davis (1955) Pioneered Total-Factor Productivity Measurement Using the 
Productivity Indices Model 

At about the same time, Hiram Davis had been an active participant in national 

conferences on productivity, and by 1954, he wrote a book, Productivity Accounting, 
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which earned him the recognition of being the pioneer in “total-factor productivity" 

(reprinted 1978; Sink, 1985; National Center for Productivity and Quality of Working 

Life, 1976; Miller and Rao, 1984). The primary measure he used was total-factor 

productivity, i.e., total dollar value of all outputs over the total dollar value of all inputs. 

To remove the effects of inflation in his calculations, he used price change indices or 

repricing inputs and outputs using base year prices. This way he obtained productivity 

indices for at least two periods. Being an accountant, he emphasized the need to match 

costs and quantities of inputs to costs and quantities of outputs for specific production 

periods. Table 3.1 shows an example of how Davis portrayed his TFP results. 
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Table 3.1: Productivity Indi Model - Davis’ Version 

PRODUCTIVITY STATEMENT 

The X Manufacturing Company 

  
  

1947 

Thousands of Doilars | 1947 
1939 1947 , Implicit 
In In Ta Price 

"1939 1939 1947 dexes 
--; ‘Prices - Prices .,:_ - Prices (1939 = 100) 

OUTPUT _ - 

Class M (medium unit cost) 3,384 3.893 12,157 312 | 
Class N (bigh unit cost) 3,120 - § 535 14,433 261 

Class O (high unit cost) 1,303 345 97+ 282 

Class P (low unit cost) 162 309 982 318 

Total 7,969 10,082 28 .551 283 

INPUT 

Labor and management ; 2,108 2,092 6.660 318 

Materials 2,947 3,284 12.565 383 

Supplies and business services 2,295 2.463 4,110 167 

Capital goods (Depreciation) 246} 300 563 187 

Isvestor 

Gross 373 400 4.655 118+4 

Taxes 1s7 1682 2.078 1237 

Net 216 2 2.500 1111 

Total 7.969 8,539 28 551 334 

PRODUCTIVITY CHANGE 

Output per $ of input 1.00 1.18 

Incresse in output per $ of input -18 

Savings over base year (Dollar 

increase for input of $8.539) 1.5403 

  

\Reported depreciation after adjustment to the repiacement prices of the year indicated and for yes: 
rate of operation. 

?Taxes at their base-year ratio to groas investor input. 

‘In this example. the savings do not equal the difference between 1947 output and input totals revalu 
to 1939 prices because of rounding of the productivity increase to 18 cents. 
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In 1965, Kendrick and Creamer published Measuring Company Productivity: A 

Handbook with Case Studies and in 1973, Craig and Harris wrote the paper, "Total 

Productivity at the Firm Level." I don't see any significant methodological developments 

contributed by these publications - they basically followed Davis' formulations. They, 

however, introduced the term "total productivity” instead of Davis’ "total-factor 

productivity." Both terms mean total output over total input. The term total productivity 

was coined to differentiate it from the economists’ definition of "total-factor productivity 

(TFP)." Economists use the concept of value-added, i.e. total value of outputs less 

interfirm purchases. They define TFP as value added over labor and capital because their 

unit of analysis is usually an industry or a nation's economy. Hence, intermediate inputs 

and outputs or interfirm purchases (materials and energy) are taken out to prevent double 

counting. The other contribution of these two versions were on ways to determine capital 

input. Kendrick and Creamer advocated the use of book value while Craig and Harris 

advocated the use of lease value. The main consideration is to use whatever an 

organization deems best to approximate their capital costs which should be what they are 

presently using in their accounting system.. 

In 1976, Hines introduced the concept of productivity by product and in 1983, 

Mundel published a paper detailing how to compute input and output values. All the 

preceding versions use static productivity measures compared against each other by 

productivity indices, as originally done by Davis. 

Sumanth (1979) 

In 1979, Sumanth published his dissertation, Productivity Measurement and 

Evaluation Models for Manufacturing Companies. He developed another version 

computing the total productivity of a firm as the weighted average of the total productivities 

of each product. The total productivity of a product is the ratio of the constant dollar value 
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of total output over the total constant dollar value of all inputs for the particular product. 

The total productivity of a firm is related to the total productivity of each product and the 

partial productivities so management can pinpoint causes of growth or decline. He also 

relates profit breakeven in terms of the total productivity of the firm. Since Sumanth's 

model uses static productivity measures, he recommends the use of productivity indices 

like all the previous versions. While the model may be very powerful in analyzing 

problems and opportunities for productivity improvement, it also demands very detailed, 

accurate, and precise data. Due to the enormous number of raw data needed for this 

version, I will show only one example later. 

Econometric Model (Gollop, 1982) 

Econometric models use logarithmic derivatives of production functions of both the 

macro economy and its subsectors (Kendrick and Vaccara, 1980; National Research 

Council, 1979). TFP is defined as the growth rate of physical output (or deflated value of 

output) less the weighted average of the growth rates of physical inputs (or deflated value 

of inputs) so as to avoid confounding price and productivity effects and insure the TFP 

measure is not sensitive to the choice of the base period. Gollop's model can aggregate the 

industry measures into the macro economy level. 

While most of the econometric developments deal with the macro economic levels 

such as industry or national levels, Gollop argues that there is a need to be able to analyze 

and relate each level. Hence, he formulated an example of how to aggregate and analyze 

data and portray the resulting information for 2 levels of aggregation. As a corollary, he 

has extended the traditional econometric definition of TFP from total output over labor and 

capital to include intermediate inputs such as materials and energy. Now, the Bureau of 

Labor Statistics uses "multifactor productivity” instead of "total-factor productivity." (BLS, 

1988; Dean and Kunze, 1988; Mark and Waldorf, 1983) 
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An important assumption underlying the econometric model is the treatment of time 

as a continuous variable rather than a discrete period. In using derivatives with respect to 

time, the variable is considered continuous; in the example, however, it 1s considered a 

discrete period. When I interviewed Gollop, he said that in Economics, most of the 

theoretical modelling is done using continuous functions. When they are applied, discrete 

approximating functions are used. These approximating functions have the property that 

when their limits are taken as the variable/interval approaches 0, they equal the original 

function. Another basic assumption is the validity of using particular production functions 

for firms. According to Gollop, economists use very general forms of production 

functions such that simpler forms that may more appropriately characterize production 

functions of firms can be considered as simplified versions of the general form. 

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show an example of how Gollop's model is implemented at the 

firm level. This example has 2 plants in a division and shows how measures for one unit 

of analysis are aggregated to get to a higher level or unit of analysis. Following is the 

explanation of Table 3.2. 

The output of plant 1 is the material input of plant 2 - columns 1 and 2. Hence, the 

total output of the division is just the output of plant 2 and the total material input of the 

division is the input of plant 1 - column 3. Same comments hold for columns 4-6. 

Columns 7-9 are growth rates from year 1 to year 2, i.e. (year 1 - year 2) / year 1. 

Columns 10-12 are production costs which are actually taken from the base period - year 1. 

Columns 13-15 are input cost shares which are the corresponding costs in columns 10-12 

over the column total. Using the growth rates and cost shares, TFP is computed using the 

formula given in the table. 
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Table 3.3 shows the analysis of profitability broken down into productivity and 

price recovery. Note that operating income is not equal to $24 as you can compute from 

Table 3.1 since columns 4-6 of Table 3.1 are in constant dollars. $26.40 is in current (year 

2) dollars. Hence, the total change in profits is $8.40. Productivity contribution can either 

be computed directly for the division or the total of the 2 plants' contributions. Unit 

growth sales contribution comes purely from the change (increase) in sales. The change in 

profits is the sum of contributions due to changes in productivity, sales, and prices. 

Table 3.3: Gollop's TFPM Model - Corporate Income and Productivity Analysis 

= (O1:Year2) - (O.L: Year 1) 

= ($26.40) - ($18.00) $8.40 

= (Total production costs: (Growth rate 

year 1) of TFP) 

Division: ($140.00) x (.0315) $4.41 

Plant 1: ($105.00) x (-.0476) -$5.00 

Plant 2: ($140.00) x (.0672) $9.41 
Unit Sales Growth Contributi 

= (Unit profit: Year 1) x (Period to period change in sales) 

= ($158 - $140) /158 x (172-158) $1.59 
Contributi t Price CI 

= (Period to period x (Quantity: Year 2) 

change in price) 

Sales (+): (1.10-1.00) x (172) = $17.20 

Labor (-): (1.05-1.00) x ( 20) = -$1.00 

Plant & Equipment (-): (1.09-1.00) x ( 34) = -$3.06 

Raw & Package Material (-): (1.11-1.00) x ( 84) = -$9.24 

Energy (-): (1.15-1.00) x ( 10) = -$1.50 

Net effect: $2.40 
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American Productivity and Quality Center (APQC, formerly APC, 1978) 

In 1977, the American Productivity Center (APC, 1978, 1988; Sink, 1985), 

building on the Davis, Kendrick and Creamer, and Craig and Harris works and with the 

help of Kendrick and Loggerenberg, developed a new model based on the relationships: 

Profitability ratio = Productivity ratio x Price recovery ratio and Profitability ($) = 

Productivity ($) + Price Recovery ($). Price recovery is the ratio of output prices to input 

costs or the extent input cost changes are passed on to the customers in terms of output 

prices. Different outputs (and inputs) are aggregated using base period unit prices (and 

costs) as weights. This produces Laspeyres index numbers or pure quantity change ratios 

used to compute productivity ratios. Output prices are weighted using current period 

quantities to produce Paasche index numbers or pure price change ratios used to compute 

price recovery ratios. (See Figure 3.1). The report format also shows dollar effects of all 

these changes to productivity, price recovery, and profitability. APC's version differs 

from its predecessors and has contributed in the development of TFPM in the following 

ways: 

1. Productivity is directly related to profitability and price recovery. 

2. In order to distinguish productivity and price recovery effects on profitability, pure 

quantity change ratios and price change ratios are computed. This necessitates the 

use of base price weighted quantity change ratios (Laspeyres index numbers) and 

current quantity weighted price change ratios (Paasche index numbers). Instead of 

just adjusting for the effects of inflation as Davis does, the concept of price 

recovery is introduced. 

3. Aside from calculating productivity indices, dollar effects of productivity, price 

recovery, and profitability changes are portrayed.



  

  

    

  

  

      

  

4. Partial productivities, price recoveries, and possible trade-offs of inputs are also 

portrayed. 

Profitability = _ Productivity Price Recovery 
ratio ratio ratio 

~ 

> O22 202?) fs OP 2 
—CO” =” 
Yop) > O1P1 2,°RP1 

: = : A= 
Die Dire 2122 
a. I. Xx 
Dic [ Diicy 211 \ 

base price or current quantity- 
cost-weighted weighted prices 

quantities and costs 
(Laspeyres (Paasche 

index numbers) 

O = Output quantity, period j 

i= input quantity, period j 

p j= Output unit price, period j 

C= input unit cost, period j 

Yover all outputs or inputs 

index numbers) 

  
  

Fi 1: Profitability = Ctivi x Price Recovery 
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Miller (1984) 

In 1984, Miller developed a modification of the APC model. This version uses a 

cumulative deflation method to restate current figures to a base period, instead of APC's 

period to period deflation. APC deflates current dollars direct to its base period equivalent 

disregarding any intermediate periods. This version deflates current dollars to each 

preceding period up to the base period. Hence, it considers all dollar value fluctuations 

between the base and the current periods. While this modification may address the concern 

that APC's deflation method is too sensitive to the choice of the base period, it requires 

more complex data collection, storage, retrieval, processing, and information portrayal. A 

simplification was introduced in the data processing and information portrayal - indices are 

not considered; only dollar figures are portrayed. According to Miller, while many 

organizations including GM, have called him about using his version, Ethyl Corporation is 

the only known user. 

VPC (1985) 

In 1985, the VPC introduced another version of the model. This was initially 

developed at the Oklahoma Productivity Center. It was then called Multi-Factor 

Productivity Measurement Methodology. Sink (1985) argues that capital input may be 

removed as one of the inputs because (1) financial analysts, comptrollers, accountants, and 

engineers should already be doing a good job managing capital productivity. (2) Another 

major problem he cites is the determination of capital expense as a function of the 

appropriate planning horizon and the appropriate cost of capital which may have significant 

effects on capital productivity. The variability in determining planning horizons and cost of 

capital may distort not only capital productivity, but also total-factor productivity, price 

recovery, and profitability. Other developments of this version include the portrayal of cost 
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drivers, inclusion of a simulation routine, and isolation of dollar effects due purely to price 

recovery. What the APC version calls dollar effect due to price recovery actually includes 

the combined effect of price recovery and productivity. This version is supported by a 

software now called SCORBORD which is being developed to include graphic capabilities. 

Past and future developments all aim to improve information portrayal, facilitate 

understanding, simplify and develop TFPM as an effective and efficient management 

support tool. 

LTV/VAPD (1986) 

At about the same time VPC's version was being developecl, LTV/Vought Aero 

Products, (as it was called then) was also developing its own application (VPC, 1986). 

LTV uses APC's basic model with slight modifications to compute challenge budgets (i.e. 

input quantities and costs ) and product price. Table 3.4 shows an example of how 

calculations are done. Sales volume and inflation are forecasted and competitive pricing is 

established to arrive at a total sales value in base-year dollars. A target productivity 

improvement is set from which cost to sales percentage, costs in base-year dollars, and 

current costs are computed, using a forecasted inflation rate. 

The model is run with annual budgets and updated quarterly with actual figures. 

The model is also run for divisions and functions within the firm. Instead of using TFPM 

only for measurement, they also use TFPM for planning and budgeting. The paper test 

done by VPC and LTV has produced a list of advantages and disadvantages, data 

requirements and difficulties of using the model. 
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B tren 

OUTPUT(SALES): 

« Sales (Current $) 111 222 Sales Forecast 

¢« Sales Price Inflation % Base 8% DRI Forecast 

* Sales (Constant $) 111 205.56 205.56 = 222 + (148%) 

PROD IMPR MENT: 

¢ Target_Improvement Base 4% 
  

  

INPUT (RESOURCE COSTS): 

  

  

    * Cost to Sales % _ 90.09% 86.5% 86.5 = 9).09 * (1 - 4%) 

* Costs (Constant $) 100 177.8 177.8 = 205.56 * 86.5% 

* Cost Inflation Base 10% DRI Forecast 

¢ Costs (Current _$) 100 195.56 195.5 = 177.8 * (1+10%)     

National Productivity Institute (NPI, South Africa, 1982) 

In 1982, Loggerenberg and Cucchiaro came up with another version. While this 

version is not basically different, the article that introduced it, "Productivity Measurement 

and the Bottom Line," included a very good portrayal of the TFPM concept (see Figure 

3.2). 
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Figure 3.2: Conceptual Model of TFPM 

This model differs from previous versions in that it breaks down productivity into 

Capacity utilization and efficiency, and analyzes strategic options. Capacity utilization 

considers fixed inputs such as equipment and facilities, while efficiency considers variable 

inputs such as materials. Productivity is broken down into capacity utilization and 

efficiency using a resource variability ratio with a value from 0 to 1 and decided by the 

user. This resource variability ratio tells the model the relative percentages of fixed and 

variable resources consumed. Analysis of cost changes, choice of the level of detail of 

reports, import and export of data with other software, and budget generation, like LTV's, 

are standard features of the latest version of the software REALST 3.0). Strategic options 

are suggested depending on the productivity, price recovery, and profitability figures 

obtained. Figure 3.3 shows the Strategic Grids. 
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Figure 3.3: Strategic Grids 

Figure 3.4 shows how REALST differs from APQC’'s and VPC's versions in 

terms of computing dollar effects of changes in profitability, productivity and price 

recovery. APQC and VPC's versions both use the base period cost to calculate the dollar 

effects due to productivity and assigns the remainder of the profitability change to price 

recovery, although VPC's latest version of SCORBORD isolates the pure price recovery 

dollar effect from the joint effects of changes in productivity and price recovery. In the 

example in Figure 3.4, profitability change is $175, the sum of the $50 productivity 

change, the $50 pure price recovery change and $75 joint effects. REALST uses the 

current period cost to calculate dollar effects of productivity change ($75); splits 

productivity into capacity utilization ($30) and efficiency ($45) using the concept of 

resource variability (REVA=.8); and also portrays product cost changes. Product cost 
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change from $100 to $225 = -$125 is explained as the sum of pure cost variance (-$100), 

pure volume variance (-$100), and productivity change ($75). Note that productivity 

change is positive since actual resource consumption, Qn, was only 15, instead of what it 

should have been (Qne=20) had productivity remained constant from period 1 to period 2. 

The output quantity increased from 10 to 20; therefore, if productivity were to remain 

constant in both periods, the resource consumption in period 2 (Qne) should be 20. 

  

  

  
  

  

    

  

  
  

  

  

  

                
    

  

  

  

        
  

  

  

      
  
  

SCORBORD REALST 

Qnp=20 Productivity Joint Gren? Capacity Utilization 4 30 
(50) Effects On 1 s Etficiency=45 

Qn=#15 (75) = Price 

Recovery 

Qo=10 Qo=#10 =100 

Price 
Base Cost Recov Base Cost 
=100 co] =100 

Po=10 Pn=15 Pnr=x20 Po=10 Pn=15 Pnr=20 

Profit Analysis 
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Qne=18 

Qn=15_ |Pure Volume 
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Figure 3.4: Differences Between APOC/VPC's Version and REALST 
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While the econometric models use differential calculus, this model uses difference 

calculus: that branch of calculus that deals with functions with discrete, finite intervals 

(Loggerenberg, 1986). In differential calculus, the derivative of a function is its slope at a 

point on the function; in difference calculus, instead of derivatives, we have differences of 

functions between discrete intervals. This mathematical model intuitively seems more 

appropriate as we deal with periods of performance in TFPM rather than with continuous 

variables. 

This version is supported by a software called REsource ALlocation STrategist 

(REALST). This seems to be the most widely-used model and software (REALST, 

National Productivity Institute, South Africa, 1988) and is further gaining popularity with 

international marketing efforts now underway. There are at least 20 industry, government, 

and business users in South Africa. 

Other developments include: GM's Advanced Engineering Staff and the Corporate 

Productivity Research Group in Toronto are jointly developing a new process and software 

called FACTFINDER. This uses TFPM concepts but is now only available for their 

internal use. Another version developed by Loggerenberg and Hayzen is called Financial 

Productivity Management (FPM). It introduces productivity, quantity and price grids and 

uses a software that can import and export data from and to other software. This version 

does not significantly differ from REALST. 

General Observations 

The evolution of TFPM seems to have taken off at different levels, terminologies, 

and model development. The economists have applied TFPM to the national, industry, and 

company levels. Most of the other TFPM models have focused on the firm or plant level. 
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There have also been some differences in terminologies used. Davis first used the 

term "total-factor productivity” to mean all outputs over all inputs. This has also been used 

by Mali (1978), Miller and Rao (1984), and Sink (1988). 

The economists, on the other hand, use the same term “total-factor productivity” to 

mean all final outputs of the macro economy over labor and capital - the factors of 

production. They also use the term "value-added index," synonymously, i.e. output value 

less interfirm purchases over labor and capital. Cost of purchased goods and services are 

taken out of both the numerator and the denominator. In referring to industry or firm level 

measures where all intermediate inputs such as materials, energy, and data are considered, 

the term "total productivity" is used. This set of meanings is used by Kendrick and 

Creamer (1965), Craig and Harris(1973), APC (1978), Sumanth (1979), Dogramaci 

(1981), and Silver (1984). 

To avoid any further confusion by having consistent definitions, particularly for 

firm or plant level measurement, I strongly urge the productivity measurement field to 

define "total-factor productivity” and "total productivity" synonymously, as differentiated 

from "value-added ratio," i.e., 

  

L-f Linputs 

value-added ratio = (total output - purchased goods and services) / (labor + capital) 

These two definitions will avoid hair-splitting distinctions and are more descriptive 

  

of the concepts they represent. 

Summary of TFPM Models, Versions, and Features 

Table 3.5 presents a summary of the features and main differences of each model 

and version of TFPM. 

There are two basic models of TFPM: the Productivity Indices (PI) Model and the 

Profitability = Productivity + Price Recovery (PPPR) Model, Gollop's Model, which I 
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iginally thougl iff fell] F . leveloped 1101 

operationally equivalent to the PPPR model, The PI model uses base period price or price 

index-weighted quantity (Laspeyres ) indices to remove the effects of price changes thereby 

obtaining Productivity Indices. The PPPR model isolates but does not completely remove 

the effects of price changes. These price changes of outputs and inputs are measured as 

price recovery and used to relate productivity to profitability. By using a combination of 

base period price or price index-weighted quantity (Laspeyres) indices and current period 

quantity-weighted price (Paasche) indices (except for Miller's version which uses 

cumulative deflation), the following relationships are obtained: | 

AOutput Value or Revenue = AOutput Quantity X AOutput Price, and (3.1) 

Alnput Value or Costs = AInput Quantity X Alnput Cost (3.2) 

Dividing the first equation (3.1) by the second (3.2), the following equation is 

obtained: 

Profitability Index = Productivity Index X Price Recovery Index. 

The PPPR model also computes the dollar effects of changes in productivity, price 

recovery, and profitability. These dollar effects are related in the following manner: 

AProfitability ($) = AProductivity ($) + APrice Recovery ($) 

REALST goes further to relate the dollar effects of changes in profitability to the 

absolute or arithmetic difference between profits in the base period and profits in the current 

period, i.e., AProfits = AProfitability ($) + A Level of Activity or Production ($). 

What I've just described constitutes the first set of features of TFPM versions. 

The second set of features deal with partial productivity measures. All the models 

and versions calculate partial productivity measures and relate them or show their 

contribution to the total-factor productivity measure. The difference in the versions is how 

they treat capital input. Davis, Kendrick and Creamer, and REALST advocate the use of 
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book value for capital assets. Craig and Harris, Sumanth, and APQC recommend the use 

of lease value. Sink (1985) argues that capital input may be removed as one of the inputs 

because (1) financial analysts, comptrollers, accountants, and engineers should already be 

doing a good job managing capital productivity. (2) Another major problem he cites is the 

determination of capital expense as a function of the appropriate planning horizon and the 

appropriate cost of capital which may have significant effects on capital productivity. The 

variability in determining planning horizons and cost of capital may distort not only capital 

productivity, but also total-factor productivity, price recovery, and profitability. I believe 

that for initial implementation of TFPM, whatever method is used by the accountants of a 

firm to treat capital expense should be used for TFPM. The understanding and acceptance 

of TFPM by finance and accounting people in a firm is critical to the successful 

implementation of TFPM. Therefore, it is very important to first ensure that TFPM is 

integrated with existing systems, particularly accounting. This helps gain understanding 

and acceptance for TFPM. 

The third set of features deals with measuring performance of departments, plants, 

or product lines and relating or aggregating those measures to the division or firm level. 

Sumanth computes productivity by product; total firm productivity is the weighted average 

of the product productivities. He also computes what productivity level will correspond to 

profit breakeven point. Gollop's model and REALST both have a way of aggregating 

dependent organizational units, i.e., outputs of one unit become inputs of another. 

REALST also aggregates measures for independent units of analysis, i.e, organizational 

units do not depend on each other for inputs and outputs. 

The fourth set of features deals with how TFPM may be used for planning. All 

versions may be used to evaluate plans by using budget data for the current or review 

period and using past actual performance as base period data. LTV and REALST both 
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added a feature that computes a "macro challenge budget” given sales. forecasts and prices, 

productivity improvement targets, and resource cost inflation. The slight difference 

between the two methods is that LTV uses cost to sales ratio as a substitute for productivity 

improvement target since LTV people are more used to the concept of cost to sales ratio 

rather than productivity change. 

Other features include REALST's concept of resource variability. Some resources, 

called variable resources, vary with production volume or level of activity while others are 

fixed resources. The concept of resource variability enables REALST to attribute 

productivity changes to changes in efficiency or utilization of variable resources, capacity 

utilization, and use of fixed resources. REALST is also software supported along with 

VPC's version and Financial Productivity Management (FPM; Hayzen, 1989) of Gauss 

Computing in South Africa. Both REALST and FPM softwares feature choices in the level 

of detail in reports. They also both use Strategic, Productivity, and Price Recovery Grids 

to portray TFPM information. Other information portrayal techniques that could be used to 

portray data from the reports of any version are trend charts, pie or area charts, and bar or 

column charts. 

These features and differences are what I'll use in evaluating the appropriateness of 

each version in responding to the information needs of each of the case studies. 
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Table 3.5: Summary of the Features of TFPM Models/Versions 

TFPM 

Models/ 
Versions 

TFPM 

Version 

Features 

Pertormance Measure 

*Base Period Price- 

Indices 

indices 

Deflation 

tion 

*Cost Analysis and Reconciliation 

«Total Firm to Product Productivity 

*Profit Breakeven Related to 

Partial Measures 

reatment of Capital 

Value for 

alue input 

Not Have / 

*«RO!-based Capital Expense 

improvement 

Features  



Comparing All the Available Models and Versions: An Example 

Table 3.6 shows data from a hypothetical example - Firm A composed of two 

plants, each producing one output. This example will be used to compare features of each 

of the available models and versions. 

  

  

                                

Table 3.6: Firm A Data 

—— Period! — _—_ Period 2 — 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 7) (8) (9) (10) MM) (12) (43) (14) 
Uni Price Plant X Plant Y Firm A Uni Price Plant X Plant Y Fum A 

and Cost Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Valueand Cost Quantity Value Qvantity Value Quantity Value 

01 5.00 200] 1000 200] 1000 4.00 2507 1000 250] 1000 

02 10.00 200] 2000 200] 2000 13.00 0 2157 2795 2157 2795 

Total Output 1000 2000 3000 1000 2795 3795 

inputs 

Labor 

Materials 

Raw 

“01 

Capital 

Energy 

Total Inputs 

  

Productivity Indices Model 

From Table 3.6, the productivity index is obtained by first computing the constant 

dollar values for period 2. This is done by multiplying quantity columns 9, 11, 13 by 

column 1, resulting into columns shown on Table 3.7. By dividing the constant dollar total 

output values by the total input values, the productivity change indices are obtained, 1.¢, 

Plant X is 17% more productive, Plant Y's productivity has declined from 1.1905 to 

1.10115, and the whole firm's productivity improved from 1.1194 to 1.12769. 
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Table 3.7: Productivity Indices Mode] 

  

  

  

                        

  

Period 1 ——- 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Unit Price Plant X Plant Y Firm A PlantX PlantY FimA 

and CostQuantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
O1 5.06 200, TOO 206 T5660 T2560 T2560 

02 10.00 200 2000 200 2000 2150 2150 

Total Output 1000 2000 3000 1250 2150 3400 

Inputs 

Labor 

Materials 

“Raw 

O01 

Capital 
Energy 

Total Inputs 1000 1680 2680 1063 1953 3015 

Productivity Change: 1 1.1905 1.1194 1.17647 1.10115 1.12769 
(Total Output/Total Inputs) 

This model provides a productivity measure by taking out the effects of price 

changes. Except for Sumanth's version which computes a profit breakeven based on the 

productivity figure, none of the other versions relate productivity to financial measures. 

The concern with Sumanth's version is that while it can give very detailed information 

regarding products, it assumes that all data on product costs are available, accurate, and 

reliable. There is reasonable doubt about this assumption as evidenced by the cost 

accounting literature's concern for more accurate product costing and Activity-Based Cost 

(ABC) Accounting (discussed in Chapter 5). And even with accurate data, imagine how 

involved this measurement system could be if a firm had hundreds of products and/or 

thousands of inputs. Of course, as with any reporting system, summaries and portrayal 

formats with varying levels of detail need to be situationally generated. 

Note that as proven by Sumanth (1978), the firm's total productivity could have 

been obtained by computing the weighted average of the two products’ productivities, 1.e., 

[(1063 / 3015) x 1.176] + [(1953 / 3015) x 1.101 = 1.128. This does not hold true, 
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however, when the products or plants are not independent, say, when the output of one is 

used as an input for the other. Table 3.8 is very similar to Table 3.6 except that the output 

of Plant X is the material input of Plant Y. 

  

  

                              
  

  

Tabl ; Firm Raw lant X = Plant Y Input 

—— Perod1 — —— Parod2 — 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 6) (7 (8) 8) (10) (11) (12) (138) (148) 
Unit Price Plant X Plant Y FumA Unit Price Plant X Plant Y Firm A 
and Cost Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Valueand Cost Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

o1 5.00 229) 1000 0 4.00 259 1000 0 0 

02 10.00 200] 2000 200} 2000 13.00 0 215] 92795 215] 2795 

Total Output 1000 2000 2000 1000 2795 2795 

Inputs 
Labor 

Materials 

Raw 

01 

Capital 
Energy . 

Total Inputs 1000 1680 1680 1139 1787 1925 

Table 3.9 is the result of applying Sumanth's model to the data given in Table 3.8. 

Note that the weighted average of the productivities of the two products (1.926) does not 

equal the total productivity of the firm (1.218). 
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] : 'sM lj ] Data 

  

  

  

                      
  

  

Period 1 —— 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Unit Price Plant X Plant Y Fum A PantX PlantY FimA 
and Cost Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity § Value 

o1 5.00 222 1000 0 1250 

02 10.00 200 2000 200 2000 2150 2150 

Total Output 1000 2000 2000 1250 2150 2150 

Inputs 

Labor 

Materials 

Raw 

O01 

Capital . 

Energy . 30 1200 60 33 33 

Total Inputs 1000 1680 1680 1063 1953 1765 

1.218 
Productivity Index: 1 1.1905 1.1905 1.17647 1.10115 1,926 

Gollop’s Model 

Gollop's Model, on the other hand, applies perfectly to this situation. Table 3.10 

shows the computations for Gollop's Model based on data from Table 3.8. TFP for Plant 

X has improved by 18.75%, decreased by 8.72% for Plant Y, and improved by 2.44% for 

the whole of Firm A. TFP in Gollop's Model is defined as the weighted average growth 

rate of the outputs less the weighted average growth rate of the inputs, i.e., 

> Output Price Share x Output Growth Rate - ¥ Input Cost Share x Input Growth Rate. 

The firm's change in TFP could be obtained directly by using the above formula or 

it can be obtained by getting the weighted average TFP of each Plant, i.e., 

(1000/1690)x(0.1875) + (1690/1690)x(-.0872) = .0244. 

As mentioned earlier, Gollop's Model shows the dollar effects of changes in 

productivity and prices to changes in profits as shown in Table 3.11. 
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O1 

02 

Total Output 

Inputs 

Labor 

Materials 

“Raw 

*O1 

Capital 

Energy 

Total Inputs 

Productivity Growth: 

Table 3.10: Gollop's Model 

on-ee- Growth Rates -------- 

(15) (16) 

Plant X Plant Y 

(9-3)/3 (11-4)/4 

0.075 

0.1875 -0.0872 

Output Price or Input Cost Shares 

(17) (18) (19) (20) 

FirmA Plant X Plant Y FirmA 

(13-6)/6 3/3 Total £/5 Total 7/7 Total 

0.075 1.000 1.000 1.000 

  

0.0244 
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Table 3.11: Gollop's TFPM Model - Corporate Income and Productivity Analysis 

Ct in Firm C ing | 

=  (O.1.:Period 2) - (O.1.: Period 1) 

= ($870) - ($320) 

= (Total production costs: (Growth rate 

period 1) of TFP) 

Firm: ($1,680) x (.0244) 

Plant X: ($1,000) x (.1875) = $1875 

Plant Y: ($1,680) x (.-.0872) = -$146.5 

Unit Sales Growth Contributi 

= (Unit profit: Period 1) x (Period to period change in sales) 

= (2,000 - 1,680) /2000) x (2,150-2,000) 

= (Period to period x (Quantity: Period 2) 

change in price) 

Sales (+): (13-10) X (215) = $645 

Labor (-): (12-10) x (80) = -$160 

Capital (-): (1.00-1.00) x (500) = -$0 

Raw & Package Material (-): (4-4) x (100) = -$0 

Energy (-): (.05-.05) =x ~~ (1300) = -$0 

Net effect: 

E 
E 

= $485 

  

Gollop's Model, however, does not apply to data with independent inputs and 

outputs such as the one on Table 3.6. Table 3.12 shows the results of using Gollop's 

computations on Table 3.6 data. Note that the TFP of the firm (.0083) does not equal the 

weighted average of the TFP’s of the plants (.0153). 
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Table 3.12: Gollop's Model Does Not Apply to Independent Plants 

  

  

              
  

  

  

  

     

  

   

------- Growth Rates -------- -Output Price or Input Cost Shares- 
(15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) 

Plant X Plant Y Firm A Plant X Plant Y FirmA 

(9-3)/3 (11-4)/4 (13-6)/6 3/3 Total 5/5 Total 7/7 Total 

01 0.250 0.250 1.000 0.333 

02 0.075 0.075 0.000 1.000 0.667 

Total Output 0.250 0.075 0.133 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Inputs 

Labor -0.050 0.050 0.000 0.238 0.299 

Materials . 

“Raw 0.250 0.250 0.119 

01 0.250 0.595 0.373 

Capital . . . 41 

Energy 0.083 0.083 0.018 0.022 

Total Inputs . . 1 0 1.000 

0.1875 -0.0872 0.0083 

Productivity Growth: 0.0153 

Profitability ($) = Productivity ($) + Price Recovery ($) Model 

Since APQC's and VPC's versions use exactly the same computations with slight 

differences in report formats, I used VPC's SCORBORD software on the common 

example in Table 3.8. Table 3.13.1 shows data used from Table 3.8 consolidated Firm A 

data. Table 3.13.2 shows intermediate computations of weighted change ratios, 

cost/revenue ratios, and productivity ratios. Table 3.13.3 shows weighted performance 

indexes, and the dollar effects on profits of changes in profitability, productivity, and price 

recovery. Note that the dollar effect on profits due to change in productivity ($41) is equal 

to Gollop's productivity contribution in Table 3.11. I proved in Appendix A: Mathematical 

Models and Derivations, that Gollop's model computes the dollar effects of changes in TFP 

on profits in exactly the same manner as APOC and VPC model/versions. Hence, one of 

the main insights I learned from this literature review is that the seemingly different models 
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Labor 

Raw Materials 

Capital 

Eneray 

Total Inouts 

  

  

n ' iffer h ical ndations ar 

ival 

Table 3.13.1; SCORBORD Data from Table 3.8 

PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 
(1) (2) 3 (3) (4) ' (5S) 3 (4) 

QUANTITY! FRICE } VALUE | QUANTITY! FRICE } VALUE 

200,04 10.00! 2000.00 215.0 3 13.00} 2795.00 

2000.00} 2795.00 

Bu.0 | 10.00) 800.00! B0.0 } 12.00} 960.00 
Bu.0 | 4.00! 220.00! 100.0} 4.00! 400,00° 

SoO.O | 1.003 500.00! 500.0 ! 1.00! 500.00 
1200.0 | 0.05} 60.00! 1300.0 } 0.05! 65.00 

! 1680.00! ! ! 1925.00 

  

  
  

  

Table 3.13.2; SCORBORD Weighted Change, Cost/Revenue, and Productivity Ratios 

(9) 

VALUE 

  

\ WEIGHTED 

i CHANGE RATIOS 

i (7) ; (8) 

:QUANTITY: PRICE 

0 i 2.0750 4 1.5000 
ee ee ae ee ' —e ee ee ee 1 —— eae ee 

Jota Gutour » 1.0750 0 1.2000 

Latar 1 ob. Ow GL. os 

Saw MAteariais Pr be RS | 1 et 

LeDbuatsi yoda GP ts 

ers © Get I GOL. Qe 

rots. lLmgute 1 be Se fF Le? 

COST/REVENUE : PRODUCTIVITY 

RATIOS i RATIOS 

(10) ' (11) i (12) i (13) 

FERIOD 1:FERIOD 2:FERIOD i:FERIOD 2 

0.4000 7 OL T4225 | 2. Sut 2.09 

we LOU 4 OLL1431 5 o.25 | 5.28 

OW.2500 1 o.1s38y | 4.00 5 4.20 

O.ItOO 7 OLusti | Tet 3. Ud 

O.,d400 7 uv. 6de7 | lei? oi; Lee 
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: B igh nd Their Dollar Eff 

' WELGHTED i 

FERFORMANCE INDEXES i DOLLAR EFFECTS ON FROFITS 

’ C14) 5 (15) 4 (lod 4 (17) : (12) ' (19) 

' UHeivbeE IN ' CHANGE ‘ CHANGE 1 CHANGE 

‘FRODUC-; FRICE !tFPFOFIT-.IN FRODUC-! IN FRICE «| IN FROFIT—- 

(TIVITY (REDVRY (aBILITs: TIVITY «| RECOVERY | ABILITY 

Cw ! i ' i i 

Total Gutout ' i ' ‘ ' i 

Labor 1 4.075 ¢: 1o08s 1) 1.165 | 60.00 1 99.00 | 158.00 

Raw Materials 1 9,860 ¢ 1.200 7 1.116 | —36.00 | 1023.20 { 47,20 
Cadital ; 1.75 § 1.300 7 1.298 1 37.50 | 161.25 | 198.75 

Enerav ; O<£,992 4 1.300 7; 1.290 | “9.50 | 19.35 3 19.85 
Total Inputs ; 2,023 1 1.192 3 1,220 | 41.00 | 381.80 | 422.80 

REALST 

So far, we've seen some of the strengths, limitations, and similarities of the earlier 

TFPM versions. The latest version of REsource ALlocation STrategist (REALST) 

addresses most of the limitations of the earlier TFPM versions. It handles aggregation of 

multiple units of analysis, called centres in REALST terminology, regardless of whether 

they are independent or dependent. Using the same example as in Table 3.8, the following 

tables and discussions show REALST's features. 

Tables 3.14.1 , 3.14.2, and 3.14.3 are the raw data reports from REALST for 

Plant X, Plant Y, and Firm A consolidated from the two plants, respectively. 

Consolidation is done by summing up all inputs and outputs across all centres. Another 

feature of REALST is the recognition of resource variability. In Accounting, some costs 

are considered fixed and some are considered variable. REALST captures this data by 

using the constant, REVA - resource variability. When REVA is assigned a value of 0, this 
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means the resource has a fixed cost. When REVA is assigned a value greater than 0 to less 

than 1, the resource cost varies proportionately with the product quantity as the REVA. 

The other feature that can be observed from Tables 3.14.1, 3.14.2, and 3.14.3 is 

the way REALST treats capital. To input capital into the REALST software, instead of 

inputting the actual expense for capital for the value, the investment value of the assets 

considered should be inputted. The software then computes the expense to be charged for 

the use of the assets based on either the actual rate of return for the base or reference period 

or a preset rate of return. For example, in Table 3.14.1, the actual rate of return was 10% 

and the investment value of the assets employed was $2,500; the capital expense charged 

was, therefore, $250. 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

Table 3.14.1; REALST Raw Data Report for Plant 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

DESCRIPTION i REVA: REFERENCE PERIOD ! REVIEW PERIOD i CHANGE in RATIO 
i + WALUE QUANTITY PRICE | VALUE QUANTITY PRICE : VALUE QUANTITY PRICE 

01 ' i 1000.0 200.0 5.00 + 1000.0 290.0 4.00 + 0.00000 0.25000 0.20000- 

GRAND TOTAL Outouts ' + 1000.0 > 1000.0 i 0.00000 0.25000 0.20000- 

Labor 1 0.50: 400.0 40.0 10.00: 456.0 38.0 12.00 | 9.14000  0.05000- 0.20000 
Raw Material 11.00: 320.0 80.0 4,00; 400.0 100.0 4.00 | 0.25000 0.25000 0.00000 
Eneray i 1.00: 30.0 600.0 0.05 | 32.5 450.0 0.05 : ).08333 0.08333 0.00000 
Capital ' i 250.0 250.0 1.00; 250.0 250.0 1.00 | 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

AGGREGATE i i 1000.0 1 1138.5 + Q.13850 0.05417 0.08000 

~apital + 0.00: 2500.0 250.0 10.00: 2500.0 250.0 10.00 1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

TOTAL ASSETS 1 1 2500.0 + 2500.0 i 
PROFIT ' + 250.0 ’ 11.5 i 
RATE of RETURN (2) ' ' 10.00 4.46 i 
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DESCRIPTION 

Labor 

iEneray 

Capital 

AGGREGATE 
  

Capital 

TOTAL ASSETS 

:PROFIT 

“RATE af RETURN (2) 

DOLLARS 

for nt Y 

  

REVIEW PERIOD t 
§ 

t 
' 

CHANGE in RATIO 

  

  

  

  

  

14 

Ved Dki are 

REFERENCE PERIOD 

VALUE QUnNTITY 

20uu,0 200,0 

hdd. 

400.0 40.0 

30,0 600.0 

1570.0 0.0 

cud, 0 

2500.0 cuU. 

2500.0 

] 570 . i 

62.94 

14 E T 

  

  

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

VALUE QUANTITY PRICE QUANTITY PRICE } 

2795.0 13.00 0.39750 0.07500 0.30000 : 

2795.0 { 0.39750 0.07500 0.30000 ; 

504.0 12.00 } 0.26000 0.05000 0.20000 } 
32.5 0.05 } 0.08333 0.08333 0.00000 

1570.0 6.28} 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 ! 

2106.5 + 0.05325 0.01274 0.04000 | 

2500.0 10.00 } 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 : 

2500.0 ' 
2258.5 ! 
90.34 \ 

for Fir 

  

i DESCRIPTION t 
t 

’ 
' 

REFERENCE PERIOD 
QUANTITY VALUE + VALUE 

REVIEW PERIOD 

PRICE + VALLE 

CHANGE in RATIO ' 

QUANTITY PRICE ; 
  

D1 
02 

1000.0 
2000.0 

200.0 
200.0 

1000.0 
2795.0 

4.00 
13,00 

0.25000 0.20000-; 
9.07500 0.30000 | 

  

BRAND TOTAL Outouts 3000.0 3795.0 0.13533 0.11618 | 
  

Labor 

‘Raw Material 

Eneray 

‘Gadital 

800.0 

320.0 

60.0 

18ct.0 

80.0 
80.0 

1290.0 

900.0 

960.6 

400.0 

65.0 

1820.6 

12.00 

4,00 

0.05 5 

3.64! 

0.00000 4.20000 ; 

0.25000 0.00000 

8.08333 0, 00000 

0.00000 0, 00006 
  

iv . 6 3245.0 77 u.02690 G,0533 

  

rams 

By @ 

l6.v.0 
- 4 
wl 

500u.4 

2070.6 

47,40 
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Tables 3.15.1, 3.15.2, 3.15.3, and 3.15.4 show the profit reports in different 

levels of detail from the center detailed analysis to the firm's consolidated profit 

reconciliation report. As mentioned earlier, REALST further breaks down productivity into 

resource allocation (efficiency) and product volume (capacity utilization) components using 

the concept of resource variability (REVA). The first three tables explain the difference in 

profitability (REALST Profit Variance). Note that the REALST Profit Variance is not the 

arithmetic difference between the values in the reference period and the review period. It 

merely explains the change in profitability due to changes in productivity and price 

recovery. If productivity and price recovery remained constant from the reference period to 

the review period, the REALST Profit Variance would be zero but that does not mean that 

the profits in both periods are equal because the product volume or the level of activity may 

have changed. Table 3.15.4 explains the arithmetic difference ("profit change") between 

the profits in the reference period and the review period using the REALST Profit Variance 

and "change in turnover." The table also shows how REALST adjusts the analysis of the 

profit change by taking out the prof ~om Plant X since Plant X's output is an intermediate 

Output that was used as an input to Plant Y. With this feature, REALST can then be used 

for both ndent and 1 ndent centers and pr 
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Ven Es are in DOLLARS 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

! EFFECT OF 
> REFERENCE REVIEW ; REALST | 

' PERIOD PERIOD ; PROFIT | PRODUCTIVITY | PRODUCT +: RESOURCE ‘PRICE RECOVERY 

VALUE VALUE |} = - VARIANCE; VARIANCE ; VOLUME ‘4iLLOCATION: VARIANCE 

i A BS C = D + 6 
' D = E + F 

‘TOTAL PRODUCTS : 1000.0 1000.0 | ' 

tLabor i 400.0 456.0 | 56.0-: 31,58 144.0 60.0 84.0 200.0- 
‘Raw Material ' 320.0 400.0 : 80.0- 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 80.0- 
iEneray ' 30.0 32.5 ! 2.07) 15,38 3.0 0.0 9.0 7.5- 

l : LST Detail nalysi fit R for Plant Y 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

: i i EFFECT OF 

+ REFERENCE REVIEW : REALST : 

1 PERIOD PERIOD PROFIT 3 PRODUCTIVITY | PRODUCT | RESOURCE ‘PRICE RECOVERY. 

' VALUE VALUE | VARIANCE: 1 VARIANCE : VOLUME ‘ALLOCATION! VARIANCE 

A Bi c 2 D - + 6 
\ : D 5 E + F 

iTOTAL PRODUCTS i 2000.0 2795.0 3 i 

iLabor i 400.0 504.0 | 55.0: 2.38 12.0 18.0 6.0- 43.0 

‘Eneray ' 30,0 32.5 ¢ 9.4: 0.77- 0.3- 0.0 0.3- 9.7 

32.7 i AGGREBATE ' 430.0 336.0 | 64.46: 2.19 11.8 18.0 6.2- 
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Table 3.15.3: REALST Consolidated Detailed Analysis Profit Report for Firm A 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

: i ' EFFECT OF 

: REFERENCE REVIEW ; REALST ; 

' PERIOD PERIOD : PROFIT | PRODUCTIVITY i PRODUCT ¢ RESOURCE ‘PRICE RECOVERY 

: VALUE VALUE 3 VARIANCE} 2 VARIANCE ; VOLUME ‘ALLOCATION: VARIANCE 

' a 8: C = 0 + 6 

: ' D = E + F 

‘TOTAL PRODUCTS I 3099.0 3795.0: i 

Labor ' 800.0 9660.0: Lor! 16.25 156.0 73.0 76.6 ist.ue 

yRaw Materias : 220.0 400.0 3 Bede; G0 u.d 0.6 ball Bu. un 

rEnerav ‘ ot, O 65.0 | a9 i 7.51 4.8 0.0 4.8 wee 

tMOOREBATE : 1190.6 1425.0 5 74.i-, 11.26 160.8 78.0 f1.a 24.0- 

Table 3.15.4: REALST Ex ive R for fit Reconciliation 

wosro rrr rosrnsecncesscces SIS IhENTS Review CHGS bEA3T 
cONTRE: -ERioL respite Shoe iT Ih PROT TT 

PROFG* FACET Chaloe 5 TURNOVER war LANCE 

! 6 5 c = G t : 

‘$08dOn Esaes.e - Fiant i coat thiae ioa.e7 Ly iin. 
“LOMBROP EseBlie - Hlant : LET aE pede e ofh.5 of’, ons 

icUNSGLIDA iC 1 id24 \ tory 4 oot { bes 4 4 7 

‘SCoseor E.agcie - Fiant ck: Z5ULt MAS 138.5- Wel loa. 3- 

‘LESS INTERMEDIATE ' 200.0 MLS: 138.5- 0.0 136.5- 

tAOJUSTEL CONSCLIDATION =; 1570.0 2258.5 | 688.5 624.1 64.4 
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The REALST software also generates cost analysis reports. Tables 3.16.1, 

3.16.2., and 3.16.3 are sample cost analysis reports with varying levels of detail and in the 

same logical fashion as the profit reports. 

Table 3.16.1: Consolidated Firm A Detailed Analysis of Cost Changes 

06-24-1990 15230 CONSOLIDATION COST Ci 

Detailed Analysis 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

COMMON. LAB 
Hase or Reference vs. Current or Review Feriod 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

‘ : i i EFFECT OF i 

+ REFERENCE REVIEW 3 REALST : 
' PERIOD PERIOD : PRODUCT : PRODUCTIVITY + PRODUCT + RESOURCE : RESGURCE | 

' VALUE VALUE ; cost: 2% VARIANCE { VOLUME ‘ALLOCATION: z PRICE 

' A B C = D 6 
: ' D = £ + F i 

Labor i 800.0 960.0 | 30.0-) 16.25 156.0 78.0 78.0 20.00 184.0-; 

‘Raw Material ' 320.0 400.0 ; 0.0: 0.00 0.6 0.0 0.0 6.00 0.0 

rEnergy ' 60.0 65.0 | 4.8: 7.31 4.6 0.0 4.8 0.00 0.0 

Table 3.16.2: Consolidated Firm A Executive Report of Cost Performance 

VAeLUES are im DGLCARS 

t : ‘ EFFECT OF : 

+ REFERENCE REVIEW } REALST | 

i PERIOD PERIOD : PRODUCT : PRODUCTIVITY { PRODUCT : RESOJRCE : RESQURCE | 

} Cost COST : COST; 2 VARIANCE ; VOLUNE ‘ALLOCATION: t PRICE 

: A B C = D 6 

; ! D = E + F 

'$Comaon Exasole - Plant %: 756.0 888.5 | 49.0; 16.77 149.0 66.0 89.0 10.67 LOu.0- 

‘Common Exagole - Plant Y ;: 430.0 Sobed ¢ 7e.50) 0 2419 11.8 18.0 6.27 13.60 Bo, (- 

ICONSGLIDATION ' 1180.0 1425.0 | 25.071) 11.28 160.8 78.0 82.8 13.56 18e.0- 

(€Comecn Exaaoie - Fiant 2X, 750.0 883.5 : 49.03 aay 

(LESS INTERMEDIATE ; rou. 686.5 | 49,0: 45 

audUSTeEb CONSGUL DATION ' 4ru.0 3069 74.375 i308 io..8 78.6 82.3 we 84 
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Table 3.16.3: Consolidated Firm A Cost Reconciliation Executive Report 

  

' : CONTRIBUTION FROM 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

i RES CRENCE REVIEW ; CHANGE . wren rt ene ce rene ennc ns cnn n= 

FERIOD FERIGD ; Ih: PRODUCT Remco? 

i cus? COSi Casi | VOLUME PROOUCT COs" 

i fh Cc = ) + F 

‘$Copeon Exascle - Flant 4%; 750.0 886.5 3 138.5- 187.5- 49.0 

‘Common Exasole - Flant + | 430.0 Jot.d 3 100,5- O2e07 74,07 

‘CONSOLIDATION ' 1180.0 1425.0 | 245.0- 219.8- 2oe37 

‘$Coamon Exagole - Plant 1: 750.0 888.5 | 138.5- 187.5- 49.0 

‘LESS INTERMEDIATE i 750.0 808.5 | 138.5- 187.5- 49,0 

‘ADJUSTED CONSOLIDATION =; 430.6 536.5 | 106.5- 2.3- 74,3- 
  

Finally, REALST also generates "challenge budgets." Table 3.17.1 is the REALST 

software screen for generating challenge budgets. Given a particular centre and a reference 

period data, the software asks for targetted percentage changes in preductivity, budgeted 

sales volume, budgeted selling price, and a budgeted cost resource price. 

Table 3.17.1: REALST Challenge B n 

Centre number 

Reterence period number 

Budoet period mumber t
o
e
 

oe
 

Fercentage change 1n 

Productivity required 

Buda@eted sales volume 

Budgeted selling price 

Budgeted cost resource price e 
1)

 
0 

Of
 

cc — 
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Based on Table 3.17.1, REALST computes and generates a budget (Review period 

data) as shown in Table 3.17.2. 

Tabl ; REALST Challenge B 

CONSOLIDATION INFUT ©1 

Base or Reference vs. Challenge Budaet 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 
  

: DESCRIPTION + REVAL REFERENCE PERIOD ' REVIEW PERIOD ‘ CHANGE in RATIO ‘ 

+ VALUE = QUANTITY = PRICE ; «VALUE «= QUANTITY «=o PRICE $0 VALUE) = QUANTITY = PRICE 
  

  

  

  

  

0: (od Me 2000 S00) LEZ 2 NES CTN2EG u.08000 8. 65000 
Oo \ + 2090.0 200.0 10,00 1 2224.8 216.0 1.36 1 C1124 0.08000 yu. 05000 

GRAND TOT, Gutours Dy SF 1 33072 iL 11240 008000 9, 63000 

Lancer 10.56; BG Bo.0 16.0 + 905.1 23 1LGO LEM 0.02857 uv Lou0g 
‘Raw Material Py0br Oe BO OE S80 D3 440) ADNAS e.02857 010000 
Ener ay 2,00 lu E2000 © G5 F877 TSHLS Oe FC ESISS we O28ET 0. 10006 
Cagites vols FEQ.u Sob S68 t IBTG | SHS Seok 002857 002857 veut 

ABSELGRTE Pot Tone ; 3207. wvb903 v.02857 u.0903 

TOTAL ASSETS at ;  S14T.8 
PRLEIT DBL Y 2002. 
Ame oe ricukh 4: : ores ‘ 38.92 

LTV Challenge Budgets 

Table 3.18 shows how LTV develops a challenge budget using the same data in 

Table 3.18.2. The difference in the challenge budgets generated by the two versions are 

due to the following factors: (1) the way REALST computes the capital expense as 

explained earlier, and more significantly, (2) because of the way LTV defines productivity. 

LTV operationally defines productivity as cost to sales ratio, instead of total output value 

over total input value. Note that in Table 3.18, the targetted productivity is deducted from 

the cost to sales ratio of the base period to obtain the cost to sales ratio of the current 
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period. Had LTV used sales to cost ratio and increased the ratio by the productivity target 

(as shown in Table 3.19.1) and REALST applied the same rates of change on capital 

expense (as shown in Table 3.19.2), the challenge budget generated using the two versions 

would be the same. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Table 3.18: Budget Calculation with Inflation and 5% Cost to Sales Target Reduction 

Base Current Logic ee 

OUTPUT(SALES): 

¢« Sales (Current $) 3,000 3,337.20 Sales Forecast (+8%) 

¢ Sales Price Inflation % Base 3% Forecast 

* Sales (Constant $) 3,000 3,240 = 3,337.2 + (143%) 

PROD IMPROVEMENT: 

¢ Target Improvement Base 5% 
  

  

INPUT (RESOURCE COSTS): 
  

  

  

  

* Cost to Sales % 100% 95% = 100 * (1-5%) 

¢ Costs (Constant $) 3000 3078 = 3,240 * 95% 

¢ Cost Inflation Base 10% Forecast 

¢ Costs (Current $) 3000 3385.80 = 3,078 * (1+10%) 
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Table 3.19.1; Budget Calculation with Inflation and 5% Productivity Target 
  

Base Current Logic 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

OUTPUT(SALES): 

¢ Sales (Current $) 3,000 3,337.20 Sales Forecast (+8%) 

¢ Sales Price Inflation % Base 3% Forecast 

* Sales (Constant $) 3,000 3,240 = 3,337.2 + (143%) 

PROD ME 

+ Target_Improvement Base 5% 
  

  

INPUT (RESOURCE COSTS): 

  

  

    * Sales to Cost % 100% 105% = 100 * (1+5%) 

¢ Costs (Constant $) 3000 3085.71 = 3,240 / 105% 

¢ Cost Inflation Base 10% Forecast 

¢ Costs (Current $) 3000 3394.29 = 3,085.71 * (1+10%) 
  

Table 3.19.2: REALST Challenge Budget with Capital Expense Changing Just Like Other 

Hase or Reference vs. 

Resources 

CONSGL i DAT 1ON 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

INFUT Cl 

Challenae Hudaet 

  

  

  

  

  

  

DESCRIPTION 1 REVA: REFERENCE PERIOD ; REVIEW PERIOD ' CHANGE in RATIO 1 
' + VALUE QUANTITY PRICE i VALUE QUANTITY PRICE ; VALUE QUANTITY PRICE 

01 i > 1000.0 200.0 5.00: 9 1112.4 216.0 5.45 i 0.11240 0.08000 0.03000 

02 ‘ + 2000.0 200.0 10.00: 2224.8 216.0 10.30: 0.11240 0.08008 0.03000 : 

GRAND TOTAL Outputs i i 3000.0 i 3337.2 + 0.11240 0.08000 0.03000 | 

Labor + 0.50: 800.0 80.0 10.00; 905.1 82.3 11.00 : 0.13143 0.02857 0.10000 « 

Raw Material + 1.003 = 320.0 80.0 4.00: = 32.1 2.3 4,40 ¢ 0.13143 0.02857 0.10000 
Energy + 1.00) 60.0 1200.0 0.05 j 67.9 = 1234.3 0.06 : 0.13143 0.02857 0.10000 | 
‘Capital + 0.00: 1820.0 500.0 3.64 i 2059.2 314.3 4.00 + 0.13143 0.02857 0.10000 

AGGREGATE i + 3000.0 + $394.3 + 0.13143 = 0.02857 0.10000 

PROFIT i ' 0.0 i 37.1- ' 
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I have presented in this chapter the features and differences of the available TFPM 

versions. Based on these features, TFPM applications for the case studies in the following 

chapters were developed. 
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h r4- Pil : Pl leasure Overall 
Plant Performance 

This pilot case (1) illustrates user information needs, methodological requirements 

and issues involved, (2) describes the process of developing aTFPM application and how 

data are collected; (3) looks at alternative ways of analyzing and resclving methodological 

issues; (4) illustrates the differences between available TFPM versions; and, (5) helped in 

defining my research methodology. 

Plant A is owned and managed by one of the fastest growing pharmaceutical 

companies in the U.S. with a present annual revenue of about $1.5B. They would like to 

be able to sustain growth and excellence by continuously improving their operations. They 

have instituted various programs and innovations, each with its own estimated benefits, 

and would like to be able to measure the overall effect of all their improvement efforts, 

show period-to-period changes and trends, and relate the changes to present financial 

measures. This is how they got interested in using TFPM. 

Major Findings, Conclusions, and Lessons Learned (Summary) 

After identifying the user requirements through a series of meetings and looking at 

the available data, I looked at alternative ways of providing for their information needs. 

After matching the user requirements (including organizational conditions and data 

availability) with the available TFPM versions, I concluded that only Gollop's model, 

SCORBORD and REALST could come close to responding to their needs. I will discuss 

how I came to this conclusion and how both the SCORBORD and REALST applications 

were developed in detail. Gollop's model produced inconsistent results. REALST could 

actually address all the user needs except that after running REALST, a report portraying 

the major findings and conclusions needs to be manually prepared by an analyst for 
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managers’ use. None of the presently-available TFPM versions offer a comprehensive 

information portrayal feature. 

The main issue in this case is modelling the plant operation with two main 

operations and considering work in progress (WIP). Only REALST and Gollop's model 

have the capability to aggregate data from multiple units of analysis to a higher level unit of 

analysis such as aggregating data from departments to the plant level. 

VPC Is Helping Plant A Implement TFPM 

VPC got involved with Plant A when their Sr. IE contacted Paul Rossler, an 

associate at the Center, asking for VPC's assistance in implementing TFPM in their plant. 

This call led to a one-day visit by this Sr. IE to VPC. During the visit, Paul Rossler and I 

briefed him on general measurement and TFPM concepts and methodology. We also 

started drafting Plant A's Input/Output Analysis (See Figure 4.1). The I/O Analysis was 

developed by first explaining what it is and why it is necessary for designing a TFPM 

application. Based on our explanation and guidance, Plant A's Sr. IE drafted their plant's 

V/O Analysis. 
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TRANSFORMATION OUTPUTS 
PROCESSES 
  

SUPPLIERS INPUTS 

Plant A raw materials: 
Parent Co. chemicals 

and other solvents 
subsidiaries components 

cans 
Packaging suppliers packaging supplies 

Labor market labor: 

drect 
CA 
other technical 

Placement co. temporary ) 

Contractors contract services 

purchased services 

City utilities 
—_—_—_—_—_—O SP 

Corporate office capital 

FDA data and information 

R&D specs/requirements 
VP Sales/Marketing sales forecasts 

——_——_»>   

Production Planning 

Material Planning 

Manufacturing 

Packaging 
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Product and Package 
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Maintenance 

Engineering 

Training 

Facilities Engineering 

CUSTOMERS 

Finished products PlantA 
tablets Distribution 
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__—____ > 
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Waste Recycling 
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Sales forecast 

meton time and 

right quality 

Customer satisfaction 

Growth, P&L 

Competitiveness 

Quality of Life 

Innovation 

Environmental 
Requirements 

Met 

Quick turn around 

  

Figure 4.1: Plant A's Plant Input/Output Analysis 

Based on our inputs, Sink’s (1985) Productivity Management, and using 

SCORBORD (VPC's TFPM software; I also refer to VPC's TFPM version as 

SCORBORD), Plant A's IE group started developing a TFPM application on their own. 

After about a year, Plant A's Sr. IE called again asking us to help them determine 

their data requirements to be able to apply TFPM using SCORBORD. In response to this 

request, Joy Davis, VWPC's Software Manager, and I visited their plant. Note that the 

original intention was to use SCORBORD. This is the reason why some discussions 
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focused on SCORBORD. However, I also considered alternative ways to approach this 

case. 

The following sections document what we discussed during our two-day visit and 

some afterthoughts. These include the agenda for the two-day visit, user requirements, 

research issues, resolution of methodological/implementation/data collection issues, 

software design considerations, action items, findings, conclusions, and future directions. 

Agenda of Two-Day Visit to Plant A 

Day 1 a.m. Plant tour to familiarize ourselves with their operations and concerns 

Bnefing on available data and problems encountered 

p.m. Discussion of possible resolution of issues 

Day 2 a.m. Visited Accounting and Production Planning to investigate data sources 

Finalized resolution of issues to be discussed with IE manager 

p.m. Meeting with IE manager on resolution of implementation issues 

While we went to Plant A as expert, solution provider, we also played roles of 

other professional modes such as active listener, challenger, and/or data gatherer (Morris, 

1979). Many of their problems deal with data stored somewhere but rot readily retrievable 

in a few reports or computer screens for use as TFPM data. 

Our main client is Plant A's IE Department. They are looking for tools to better 

present information to their decision makers regarding overall performance. The IE 

Department is in-charge of performance improvement efforts for the plant and would, 

therefore, want to measure the results of their improvement efforts and pinpoint areas for 

further improvement. The IE Department has regular meetings with Plant A's management 

to present and discuss progress on the improvement efforts. Hence, the IE's have a good 

feel for what information the managers need. 
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Plant A has two main operations: Manufacturing and Packaging as shown in Figure 

4.2. Manufacturing produces bulk materials for Packaging. Before bulk materials are 

packaged, they are stored in the warehouse for at least 8 days to await quality control 

results until they are packaged. Packaged products are then sent to the distribution 

warehouse as finished products -- Plant output. 
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Figure 4.2: Plant A's Plant Workflow 
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Plant A's Managers and IEs Are Concerned About the Following 
Information, Decisions, and Actions 

The following information needs and organizational conditions are what we 

compiled from the meetings with Plant A's IEs. These are what thev need to present and 

discuss with their managers to better manage their Plant performance. 

1. Plant A has implemented productivity improvement efforts, each with estimated dollar 

savings. However, they want TFPM to show the overall impact of all improvement 

efforts on plant performance that can be related to profitability. This is clearly an 

information need of both the IEs and Plant A's management. 

2. Plant A has two main operations: Manufacturing and Packaging. They want to see 

the effects of work-in-process (WIP) on overall performance. They believe this is a 

significant cost that can be minimized by better production planning and coordination. 

This points out a significant problem in matching inputs and outputs. Within a 

particular period, the inputs used will not actually be the same inputs used to produce 

the outputs of that period, because of WIP. The two problems here would be how to 

match outputs with their corresponding inputs and how to determine period lengths to 

consider and/or minimize discrepancies associated with output/input matching. This 

is an organizational condition that a TFPM application must consider. The 

information need here is to ascertain the effect of WIP to see if any decisions and 

actions need to be made on improving production planning and control. 

3. | They want to simulate what input and output changes are needed to attain 

improvement objectives and analyze where the opportunities are for productivity 

improvement. They want to be able to play "what if" games to evaluate strategies for 

improving performance. The information needed is how to allocate resources so as to 

maximize productivity and profitability. 
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4. They want to measure partial productivity of indirect labor and show that material 

input is more significant than labor - to focus on reducing scrap during good times in 

order to gear up for possible bad times. This is clearly another information need. 

5. Some data are not in the form for directly feeding into TFPM. Material costs are all 

recorded in standard costs, not in actual unit costs as purchased. This is clearly an 

organizational condition that a TFPM application needs to consicler. 

6. Plant A has various products that use different inputs, i.e., some products use only a 

few of the inputs. How will TFPM consider and model this situation? The 

information need here is measuring productivity by product. 

Resolution of Implementation and Data Collection Issues 

1 & 4. SCORBORD can provide the first two information requirements. Total-Factor 

Productivity Measurement (TFPM) was conceived mainly to answer Number 1. 

However, SCORBORD has been designed to also show partial productivities such as 

indirect labor and materials productivities. All indirect labor, including accounting 

and other plant support services, will be included in indirect labor input. Research 

people not directly supporting the plant will be excluded. 

2. The inital thinking was to use one month for the period length. However, a 

significant quantity of bulk inputs to packaging comes from WIP not manufactured 

during the same months. Hence, inputs within a month are not necessarily the same 

inputs used to produce the outputs for that month. On the other hand, tracing back all 

the actual inputs used to produce the outputs of the month will not only be a tedious 

process, but a significant portion of the inputs were actually used during previous 

months. 

Taking all the outputs in a three-month period and all the inputs within the same three- 

month period will provide a more representative picture of actual inputs used to 
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produce the outputs within the same three-month period. This was verified by 

checking production plans versus actual production reports for three-month periods. 

Over three-month periods, both production plans and actual production looked 

constant. Even if there were a lot of month-to-month variations in production mix, 

they leveled off in three months. One of Plant A's IEs verified this observation with 

people who have been working with this information and they confirmed our 

observation. Hence, even if the inputs used for SCORBORD are the inputs used for 

the quarter and not exactly what was actually used to produce the outputs for that 

quarter, they'll be reasonably close and will be a good indicator of actual plant 

performance. 

Budgets will be used for the base period until Plant A's management is 

confident they have enough data that is representative of a typical three-month period 

which they can use for the base period. 

The present version of SCORBORD directly addresses information need number 3 to 

a limited extent; it uses a triangular distribution on quantities anc. prices of inputs and 

outputs. However, information need number 3 can still be addressed even without 

the simulation routine by doing SCORBORD (or any TFPM version) runs plugging 

in alternative inputs and outputs. Another approach for getting information on 

optimum resource allocations is to use other optimization methods such as 

mathematical programming. 

Price variances from standard costs will be obtained from Purchasing to get the actual 

cost of inputs. 

The output of the plant goes to the distribution warehouses and not directly to 

sales. Hence, cost of goods produced based on standard costs will be used as output 
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prices. This implies that the plant will only be profitable if production costs stay 

lower than standard costs. 

Plant A manufactures and packages many different products; each product is made 

from different raw materials and components. A TFPM application can be designed 

to show this level of detail. This entails breaking down all inputs, labor, material, 

and energy into their individual contributions per product. Sumanth’s version was 

designed to measure productivity of each product and then aggregate the measure to 

the plant or firm level. Gollop's model and REALST can also do this. We didn't 

think Plant A will want to go into this level of detail at this point, nor did we 

recommend they do so until they have "perfected" the plant level, macro productivity 

measurement. What we recommended was to break up their outputs and inputs into 

the following major categories to balance their detailed requirements against simplicity 

of the initial application: 

Outputs 

° Major Product, called X SKUs (their measure of output) 

° All other solid dose SKUs 

° Cream SKUs 

. Capsule SKUs 

Inputs 

° Labor 

- direct 

-QA 

- other technical 

. Materials 
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- Major Product raw material 

- All other manufacturing materials 

- Components 

° Energy 

Since there were no significant changes in capital resources, Plant A was not 

interested in including capital as an input. This may be done as an enhancement in the 

future. 

Table 4.1.1 is a simplified but representative sample of an initial TFPM application 

data for Plant A, 1.e., they have been disguised to maintain confidentiality. Note that this 

table shows WIP through the figures in italics. For example, in Quarter 1, Manufacturing 

produced 1,100 units of Bulk materials; Packaging used 1,000; so overall, the Plant had a 

new WIP of 100. The 100 units of bulk are considered as inputs for the whole plant to 

penalize the plant for not balancing the production between Manufacturing and Packaging, 

and producing more WIP. The 1,100 units of bulk produced by Manufacturing are not 

considered as plant outputs; these are inputs to Packaging. Also, the 1,000 units of bulk 

used by packaging are not considered as plant inputs as they actually came from 

Manufacturing. On the other hand, the second quarter shows the Plant using -100 units of 

bulk. This is a way of rewarding the Plant for balancing production and getting rid of 

WIP. 
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Bulk 

X SKUs 
Otner SKUs 
Total Output 

Inputs 

Direct Labor 
indirect 

Tota! Labor 

Major input 

Mig. Mts 

Bulk 

Components 

Tota: Mis. 

Energy 

Tota inputs 

  

  

                                  

Table 4.1.: Sample In 

cecetes meee Quarter 1 sseceeeeee seeceeeeees Quarter 2 seetteeceee 
(4) {2 (3) (4) (5) (6) (7). (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 

Unit Price Manufacturing Packaging Plant {Unit Price Manutacturing Packaging Piant 
and Cost Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value | and Cost Quantity Value Quantty Value Quantity Vaiue 

4.00] 2499] 4400 0 0 4.00] yg@9| 5200 0 9 
25.00 150 3750 150 3750 23.00 0° 160 3680 160 3680 
15.00 300 4500 300 4500. 18.00 0 280 5040 280 5040 

4400 8250 8250... 8720 8720 

7000 7800 

5200 
sO 

4 

984 

90]: 

4924 8462 7386 

  

An important lesson I learned while setting up this application was the need to 

carefully model the situation. I wasted so much time trying to directly set up the 

applications using three different models/versions just to end up concluding that the 

application did not adequately fit the situation. I had trouble modelling the two main 

operations of Plant A with WIP in between. The main issue here is consistent data 

aggregation. I almost jumped to the conclusion that TFPM would rot really be able to 

model the situation. It was only after carefully reviewing the operations process flow that I 

realized I could consider another operation -- Warehousing, even if it was not value adding, 

just so I could portray WIP. In the broad sense, what I realized was the need to first go 

back to basics, analyzing process flow diagrams, to be able to advance to more 

sophisticated methods. 
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Alternative Models/Versions To Use for this Application 

The first user information need required productivity to be tied up with profitability; 

hence, the Productivity Indices TFPM model (Davis', Craig and Harris’, LTV’s, etc.) 

cannot be used for this case as it does not relate productivity to profitability. The choices 

therefore are the Profitability = Productivity + Price Recovery (PPPR) model or Gollop's 

model. I used Gollop's model but it gave inconsistent results when the base period total 

revenue did not equal the total cost and when I used negative quantities to represent WIP. 

The PPPR versions I tried are VPC’s SCORBORD and REALST. AFQC's is basically the 

same as VPC's and FPM is basically the same as REALST. Miller's version is not 

applicable since there really is no need for cumulative deflation. Following are the results 

from the SCORBORD and REALST applications. 

SCORBORD Can Provide Most of the User Requirements 

The SCORBORD application was set up with three separate SCORBORD runs: 

overall Plant level, Manufacturing, and Packaging. The SCORBORD tableaus, Tables 4.2 

- 4.4, show data and information on change ratios, cost drivers, productivity ratios, 

performance indices, and dollar effects of performance changes. They show the period-to- 

period changes in profitability, price recovery, and profitability and their corresponding 

dollar effects. In particular, SCORBORD provides most of the user information 

requirements as discussed in the following: 
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for Plan 

PERIOD 2 

    

  

  
  

. 1QD % ' 

: a ' oan) (TZ. : (+4) : (fh) : Loo 

+ QUANTITY FRICE VALUE (| QUANTITY? FRICE | JeSLUE 

x Stus : 1fo,0 4 aoe OG TTS. IY 160.0 4 27.00% Tea.) 

Jtner S:us ' SO 15.00; 4S00.004 280,00 | 19.00) Sod, 

“otal Cutout ; ' : B2SG.00% : : B87 IO. 

Jirect vcaoor : Bue. 10.00, BOO. OD BOLO 4 2.00; 959,00 

Incgirect Lapor ‘ 60,0 | 15.00; 999.004 61.0 3 16.00: G7 oa. 

wr ee ioatetetentestenteetentend : ~- j per ee | He oe | 

Total Labor : i : 1700.,00% i : 1936.00% 

' -———! ' ' ' --- 3 ‘ 

fator Inout ' 1200.0 | 2.001 2400,005 1300.0 | 2.30; 2990.00; 

4ta. Mtls. : 1o9HG.0 4 1.00) 1000.00; 800.0 ; 1.00; 800,00 
qulk Mtls. ' 1O0.0 [ &.00;1 400.00: -100.0 } 4.00: -400.00; 

Somoaonents i 2oadg.,a ft 1.003 2000.,004 2200.0 3 0.80; 1760.00; 

i : ' ‘ ' =) ‘ 

Total Matls. : : : 5800.00} : ' S150, 90: 

t -—-) --~! i t ' : 

inerav i 6MOad.,O | O.05: 700.00; 6000.0 ;} O.05: 300,00; 
“otal Inouts : ‘ t 7800.00} i i 

i ' 1 
  

7386.00: 

  

  

  
    

  

  

  

le 4.2.2: RD Chan ‘tivity Ratios 

i WEIGHTED ' COST/REVENUE : PRODUCTIVITY 

: CHANGE RATIOS : RATIOS : RATIOS 

: (7) ; (8) : (9) i (10) : (11) : (12) i (15) 

‘QUANTITY! FRICE : VALUE ‘PERIOD 1:PERIOD TIFERIOD 1:;PERIOD 2 

X% SKUs + 1.90667 | 0.9200 | 0.981 | : ; } 

Other SKUs ! 0.93353 ! 1.2000 § 1.120 i ‘ : ‘ 

; ; i : : ' ' 

Total Gutout + 0.9939 : 1.06354 | 1.057 | ; ' i 

Direct Labor >; 1.0000 | 1.2000 | 200 } O.0970 | O.11O1 ¢ 10.71 | 10,235 

Indirect Labor + 1.0167 $ 1.0667 3 1.084 | 06.1091 $ 0.1119 3 9.17 3 8.94 

Total Labor ' 1.0088 !: 1.1289 : 1.159 ! O.2061 | OL 2220 : 3.385 | 4.7 

Maior Inout r 2.0GT™ § 1.128500 | 1.236 | OL29O9 | OL Tang | 7.44 =; T.LS 

Mtc. Mtls. PO. 8000 F L,0000 § 9,800 7 OO, 1212 ) Oo.ngl7 3 8.25 5 tu. lS 

Buib “tls. Pqjd. OOO | oP.OOOO FHL. odo + O,0485 1 -Oo.04d59 | ZO.en § Hl. 50 

Comocnents © 2.120090 7 09,8000 1§ 5.880 1 O.2424 ( 0.2018 | a.itit 1.70 

Total Matls. ' 0.8966 : 9.9908 (| 0.888 !: 0.7030 §| 0.5906 | 1.42 ¢ 1.58 

Enerav - P 1.0u00 } 12,0000 | 1,000 | 0.0764 | O.0la4a ) 27.50 5 27.50 
Total Inouts i O.9250 ; 1 0.947 $$ O,9455 $$ 09.8470 ;} 1.6 1.14 
    

1.02357 
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L. SCORBORD gives an indication of overall plant performance. Table 4.2.3 shows 

plant productivity improved by 7.5% and price recovery improved by 3.9%, producing an 

11.6% increase in profitability for the whole plant. Dollar effects of these improvements. | 

are also shown. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show details on the performance of Manufacturing and | 

Packaging. They show that while overall plant performance looked good, there are 

problems with Packaging's productivity. Manufacturing has been very productive that 

even if its price recovery has decreased, its profitability still increased. 

A question that may arise is that when we look at the dollar effects of Packaging's 

decrease in productivity, it may look too high to be offset by the increase in price recovery 

of Packaging and the increase in productivity of Manufacturing. The explanation here is 

since SCORBORD was used separately on Manufacturing, Packagirig, and the Plant as a 

whole, there is really no direct mathematical relationship between the figures obtained. 

Intuitively, the difference in magnitudes of the dollar effects could be explained by the fact 

that Packaging’s total cost was artificially higher than the Plant's total cost for the second 

quarter as it used up more bulk materials than the Plant had in its warehouse; while the 

Plant was "rewarded" with using -100 units of bulk. This will be discussed further when | 

discuss WIP in the next paragraph.



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

4 RB > n Profi 

i WEIGHTED i \ 

| FERFORMANCE INDEXES ' DOLLAR EFFECTS ON FROFITS 

(14) 3 (iS) 3 (16) 3 (17) : (18) : (19) 

: CHANGE IN + CHANGE ! CHANGE : CHANGE 

*;PRODUC~:!: PRICE :PROFIT-:IN PRODUC-: IN PRICE | IN PROFIT- 

tTIVITY :RECVRY :ABILITY:i TIVITY : RECOVERY |: ABILITY 

' ! ; i ' ' 

X SKUs i ; ; : ' ‘ 

Otner SKUs ' ; : ' i : t 

Total Output ‘ i ' i ‘ t ' 

Direct Labor + 0.994 ; 0.886 : 9.881 |! “4.85 ; -109.58 |} ~114.42 

Indirect Labor + 0.978 | 0.997 | 0.975 |} —-20.45 } -4.27 : ~24.,72 

Total Labor ; 0.985 : 0.942 | 0.928 : ~25.30 | -113.85 : “129.15 

Maior Inout ; O.917 | 0.925 : 0.848 ; -214.55 | —-2rI8.77 3} ~452 2 

Mfa. Mtls. » £22420 9 1.065 § 1. tDt ft 197.94 65.07 3 255.97 

Bulk Mtls. 9, 994 fF 1D 1H. O57 | 797.5 : SS.c1 822.79 

comoonents we fF LeS2S : ’.2o1 : -212.12 : 566.06 | Toe 94 

Total Matls. r 2.bO9O § 1.078 | 2,190 5 $564.35 ; 415.58 ;: 980,42 

=nerav O,994 { 1.062 3) 1.057 5 -1.a2 : 18.71 : 17.09 

Tatal nouts 1 eS L.0ig 1.116 ; SIT. 7s T29.564 4 853.76 

Table 4 RD for M ni 

: FERIOD 1 ' FERIOL 2 

: C1) : (2) (7) : (4) : (5) ; (6) 

+ QUANTITY! PRICE | VALUE ! QUANTITY: PRICE ;} VALUE 

Bulk : 1100.0 } 4.00; 4400.00; 1S00.0 | 4.00; S2OG., a0 

Total GQutsut ; ' ‘ 4400.00 : : S700, 00 

O1rect Laoor i 40.0 | 19,003 400.003 38.0 | 2.00; 456.00. 

Indirect Labor i 0.0 4 15.00) 4350.00} STr.0 f 16.00; S28.00 

Total Labor ' : : 850.00) ; ; 984.00 

Maior Inout ' 1200.0 |} 2.00% 2400.00} LTOO,0 | 2.30) 2990.00 

“fa. Mtls. : 1000.0 | 1.00; 1000.00; B0O0.0 {7 1.00; Bon, OO! 

Total Mtls. : : ' T400,00! : : 7790.00 

=nerav : ZTOQ0Q0L0 4 QO.05% 150.00; Z000.0 4 O.,u05: 150,00 

Total Inouts ' : ' 9400.00} : i $924.00 
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Table 4.3.2; SCORBORD Change, Cost/Revenue, and Productivity Ratios 

COST /REVENUE 

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

! PRODUCTIVITY 
CHANGE RATIOS RATIOS RATIOS 

‘ (7) 3 (By) of (9) $$ (10)  $  C1dd ob By ot eazy 
. (QUANTITY! PRICE } VALUE !PERIOD 1:/FPERIOD 2!PERIOD 1!FPERIOD 2 

Bul } 1.1818 | 1.0000 } 1.182 } ! 

Total Output ! 1.1818 | 1.0000} 1.182! ‘ : 

Direct Labor ' 0.9500 | 1.2000 } 1.140 } 0.0909 | 0.0877 | 11.00 } 13.68 
Indirect Labor i; 1.1000 | 1.0667 |! 1.173 } 0.1023 ! 0.1015! 9.78! 106.51 

Total Labor ' 1.0294 } 1.1246 | 1.158 ! 0.1932 ! 0.1892 | 5.18: 5.94 

Major Inout 1.0833 } 1.1500 | 1.246 | 0.5455 : 0.5750 | 1.83 } 2.00 
Mfg. Mtls. ( 0.8000 7 21,0000 | 0.800 | O,2273 1: 0.1578 | 4.40 | 6.50) 

Total Mtls. $ 21,0000 | 1.1147 } 1.115 | 0.7727 1 0.7288 | 1.29 ; 1.53 

Eneray (1.0000 1 1.0000 $ 1.000 | 0.0341 1 0.0288 |} 29.33: 74.67 
Total Inouts ; 1.0057 $ 1.1128 $ 1.119 $ 1.0000 } 0.9449 

| t \ i i ! ! ' ' 

1.18 

Table 4.3.3: SCORBORD Performance Indices and Dollar Effects on Profits 

    

    

  

  

  

‘ WEIGHTED 

‘ -ERPORMSENCE [NDEAES ' DOLLAR EFFECTS CN FROFITS 

(14) (15) 3 (16) (417) ' (18> ' (19) 

: CHeNGE IN CHANGE : CRANGE ' CHANGE \ 

-FRODUC-; PRICE :FROFIT-: IN FRODUC-: IN FRICE : IN FROFIT= | 

‘TIVITY tRECVRY :GBILITY: TIVITY . RECOVERY | ABILITY : 

Bulb } : : ' : ; 

Total Outout : ‘ ' : ' t : 

Direct Labor (1.2464 (5 O<.832 : 1.037 5 92.72 3 al = a 16.772 

Indirect Laoor 1 2.075 2 OL9T7 b beau7 | 76.82 | “TT. OO | 2.932 

Total Labor ; 1.148; 0.889 , 1.9021 ; 129.55 | “109.00 | 20.55 | 

Maior Inout 1.0971 M.3870 1 O,4949 | 2le.s0 } -390,00 | -157.64 

Mta. Mtls. 1.477 1.000 7 1,877 3 781.82 : O,UG 4 781.82 

‘Otel Mtis. 1.182 O,897 1 1.060 45 613.198 ; —390,00 $ 228.18 

=nerayv t.ig@l Le WD 1.182 | aren 3 we OC a7.27 

“otal inouts Live o.899 + 1.056 775.00 3 -399.00 276.090 
0 ee ee ee ee ec ne ee 
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for Packagin 

  

  

  

Total Inouts 7OO0,00% ' 8460.00, 

: FERIOD 1 FEFISO 2 . 

CL, ‘ (2) t CT) (4a) : Ss. ‘ 6O} 

QUANTITY: FRICE | VeaLUE . QUANTITY: FRICE | PALUE 

won nn ne ee | mene ff rn en | er en ff rr ere ff eee 

X SkUs LS0.0 3 25.00; S75O.004 160.0 5 Dr. 00% Ted. 90; 

ctner SiuJds TOO. 4 15.00) 4500,00} TBaG.0 | 18.00% SOG. OO 

oer errr (a rr rr rn ff rrr rrr ctr eee 

Total Outout ' ' ' 250.00} ' 8720, 00 
SPSS SST Sess SsS2S5 SSS STsSss | SS SSSHSSS | SSH SSH SSS BRB SRS SSS | SSS SS SSS SS SSS STS! 

Direct Labor ' 4a.o ft 10,00; 400.00} 42.0 45 12.00; o04,00 

Indirect Labor ‘ TO. 4 15.00; 450,00) 2B.0 5 16.00; 4848.00; 

wee er nr | ooee ree | ' | ee | er eee | eee ee 

Total Labor ' ‘ ' 850.00) ' ; 952.005 

en lteasteten tetas ntenienieatenteatenl fe a fr ref af re rrr ee 

Bulk Mtls. ‘ 1000.0 | 4.0% 4900 L004 1400.0 } 4.aay 56q0,00; 
Comoonents : 2000,0 $ 1.008 2000.00} 2200.0 $ o,803 1760.00 

ww ew ee i-—— ' : ' ‘ : 1 

Total Mtis. ' ' ' 6000, 003 ' ; 72OO, OW 

- ' ‘ -} ' ' ; ~<A; 

Enerav i TOO. 3 O.O8% 150.003 TOO. 4 O.OSt 150,00 

: ' : i 
' 

  

WEIGHTED COST PRODUCTIVITY 

      

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

    

! ‘ /REVENUE ; 

: CHANGE RATIOS : RATIOS i RATIOS 
; (7) i (8) ' (9) ‘ (10) ; (11) t (12) i (12) 

- ‘QUANTITY! PRICE : VALUE ‘PERIOD L:FERIOD TiFERIOD 1:FERIOD 2 

X SkUs > 1.0667 1 0.9200 ' 0.981 | ‘ : : 

Other StUs 1 O.9S335 ¢ 1.2000 | 1.120 : i i ' 

Total Output + 9.9939 ¢$ 1.0634 |: 1.057 } ' : ' 

Direct Labor i; 1.0500 $ 1.2000 |; 1.260 } 9.0485 | 0.0578 } 29.65 3 19.52 

Indirect Labor if O<;.9333 1 1.90667 '$ 9.996 | O.0545 | O.0514 | 18.23 : 19.52 

Total Labor ; 09,9882 : 1.135355 $$ 1.120 | O.1030 $ 0.1092 | 9.71 ; 9.76 

Bulk Mtls. + 1.4000 $$ 1.9000 1 1,400 : 00,4848 | 0.6422 } 2.06 | 1.46 

Comoonents ¢ 1.1000 + 90,8000 | 0.889 | 9.2424 | G.2018 : 4.13 | 3.73 

Total Mtis. 1 1.5000 $ 0.9436 3: 1.227 3: 0.72735 | 9.8440 } 1.38 | 1.05 

Energy , 1.0000 | 1.0000 } 1.000 | 0.90182 | 0.0172 | 55.00 | 54.67 
Total Inputs ' 1.2857 ! 0.9627 } 1.209 | 0.8485 | 0.9704 } 1.18 3 0.93 
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Table 4.4.3: SCORBORD Performance Indices and Dollar Effects on Profits 

  

  

    

  

    

    

    

FER oRMANLE IMbeEAcS toe EFFECTS Gs. FRUITS 

(14) (15) + (14) 3 (17) ‘ (18) : (19) 

: CHANGE IN »  CHHNGE |} CHGNGE | CHONGE 
‘FRODUC-: FRICE :FROFIT=-:In SRODUC-: IN PRICE | IN PROFIT- 
PTIVIT: (RECURY {ABILITY: TIvity | RECOVERY | ABILITY 

x SkUs ‘ + ’ ' ' 

Other SkUs : : ‘ : ; 

Total Qutout ; ' : ‘ i ' 

Direct Labor + 0.947 ; 0.886 {| 9.839 | -22.42 | “58.77 ; -d1.21 

Indirect Labor ; 1.065 : O.997 | 1.062 5 27.27 ¢ O.5e 3 27.04 

Total Labor » 1.006 | O<£,978 | 0,944 } 4.ea5 |} -58.42 -S7.58 

Bult Mtls. > O2710 ; 1.065 | Of 755 | +-1624.274 3 SS2.12 : “1172.12 

Comoonents (0,904 $ 1.5297 ¢ 1.201 | -2it.id i: B60.06 | TS7. 94 

Total Mtls. 1 0,765 | 1.127 : 0.862 | -1876.736 } 818.18 | -1lola.ic 

Enerav 1 0.998 4 L.Oet 1 Leos? | “O.F7L ¢ 9.45 5 3.55 
Total Inouts 19. 7PD 6 126105 1: 0.874 3 -19g5t2.42 | 79.21 3% -ivel. fl 

2. The biggest challenge in this case study has been how to effectively model two 

main operations and WIP in between. My recommendation is to portray the data as in 

Table 4.1, which was discussed earlier. Both Manufacturing and Packaging operations 

will be portrayed based on what inputs and outputs they actually have while WIP will be 

portrayed at the Plant level. SCORBORD has effectively portrayed WIP as shown in Table 

4.2.3. Bulk materials productivity was shown to have increased significantly from Quarter 

1 to Quarter 2. Recall from Table 4.1 that in Quarter 1, the Plant was penalized with an 

additional input of 100 units of bulk for adding that much to WIP while it was rewarded 

with a -100 units of bulk for the second quarter for reducing WIP. 

While this information portrayal may sound reasonable to an intuitive manager, it 

may not be good enough for a sensing (see Myers, 1980) manager who may be looking for 

hard data and proven mathematical relationships. This will be addressed by the REALST 

application. 
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3. To use SCORBORD for playing "what if" games, the user can plug-in different sets 

of data, run the program, and interpret results as in usual simulation routines. 

4, While SCORBORD is primarily for calculating total-factor productivity, partial 

productivities are also calculated. Performance indices and their corresponding dollar 

effects are shown. Table 4.2.3 shows that labor productivity has decreased primarily due 

to a big decrease in indirect labor productivity while labor price recovery has also decreased 

this time primarily due to a big decrease in direct labor price recovery. It also shows 

materials productivity, price recovery, and profitability have all increased mainly due to 

improved productivity for bulk and better price recovery for components. 

REALST Can Provide All the User Requirements 

Unlike in SCORBORD where 3 separate runs needed to be made for 

Manufacturing, Packaging and the Plant as a whole, REALST has a way of aggregating 

Manufacturing and Packaging into the whole Plant. This is simply done by adding outputs 

and inputs of the units of analysis being aggregated. However, to take care of the WIP, | 

added a third attribute or centre (this is what the REALST literature calls a unit of analysis), 

Warehouse. Tables 4.5.1 -4.5.4 show REALST data. 

Table 4.5.1 shows the data for Manufacturing. Note that this table contains almost 

exactly the same data as Table 4.3.1 and part of Table 4.3.2. of SCORBORD except that 

the change ratios are portrayed with a slight difference. SCORBORD uses 1.1818 while 

REALST uses .1818 for change in bulk quantity and value. SCORBORD uses .95 while 

REALST uses -.05 to both mean a decrease in the quantity of direct labor. 

The more significant difference is the use of resource variability (REVA) in 

REALST. Use of resources can be fixed or variable. Indirect labor and capital equipment 

may be fixed resources; their cost does not change with the quantity of output. Some other 

resources like materials and direct labor may vary directly with the quantity of output. 
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Others such as energy may be semi-variable; a part of it varies with output while a part is 

fixed. REALST considers this variation in the use of resources by requiring users to define 

whether a resource is fixed or variable. A zero in the REVA column means the resource is 

fixed while a nonzero number estimates how the resource varies with the output. A one 

means the resource quantity should change one unit for every unit of change in the output 

quantity. 

Table 4.5.2 represents the data for Warehousing - WIP. This is actually a dummy 

attribute I'm using to represent and adjust for WIP. Recall that the outputs of 

Manufacturing are used as inputs to Packaging and therefore, only the outputs from 

Packaging should be considered as Plant output. In SCORBORD, the consolidation or 

aggregation of Manufacturing and Packaging data to Plant level was done manually. 

REALST does the consolidation by adding inputs and outputs across all attributes that have 

to be aggregated. Hence, if I didn't use a dummy attribute (Warehouse), outputs from 

Manufacturing will be added as part of Plant output. What I've done is to use output 

quantities for the Warehouse with the negative output quantity of Manufacturing so that 

bulk will not show up as a Plant output in the consolidation. I have also used negative 

numbers in the input rows to be able to get the actual usage of bulk in the consolidation. I 

have to resort to adjusting data so I can get the desired portrayal of the situation in the 

consolidation at the Plant level. 
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Table 4.5.1; REALST Data and Change Ratios for Manufacturing 

fase - Quarter | vs. Current - Guarter 2 

bee ne as 
Venues are in OCLLARS 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

DESCRIFTION REVA, PI-ERENCS Perioc REVIEw Ferias DeaAZl in RATIC 

\ VALLE SUANTITY PRIZE , VALE GUANTITY PRIZE (VALUE QUANTITY ERICE 

Bul. aa fide va swoi ot SDeOd {To0.0 soho) eit ou LBYESs wes 

Tetal gutputs 1 4400.0 ' 5200.0 + uy i21B  GIBLE | 2, Gtitin 

‘Labor : ! i 

‘Direct ' 1,00: 4.0 40,0 10.0% | 456.0 38.0 12.0 | G14 GL 050K =, 2000 

Indirect 1 9.004 450.0 30.0 15.00 | 523.0 god fo.00 5 G 1733 8.100G 9,066? 

' Total Labor ' : 850.0 : 984.0 i 0.1576 0.0204 4.1246 

(Materials 1 ! I i 

Major [nput i 1.00: 2400.0 1200.0 2.0 } 2990.0 1300.0 2.50: 0.2458 0.0833 0.1500 

Manufacturing Materials : 1.00: 1000.0 1000.0 1.00 | BOO. 0 B00.0 1.00 § 0.200- 0.2 0.0000 

Total Materials i : 3400.0 : 3790.0 > 0.1147 0.0000 0.1147 

iEnergy 10.500: 1530.0 3000.0 0.05 ; 150.0 3000.0 0.05 | 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

! Total Inputs ' + 4400.0 : 4924.0 i O.1191 0.0057 0.1128 

Table 4.5.2: REALST Data and Change Ratios for Warehousing 

Base - Quarter | vs. Current - Quarter 2 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

DESCRIPTION i REVA! REFERENCE Period } REVIEW Period ! CHANGE in RATIO 

' ‘ VALUE BUANTITY PRICE } VALUE QUANTITY PRICE | VALUE QUANTITY PRICE 

Bulk ! i = =64400.0- — 1100.0- 4.00 | 5200.0- 1300.0- 4.00 | 0.1818 0.1818 0.0000 

Total Outouts ' 4400.0 > =§200.0- : 0.1818 0.1818 0.0000 

Materials i i i ! 
Bulk 1 1.00i 3600.0 0.0 4.00; 6000.0- 1500.0 4,00 ; 0.6667 0.6667 0.0000 

Total Materials ' 1 3600. 0- t «©6000. 0- | 0.64667 0.6667 0.0000 

Total Inouts t 1 —3600.0- 1 =6000.0- | 0.5667 0.6667 0.0600 
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Table 4.5.3 is the data for Packaging while Table 4.5.4 is the consolidation of 

Manufacturing, Warehousing, and Packaging -- the aggregated Plant data. Note that 

REALST does this aggregation by summing up all outputs and inputs of units of analysis 

that have to be aggregated. Table 4.5.4 has actually duplicated the data that was manually 

entered in Table 4.2.1 of SCORBORD. 

Base - Quarter | vs. Current - Quarter 2 

Table 4.5.3: REALST Data and Change Ratios for Packaging 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

DESCRIPTION ' REVA! REFERENCE Period REVIEW Period CHANGE in RATIO 
i VALUE QUANTITY PRICE | VALUE QUANTITY PRICE : VALUE QUANTITY PRICE | 

X SKUs | 3750.0 150.0 25.00 | 3480.0 140.0 23.00 | 0.01B7- 0.0667 0.0800-! 
Other SKUs ' + 4500.0 300.0 15.00 | 5040.0 280.0 18.00 | 0.1200 0.0667- 0.2000 | 

Total Outputs ' | 8250.0 ! 8720.0 | 0.0570 0.0061- 0.0634 

Labor ' ' . 
Direct ' 1,00! 400.0 40.0 10.00! 504.0 42.0 12.00 | 0.2600 0.0500 0.2000 
Indirect ' 0.00; 450.0 30.0 15.00 | 448.0 29.0 16.00 | 0,0044- 0.0647- 0.0647 

Total Labor \ ' 50.0 + 952.0 + 0.1200 0.0118 0.1333 

Materials i 
Bulk ' $00! 4000.0 1000.0 4,00} 5600.0 1400.0 4.00} 0.4000 0.4000 0.0000 
Components ' $00! 2000.0 2000.0 1.00} 1760.0 2200.0 0.80} 0.1200 0.1000 0.2 

Total Materials ! : 4000.0 | 7340.0 + 0.2247 0.3000 0. 0564- 
Energy / 0.50! 150.0 3000.0 0.05! 150.0 3000.0 0.05 } 0.0000 6.0000 0.0000 } 

Total Inputs ' 7000.0 + B462.0 : 0.2089 0.2557 0.0373-: 
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Table 4.5.4: REALST Consolidated Data and Change Ratios for the Plant 

ESCA LOT ION 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

> REVAL REFERENCE Feriod ' REVIEW Period i CHANGE in RATIZ 

: ' VALUE QUANTITY PRICE ; VALLE GUANTITY PRiCe ; VALUE QUANTITY  FSICE 

Ah SKUs ' + 3750.0 130.0 25.00 | 380.0 160.0 25.00 | O.01B7- 9.0667 GC. 0B00- 

‘Other SKUs ‘ t 4500.0 300.0 15.00; 5040.0 280.0 18.00 | 0.1200 0.0667- 6.2000 

: Total Outputs ' i 8250.0 : 9720.0 + 0.0570 0.00b1- 0.0634 

‘Labor i i i ' 

‘Direct + 1.00: 800.0 80.0 10.00 | 960.0 60.0 12.00 | 0.2000 06.0000 0.2000 

tIndirect -. : 0.00: 900.0 60.0 15.00 | 976.0 61.0 16.00 | 0.0844 0.0167 0.0667 

| Total Labor i : 1700.0 + 193.0 + 0.1388 0.0088 0.1289 

Materials : ' i ‘ 

‘Major Input (1.00: 2400.0 1200.0 2.00 i 2990.0 1300.0 2.3) { 0.2458 0.0833 0.1500 

‘Manufacturing Materials ! 1.00! 1000.0 1000.0 1.00 | 800.0 800.0 1.0) | 0.2000- 0.2000- 0.0000 

‘Bulk + 1.00) 400.0 100.0 §.00 | 400. 0- {00.0- 4.00 1 2,0000- 2.0000- 6.0000 

Components i 1.00: 2000.0 2000.0 1.00; 1760.0 2200.0 0.80 | 0.12 0.1000 6.2000- 

; Total Materials ' : 5800.0 ; 9150.0 + Q.11241- 0.1034- 0.0096- 

Energy : 0.50 300.0 6000.0 0.05 ! 300.0 6000.0 0.08 | 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

' ! 7800.0 | 7386.0 i 0,053f- 0.0750 0.025 Total Inouts 
  

Table 4.6.1 is the REALST report that details dollar effects of changes in 

productivity and price recovery to profitability. This is similar to SCORBORD's Table 

4.3.3 except that it only shows the percentage change in productivity but not in price 

recovery and profitability. The other difference is that dollar effects of changes in 

productivity are further broken down into capacity utilization and efficiency. This is where 

the REVA data is used. Capacity utilization refers to changes in the usage of fixed 

resources while efficiency refers to changes in the usage of variable resources. Note that 

contributions from capacity utilization for direct labor, major input, and manufacturing 

materials are all zero; these are the resources which were identified as varying directly with 

output (given a REVA of one in Table 4.5.1). Energy which had a REVA of .5 split the 

dollar effects of productivity changes evenly into capacity utilization and efficiency. 
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Table 4.6.1: REALST Dollar Effects for Manufacturing 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 
  

CONTRIBUTION FROM 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

| REFERENCE REVIEW } REALST | 

i PERIOD PERIOD : PROFIT : PRODUCTIVITY | CAPACITY : ' PRICE | 

' VALUE VALUE | VARIANCE | 2% CHANGE \UTILIZATION | EFFICIENCY | RECOVERY | 

' A Bi Cc D + G 

' i D = E 

TOTAL PRODUCTS ' 44900 5200.0 1 t 

vapor 1 { 

Direct ‘ 400.0 456.0 ¢ $6.7 | 24.40 Hi.d g.0 fh.3 94,5- 

indirect i 450.0 $28.0 | 3.8: 74 9.2 B73 $i.0- 35.5- 

“otal Lapor i 859.0 984.0 | 20.5} 14.81 150.5 87.5 does ane 

Materials ‘ 

Maicr Inout : 2400.0 2990.0 | 15.47 9.09 271.8 ue m8 22t. 2 

Manufacturing Materiais | 1000, 9 er 781.6 : 47,72 381.8 Ge 21.8 : 

Total Materials TAG. 4 79.00 | 276.2 1B. 16 655.6 ve silt 2i,5- 

nergy 153.0 - 1.0 4 27.2 18.18 27.0 ‘les Te ru 

ota, Incuts $400.0 4574.0 275.0 17.51 87.8 We FILE Str.i- 
  

Tables 4.6.2 and 4.6.3 portray dollar effects of changes in productivity and price 

recovery on profitability for Warehousing and Packaging, respectively, and are similar to 

Table 4.6.1. 
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Table 4.6.2; REALST Dollar Effects for Warehousing 

Base - Quarter 1 vs. Current - Guarter 2 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

‘ ; : CONTRIBUTION FROM 
| REFERENCE REVIEW | REALST | ! 
I PERIOD PERIOD i PROFIT | PRODUCTIVITY (CAPACITY | i PRICE 
i VALUE VALUE | VARIANCE | % CHANGE (UTILIZATION | EFFICIENCY | RECOVERY 

: A Bi C = D + 6 
! ' D = E + F 

‘TOTAL PRODUCTS ‘ MOO. 5200.0 | i 

iMaterials i i : 
Bul k : 3600.0-- 6000.0 } 1745.5 } 29.09- 1745.5 0.0 1745.5 0.0 

Total Materials i 3600,0- 8000. 0- 1743.5 | 29.09" 1745.5 0.0 1745.5 0.0 

Total Inouts t 3400.0 6000.0 1745.5 | 29, 09= 1745.5 0.0 1745.5 - 0.0 

Table 4.6.3: REALST Dollar Effects for Packaging 
Base - Quarter ! vs. Current - Quarter 2 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

i : i CONTRIBUTION FROM 

: REFERENCE REVIEW : REALST } 

' PERIOD PERIOD } PROFIT | PRODUCTIVITY | CAPACITY | ' PRICE 

: VALUE VALUE | VARIANCE | 2 CHANGE {UTILIZATION } EFFICIENCY | RECOVERY 

i A Bi Cc = D + 5 

' i D = E F 

TOTAL PRODUCTS 8250.0 8720.0 i : 

Lapor . 
Srrect ' 400.0 504.0 | B1.2-1 5.54- 26.9 0.0 26. 9- 34,2- 

Ingirect ' 450.0 448.0 | 27.6 | 6.49 29.1 2,9 32.0 1.5- 

Total Labor 850.0 2.0 3 55.67! 0.58 Ze2 2.9- Se! wa. 8 

Materiais i i ' ; 

bulk ! 4600.0 5600.0 | 1F72.1-: 29,00 1524, 2- at {624,2- TED. 

‘Zomoonents 2000.0 1760.0 | oF | 9.64- 165,7- oo LAS, T= e274 

“otal Materials 6003.0 TH5.0 | 15,2- Doe oes 1795,9° at 7c ,3- “= 5 

Energy 150.0 {Kd | 8.5 | fiot- 0.9- oe \5- 8 

Total inoucs FHOG, 8462.0 3 1063.2-; no 8S- 1799 J- > ae 1780, T- ans 
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Table 4.6.4 portrays the consolidated dollar effects of changes in productivity and 

price recovery on profitability for the aggregated Plant level. This table portrays similar 

data as in Table 4.2.3 except that the dollar figures are not equal. The difference is because 

SCORBORD computes the dollar effects using base (or reference) period costs while 

REALST uses current (or review) period costs. The choice of which costs to use as 

weights (base or current) is a portrayal issue. 

The other main difference is due to the effect of Warehousing. In the SCORBORD 

application, manual adjustments were made to consider the effect of WIP. In REALST, 

WIP was considered by adding a dummy attribute: Warehouse. However, the effect of 

warehouse performance was also considered in the overall Plant performance. A 

comparison of Tables 4.2.3 and 4.6.4 will show that while the numbers may be different, 

the performance trend portrayed are the same. This will be shown further in the next 

section -- graphics. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

le 4.6.4: l lant 

: : ' CONTRIBUTION FROM 

. REFERENCE REVIEW | REALST ° 

' PERIOD PERIOD | PROFIT | PRODUCTIVITY + CAPACITY : ' PRICE 

i VALUE VALUE | VARIANCE | % CHANGE ‘UTILIZATION i EFFICIENCY } RECCVERY , 

i A Bo} C = BD + 6; 

i ' D = E + F 

TOTAL PRODUCTS i 8250.0 8720.0 ' 

‘Labor : i : 

‘Direct i 800.0 96.0 | 64,5-! 8.79 84.4 0.0 64.4 148.8-; 

‘Indirect ! 900.0 976.0 ; 31.5 { 7.00 68.4 84.4 16.0- 36.9 

t Total Labor ' 1700.0 19%.0 BO! 7.84 {52.7 84.4 68.4 185.8 

‘Materials ' ; : 

‘Major Input - R ' 2400.0 2970.0 3 13.6% 9.09 271.8 0,0 271.8 4B. 

‘Manufacturing Materials | 1000.0 800.0 3 381.8 47.73 381.8 0,0 381.8 0.0 

‘Bulk ; 400.0 400.0 | 373.3 | 30. 30- 121.2 0.0 121.2 coe 

‘Cosponents i 2000.0 1740.0 { 33.9 | 9,b4- 149.7- 0,0 169.7- 520.6 

: Total Materials i 5800.0 510.0 | 995.5 | 10.14 605.2 0.0 605.2 250.5 

Energy i 300.0 300.0 =: 33.8 | 8.79 26.4 13.2 {3 9.5 

: Total Inputs ' 7800.0 7386.0 3 958.2: 9.54 784.2 97.5 684.7 174.0 
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Table 4.6.5 - Control Report and Table 4.6.6 - Management Report - are 

summaries of Table 4.6.4. The Control Report includes all sub-totals and totals while the 

management report includes only the totals. Since no sub-totals were used in this example, 

the two reports resulted in exactly the same entries. 

Table 4.6.5; REALST Control Report 

Base - Quarter 1 vs. Current - Quarter 2 

VALLES are in DOLLARS 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

; i i CONTRIBUTION FROM 

| REFERENCE REVIEW | REALST i ; 

i PERIOD PERIOD } PROFIT : PRODUCTIVITY | CAPACITY | : PRICE 

i VALLE VALUE | VARIANCE | 7 CHANGE iUTILIZATION | EFFICIENCY | RECOVERY © 

i A Bt Cc = D + 6 

; i D = E + F 

‘TOTAL PRODUCTS \ 8250.0 8720.0 : ‘ 

Tatal Labor i 1700.0  193%.0 } B01 7.84 152.7 £44 69.4 185.8- 

Total Materials ‘ 5860.0 515.0 3 955.5 | 10.14 605.2 0.6 605.2 He,t 

Total Incuts ' 7800.0 T366.0 3 958.2 | 9.54 784.2 57.5 666.7 174.90 

Table 4.6.6: T Managem: 

CT-27-3990 25529301 CONSOLIDATION PROFIT Faae# i 

Management Reoort 

SSIMPL. LAB 

base - Guarter | vs. Current - Guarter 2 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

: i : CONTRIELT ION FROM 

1 REFERENCE SEVIEW | REALST ; 

: PERIOD PERIOD | PROFIT | PRODUCT ViTY i CAFACITY : t SSICE 

VALUE VALUE | VARIANCE | °. CHANGE VOTILEZAT OM | EPFISTENCY | SEICVERY 

' A B Cc = D + § 

: t D = E + F 

‘TOTAL PRODUCTS i 82).0 8720.0 | ' 

i Total Labor ' 1700.0 1%%.0 | 33.07} 7.84 {52.7 64.4 69.4 185.8- 

: Total Materiais ' 5800. 0 5150.0 | 955.5 | 10.14 605.2 0.0 605.2 350.3 

+ Total Inputs : 7800,0 7386.0 3 958.2 | 9,54 784.2 97.5 6B4.7 174.0 
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Table 4.6.7 - Executive Report of Performance is a succinct way of summarizing 

Plant performance. With just one report, I can draw out the information from three tables 

(4.2.3, 4.3.3, and 4.4.3) in SCORBORD, 1.e.overall Plant performance was good but 

there are problems with Manufacturing's price recovery and Packaging's productivity. 

  

  

  

  

  

Table 4.6.7; REALST Executive Report on Overall Plant Performance 

03-27-1990 21:29:02 EXECUTIVE REPORT PROFIT Pace# 1 
Per formance 

GSIMPL. LAB 
. nnn Base - Quarter 1 vs. Current - Quarter 2 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

i i ' CONTRIBUTIIIN FROM 
| REFERENCE REVIEW | REALST | 

+ PERIOD PERTOD | PROFIT | PRODUCTIVITY 1 CAPACITY ; i PRICE 
(REVENUE REVENUE } = VARIANCE | % CHANGE ‘UTILIZATION | EFFICIENCY ; RECOVERY | 

' A Bi C = D + 6: 

D = OE + F 

‘Manufacturing (4400.0 5200.0} 276.0} 17.5! 831.5 100.9 730.5 555. 5- 
‘War ehousing | 4400.0- 5200.0- | 1745.5 1 29,09 «1748.5 0.0 1745.5 0.0 
Packaging ‘ 8250.0 8720.0 1 1065.2>i 20.8 1792. 7- 3.4- 1789.3 72.5 

‘CONSOLIDATION + —- B250.0 8720.0 ; 958.2 | 9.54 764.2 97,5 684.7 174.0 

  

Tables 4.6.1 - 4.6.7 are Profit Reports. They portray the changes in profitability as 

a result of changes in productivity and price recovery. Tables 4.7.1 - 4.7.3 are Cost 

Reports. They portray how product costs have changed as a result of productivity changes 

and resource price changes. Table 4.7.1 has a similar format to Table 4.6.4 except Table 

4.7.1 does not portray total products’ values but shows percentage changes in resource 

prices. Note that this is not the same as price recovery; it is the denominator of the price 

recovery ratio. Tables 4.6.7 and 4.7.2 also have similar formats except Table 4.7.2 shows 
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percentage changes in resource prices. These differences were explained in the survey of 

TFPM models/versions (Chapter 3). 

Table 4,7.1: REALST Cost Report 
VALUES are in DOLLARS 
  

CONTRIBUTION FROM 
  REALST | 

  

  

  

  

  

  

, REFERENCE REVIEW ; 

' PERIOD PERIOD : PRODUCT : PRODUCTIVITY CAPACITY RESOURCE PRICE 

i VALUE VALUE : COST : 2% CHANGE UTILIZATION EFFICIENCY  % CHANGE 

: A Bi C = D + 6 

‘ ' DO E + F : 

Labor ; . ' ‘ : 

Direct ‘ 800.0 940.0 | 89,7-{ 8.79 84,4 0.0 £4,4 20.00 L74.1- 

Indirect i 900.0 976.0 | 3.11 7.00 60.4 84,4 16.0- 6.47 65.57! 

Total Labor : 1700.0 1936.0 | 86.67! 7,88 152.7 B4.4 68.4 12,94 239.5-: 

Materials ‘ i ' 

‘Major Inout ! 2400.0 2990.0 } 153.673 9,09 271.8 0.0 271.8 15.00 425,5- 

Manufacturing Materials | 1000.0 900.0 | 381.8 | 47,73 381.8 0.0 381.8 0,00 j 

‘Bulk ' 400.0 400.0-1 121.2 3 30, 30- 121.2 0.0 121.2 0.00 : 

Coaponents : 2000.0 1760.0 | 227.9 3 9, 64- 169.7- 0.0 169,7- 20.00- 397.4 

Total Materials : 5800.0 5150.0 | 577.3 3 10.14 605.2 0.0 605.2 0.69- 27.9- 

‘Eneray ' 300.0 300.0 | 26.4 | 8.79 26.4 13.2 13.2 0.00 0.0 

Total Inouts 7800.0 7386.0 | 517.0 3 9.548 784.2 97.5 686.7 2.31 267.2- 

Table 4.7.2: REALST Executive Report on Cost Performance 

  

re 

  

  

  

  

  

elets8. Dipset EHEL_T PVE REPL wear -adet j 

rertorg@ance 

SoiRF Ae 

6452 - auarter tows. vurrent - Guarter é 

VALUES are in ECLLARS 

' : ' CONTRIBUTION FROM 

+ REFERENCE REVIEW ¢ REALST ; 

' PERIOD PERIOD : PRODUCT : PRODUCTIVITY CAPACITY RESQURCE PRICE 

i COST COST : COST i % CHANGE UTILIZATION EFFICIENCY  % CHANGE 

‘ A Bo: C = D + 6 

‘ ‘ p = E + f 

Manufacturing : 4400.0 4926.9 276.0 3 17.51 831.5 100.9 730.5 10.48 555.07 

i Warehousing t 3600.0- — 6000.0-; 1785.5 | 29,09- 1743.5 0.0 1745.5 0.00 . 

(Packaging ' 7000.0 8462.0 ! 1504, 4-; 20.85- 1792.7- 3.4- 1789, 3- 4iia- 288.2 

‘CONSOLIDATION 1 7800.0 7386.9 $ $17.0 5 9,54 784.2 97.5 686.7 2.31 267.2 
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Table 4.7.3 is the REALST Cost Reconciliation Report. As the name implies, it 

reconciles and explains the arithmetic difference between the costs in the two periods. Note 

that the REALST product cost in Table 4.7.2 does not exactly explain the difference 

between the costs in the two periods. REALST product cost change is really the difference 

between the actual cost in the second period and what it should have been if productivity 

and prices remained constant from the base period to the review period. Table 4.7.3 shows 

another column: contribution from product volume, which is the difference in product costs 

mainly due to the change in output volume or level of activity. Contributions from the 

REALST product cost change and product volume make up the arithmetic difference 

between costs in the two periods. These were also explained in Chapter 3. 

Table 4.7.3: REALST Cost B ‘liation Report 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 
  

CONTRIBUTION FROM 
  t REFERENCE REVIEW CHANGE | 

  

  

' PERIOD PERIOD | IN: PRODUCT REALST 

' ' COST cost | COST ; VOLUME = PRODUCT COST 

i ' A 8 C = 6 + F 

Manufacturing i 4400.0 4924.0 | §24.0- 800.0- 276.0 

‘Warehousing ; 3600. 0- 6000.0-i 2400.0 454.5 1745.3 

‘Packaging ' 7000.9 8462.0 | 1462.0- 42,4 1504.4- 

  

i CONSOLIDATION ‘ 7800.0 7386.0 | $14.0 103.0- 517.0 
    

The tables presented above show that REALST can provide all information 

requirements of this case. The only information requirement not shown is productivity by 

product. In the first place, I would not recommend going through the detailed data 

collection necessary to do a REALST application by product for an initial application. This 
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process is not only tedious, but there is still some discussion in the Cost Accounting field 

regarding inadequacies in current practices on product costing (Gilligan, 1990; Kaplan, 

1989). This is the motivation for the development of Activity-Based Cost Accounting 

(ABC). However, if and when Plant A is ready to do the detailed data collection, it will be 

a very simple process of developing such an application given the clata aggregation feature 

of REALST. This was shown in a more macro level in this case using three departments 

within a plant. Instead of aggregating data by departments, it could be done by product. 

REALST can, therefore, do more than what Sumanth's version can do as it does not only 

portray productivity by product but immediately relates productivity with profitability using 

price recovery. 

Instead of playing "what if" games, the latest version of REALST directly computes 

budgets backwards given productivity goals, price inflation, and sales forecasts, similar to 

LTV's model. 

An Analyst Needs to Enhance Information Portrayal from SCORBORD or 
REALST with Graphics 

While both SCORBORD and REALST may be able to provide the user information 

needs, they need to be portrayed in such a manner that managers perceive them as 

information and not data. Hence, in addition to an executive summary, a few tables with 

explanations on the main points and the following graphics may be used to portray the 

information from the TFPM application. 

Figure 4.3 is the Strategic Grid which shows managers the current positioning of 

Plant A and its departments in terms of profitability, productivity and price recovery 

changes. The information shown in this figure could also be obtained from Table 4.6.7 

which may portray the information more accurately and with more details while this figure 

iS a more vivid portrayal. The portrayals should complement each other. 
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Figure 4.3 shows Manufacturing is in the best possible position on the grid: 

suggesting a "pursue" strategy, i.e. increasing productivity is good enough to offset a 

decreasing price recovery. While it may seem that Plant A is in the best position -- 

increasing productivity and price recovery, the "awaken" strategy is recommended. What 

this means is Plant A may consider lowering product prices to be more competitive and still 

be profitable. Packaging is in the "salvage" position because despite its increasing price 

recovery, it's still becoming less profitable due to its decreasing productivity. Given the 

information from the tables and figure, managers will have a good indicator of where they 

are presently headed and how they might improve performance. 
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Fi 4.3: Plant A ic Gri 

Based on Figure 4.3, Plant A's management would probably want to take a closer 

look at what's wrong with Packaging. Figure 4.4 shows which resources have contributed 

to the poor performance of Packaging. Obviously, efficiency in the use of bulk has 

declined significantly, causing the poor performance of the whole department. 
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Figure 4.4: Dollar Effects of Changes in Productivity and Price Recovery on Profitability 

Action Items and Future Directions 

1. Get more data from Purchasing, Accounting, and/or Production Planning for: 

¢ Purchase Price Variances 

¢ Budgeted Raw Materials 

2. Get programming support from MIS to facilitate data collection. Most if not all data 

needed are available. However, they are in different data bases and are not processed 

into reports in the form directly importable to SCORBORD. 
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Change base periods in the future once you're confident you have data that are 

representative of “typical” operations. 

Consider including capital as an input in the future particularly when expanding or 

introducing new equipment. 

Review data aggregation to either provide more details on inputs and/or outputs. More 

line items will enable you to look closer into the utilization of your resources. 
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Chapter 5 - Case #2: Division B Wants to Develop a Total- 
ee licati for 

Planning and Measurement 

Case Summary 

This case study identifies the information needs of Division B and shows how 

TFPM provides these information . Information needs were obtained through meetings 

with managers, while data and systems available were identified by meeting staff analysts. 

The main information needs: providing feedback to department managers on their 

operations’ performance and generating challenge budgets, are addressed using TFPM, 

particularly REALST. Other issues such as dealing with indirect costs, Activity-Based 

Costing (ABC) and long production cycles are also addressed. 

Introduction 

In June 1989, Division B requested VPC for assistance in developing a productivity 

measurement and evaluation system. WPC's response was to first clarify their specific 

expectations from such a productivity measurement and evaluation system and how they 

intend to integrate it with their other management systems. Division B is developing a 

performance improvement and measurement system. This system is composed of the 

following subsystems: a suggestion system, a cost-benefit analysis system, a Productivity 

Council approval system, a project management system, and a measurement system. In 

short, they want a measurement system that will help them plan for irnprovement and know 

whether they are actually improving or not. 

In response to Division B's request, Greg Sedrick, a VPC Research Associate, and 

I, visited them for two days in November 1989 to become familar with Division B's 

operations, clarify expectations/desired outcomes of their measurement development team, 

collect data and brief them on measurement in general and TFPM in particular. This case 
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study documents the information needs we collected and our recommendations on how 

TFPM should be developed to respond to their needs. 
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Figure 5.1: Division B's Organizational Structure 
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Division B is a defense contractor. They are in a high-technology environment and 

production cycles take about three years. While the inital focus of the measurement system 

development is on the Operations organization, there is a need to carefully consider other 

organizations within the division such as Program Management, Engineering, Research 

and Development, Quality Assurance, etc., that contribute to costs of Operations. Our 

point of contact, Operations Technology, is a unit within Operations’ Manufacturing 

Engineering department. Figure 5.1 shows Division B's organizational chart. 

Data Collection Strategy 

Before we visited Division B, we advised our contact persoris that there was a need 

to form a measurement system development team composed of representatives of 

managers/end-users, Finance and Accounting, Information Systems, and of course, 

Operations Technology who are tasked with developing the measurement system. Our 

strategy was to first brief the possible members of the measurement systems development 

team about measurement and TFPM so they would be in a better position to provide the 

data we needed on measurement systems development. We specified the need for the 

managers to be present when we discuss the overview of measurement and TFPM and ask 

the team to generate a list of their expectations from the measurement systems development 

effort. However, due to some urgent tasks for their strategic planning process, most of the 

managers could not be available for meetings during our visit. We had to change our 

strategy to obtain information needs data through short meetings with a few managers; and 

collected data on existing information systems and data sources from the staff/analyst 

members of the measurement system development team in a workshop setting rather than 

from one-on-one interviews. The following organizations were represented: 

Manufacturing Engineering (5 representatives), Finance, Financial Information Systems, 

Program Finance, Manufacturing Scheduling, and Accounting. This adjustment strategy, 
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however, failed when some key attendees brought up the subject of the need for Activity- 

Based Cost (ABC) Accounting to improve the allocation of indirect and overhead costs. 

While we agree that ABC Accounting improves tracking of product costs, it will not 

provide the same information managers can obtain from TFPM (this will be discussed in 

detail later in this case study). There seems to a confusion between data and information. 

Information is biased data (Kurstedt, 1985). Data is what you get out of reports such as 

those from, say, ABC Accounting. The interpretation of the data for use in decision 

making is what comprises information. Hence, we believe it was inappropriate for some of 

the members of the measurement systems development team to evaluate TFPM at that point 

as frankly, there was still no clear understanding of what TFPM is; that is why VPC was 

asked for assistance in the first place. In hindsight, our mistake was to unintentionally and 

implicitly assume that an overview of measurement and TFPM would have them 

communicate in "our language” rather than our communicating in their language, 

Day two began with a software demo of REsource ALlocation STrategist 

(REALST, a TFPM version) to give them an idea of how a TFPM software works. The 

remaining time was spent examining existing management systems and data 

sources/reports/forms. We specifically asked for current work standards, definitions of 

datafields that match resource inputs with outputs, and their definitions of outputs. In each 

case, the measurement systems development team could not reach a consensus on 

definitions. This led to an off-line discussion with our contact persons that we may have 

the wrong team members. Our recommendation was to pick one of their definitions and 

remain consistent with this definition when building the model. Once the structure was 

designed, the chosen definition could be changed if they wish to change the choice. 

We believe Operations Technology attempted to assemble the most knowledgeable 

people of Division B's products and systems available. We also believe this group is 
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composed of dedicated professionals with Division B's best interest in mind. However, as 

discussed with our contact persons before we left, we obviously did not have the right 

members for the measurement systems development team. An action item was to locate 

those who had access to necessary data and information, had authority to commit resources 

and make decisions on system changes, and who were open-minded to first understand 

new paradigms before evaluating them. 

Another action item was to verify the information needs enumerated in the next 

section. These information needs are what we inferred from our brief meetings with a few 

managers from Manufacturing Engineering. The successful implementation of any system 

depends on the perceived need for it by the end-users. 

Information Needs and Organizational Conditions 

After this two-day visit, we went away with the following information needs and 

organizational conditions: 

1. The present measures are either geared towards measuring the overall financial 

performance of the division. These are mainly for outside audiences such as the 

government, auditors, customers, etc. The Manager of Operations Technology wanted a 

measurement system for giving feedback to department managers on how they are 

performing. As mentioned earlier, Operations Technology is developing a performance 

improvement and measurement system. Hence, they need a measure that will tell 

departments how they are performing. 

A critical concern is how to measure outputs of departments. Our impression is that 

the current financial information system will support the Input data requirements of TFPM. 

We are concerned that it will not support the Output data requirements. The largest 

roadblock we encountered was communicating and/or translating Division B's terms to 

ours and vice-versa. An educational intervention on Mundel's (1983) Hierarchy of Work 
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Unit Structure was extremely helpful in discussing how Work In Progress (WIP) could be 

handled and how to transfer accountability of the total product line and services to the 

departmental level. This will be discussed further in the next section. 

Another concern is how to deal with indirects (and overhead). Some departments 

are composed entirely of this type of function. The concern is that the managers of these 

departments will not be able to use TFPM for improvement because of the difficulty and the 

unavailability of measures for their output. At present, TFPM could be applied only to the 

direct "touch labor" departments and it could consider indirect departments as inputs to the 

touch labor departments. This brought up the concern that ABC Accounting was the more 

immediate need to improve indirect cost allocation. We agree that ABC Accounting would 

refine the data for TFPM. Instead of allocating indirect costs traditionally based on factors 

such as direct labor and materials usage, activities and resource consumption are accounted 

for and directly charged to the particular product using the resource for which the activity is 

intended. Another approach would be to prototype a knowledge worker productivity or 

performance measurement system to supplement TFPM. 

2. Being in the same industry as LTV, Division B is aware of LTV's integrated 

approach to planning and measurement using TFPM. Division B believes they will also 

benefit from such a system. The tricky part about LTV's system is that it assumes a 

management culture that has very open communications and that the "challenge budget 

process" will be supported by the financial and accounting systems, adapting where 

necessary while at Division B, one of the organizational conditions is that the measurement 

system should interface with the present systems. A challenge budget is generated from a 

reference period budget given targeted improvements in productivity, and forecasted sales, 

resource costs, and competitive selling prices. The process essentially computes desired 

levels of resource consumption. 
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How TFPM Can Provide Division B's Information Needs 

1. As mentioned earlier, the primary concern for providing departments some 

feedback on their productivity performance is measuring outputs. The problem is that 

production cycles take about three years and different departments work on different 

components or at various stages in the production of the final product . Hence, there is a 

need to be able to approximate or measure output per department at least every three 

months, as feedback may be too late if it is received after more than a quarter, i.e., 

opportunities of improving performance or even correcting variances may be lost. 

Based on our discussions with the Finance and Accounting representatives and 

some of the sample reports we examined, Division B's accounting system generates reports 

showing the Planned Value of Work Accomplished (PVWA) vs. the Planned Value of 

Work Scheduled (PVWS). The report is based on units completed or percentage of work 

accomplished on a project by each department. The units completed or percentage of work 

accomplished are used as the basis for billing customers periodically and can be used as the 

quantities for the TFPM application. The portion of the actual amount of the bill for the 

customer contributed by the work accomplished by each department can be used as the 

value of the output for the TFPM application. For example, Department A completed 15% 

of the work to be done on project X in period or quarter n, and the customer was billed 

$1.5M for the work accomplished. Then the data for the department's output in the TFPM 

application would be 15% for the quantity, $1.5M for the value, and the price can be 

computed using the formula V = Q x por p = $1.5M/ 15% =$10M. 

Regarding the problem with the departments whose costs are mostly indirect, there 

is no way they can be measured directly at present using TFPM until their output is clearly 

defined for measurement. White collar measurement methods should help in measuring 

their output. Until an output measure can be defined for the indirect departments, their 
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performance can be indirectly measured by considering them as inputs to the direct 

departments, i.e., their contribution to the performance of the direct departments can be 

measured. It is the allocation of indirect and overhead expenses that ABC Accounting aims 

to improve. To further clarify this notion, I reviewed what the literature says. 

Some Notes on Activity-Based Cost (ABC) Accounting 

Staubus (1988), in his book, Activity Costing for Decisions, says that prior to 

1953, the [Accounting] profession had not embraced the objective of providing information 

useful for making decisions; in fact, it had not explicitly identified any objective of the 

practice of accounting except to report to external parties. Kaplan (1988) stated that most 

firm's cost systems are inadequate because they do not address three important functions: 

inventory valuation for financial and tax statements; operational control, including feedback 

on resources consumed to production and other department managers; and the costing of 

individual products. Consequently, important operating costs data are often late, 

inaccurate, and address, typically, only one element (labor), ignoring design, marketing, 

distribution, and servicing. Cooper and Kaplan (1990) elaborate further that traditional 

cost accounting systems distort cost information by weighting direct labor and materials 

more heavily than factory support operations, thus giving management inferior information 

on which to base decisions on pricing, product mix, and process technology. Activity 

Based Costing (ABC) takes into account that the majority of company activities support the 

production and delivery of goods and services, ABC offers a sophisticated approach to 

attributing factory and corporate overhead and other resources to activities and then to the 

products that consume indirect resources. ABC offers management accurate data by 

delineating support costs and tracing them to individual products ancl product lines. 

Johnson and Kaplan (1987) emphasized the need to develop new and more flexible 

approaches to the design of effective cost accounting, management control, and 
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performance measurement systems to face the challenge of today's competitive 

environment. They also stressed the importance of nonfinancial indicators of performance 

depending on what performance criteria managers need to measure. Kaplan (1990) says 

executives of manufacturing firms want a single cost accounting system, but multiple cost 

systems are an intermediate, practical stage through which progress is made towards 

implementing an effective integrated management information system. Multiple cost 

systems is a Stage through which most companies must pass. These stages are 

characterized by: first, poor data quality; second, external reporting; third, innovation; and 

fourth, integration. Companies will progress through these four stages arriving at the 

integration of two managerial systems, one for customer profitability analysis and one for 

on-line feedback and performance measurement. 

I believe Division B is now between stages two and three when external reporting is 

deemed inadequate for internal process control and performance improvement. Innovations 

are being sought and there is a need for multiple systems to be developed in parallel for 

integration in the future. Division B needs ABC to refine product cost data through a more 

rational allocation of indirect costs. Other performance indicators are needed to directly 

measure performance of these indirect departments. At the same time, productivity 

measures for direct departments need to be developed to start giving feedback for their 

control and improvement efforts. As VPC has found out in some of the organizations 

where we developed a TFPM application, the development of the TFPM application paved 

the way for collecting and storing more accurate and relevant data. ABC and TFPM are not 

redundant, they complement each other and can be components of an integrated 

rformance m remen m_in the future. At thi int, TFPM_can provide the 

necessary feedback needed by direct departments and how indirect departments are 

ntributin heir performance even without ABC, With ABC, the TFPM application 
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| ified } | ; {indirect de ‘ contibut 

will be be more accurately measured and allocated, The following example based on 

sample data for a direct department of Division B shows the information that TFPM can 

provide to department managers even without ABC. 

TFPM/REALST Generates Reports for Department Managers 

In this example, the REALST software was used to process the sample data and 

generate reports. Tables 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 are the sample Data Reports showing a reference 

period, 1st Quarter 1989, and a review period, 2nd Quarter 1989. The reference period 

could have been the budget for the quarter being reviewed or some other comparable 

quarters. Table 5.1.1 first shows the products worked on by Department D then shows the 

resources used to work on those products (continued through Table 5.1.2). The resources 

include labor, materials, energy, money, and contributions from inclirect Departments I, J, 

and K. These two tables show value (V) = quantity (Q) x price (p) for each product and 

resource and for each of the two periods. The tables also show the change ratios for 

values, quantities, and prices. 
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Table 5.1.1: Raw Sample Data Report for Department D 

1S7 QUARTER 1989 vs. 2ND QUARTER 1985 

VALUES are in THOUSANDS of DOLLARS 

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

DESCRIPTION ! REVA! REFERENCE PERIOD REVIEW PERIOD CHANGE in RATIO 
! : : VALUE QUANTITY PRICE : VALUE QUANTITY PRICE | VALUE QUANTITY PRICE 

‘Pro; M Work Completed ‘ ' \ ' 

& i t 2990.0 0.1 31875.00 ; 2850.0 0.1 28500.00 | 0.11765 0.25000 0.10588- 

1 8B ! 1850.0 0.1 18500.00 : 2000.0 0.1 15384.62 ; 0.08108 0.30000 0. 16840- 
C : + 1900.0 0.2 10000.00 | 1000.0 0.1 14285.71 5 G.30333- 0,53333- 0.42857 

Prov. W- TOTAL 1 5900.0 + §850.0  0,00847- 4.06653 0.07032- 

‘Prox. N Work Lo@oieted | 1 ' ; 

1 ; 1 baw. v.i 19882.35 ; 1580.6 0.1 $4362.64 0.17037) 9.29412) 0.09562- 

' P faddd 0.1 9454.55 ; 1000.0 OL LITT § 3.03840 0. 1B882- o.17521 
. 1 25.0 O.3 8420.00} © 2000.0 0.1 20000,00 :  e.vd98E- c.00000- 1.3753 

‘Pros. hk TOTAL 4455, ;  §5a0.0 CI9FL | ODUSTE= GSE 

COMEGNENTS 
» TEE Jee 5.7 183.4 35.! 5.14 isl? load ugele 

: ing au 2D. 20S. cae0) BSS dSEL ca ilve rae 
: ; ait. Reo 22783 78.0 4G 195.00 dde TTT ow daeiie 

COWS T MENTE TOTAL bes iiss, "S7 leliT  LIded- 

Ghent “Tae Geoartaent has 1625 aos a IBES uv edesl 

TIRES? Volavas  D4ID.2 22uB8.U G2} ESO TSE7HS.0 | GO). EDDOF  Ua3N93- Gera 
cikec? DISTRIBUTED iG aese4 — 23855,0 Q.0L 5 299.9 §©26985.0 UNE ©. EGH9 © G55? Gade? 

| ThgIRECT vd; 22 248000001 32.5 2934.00 ve OE : 4019222 O02 U. 008SI- 

HTOTAL LABOR Pk Le + 2447.4 | ,0975b- 0. 100B1- 0.01030 

: RAM ' ' 
: HYDRAULIC : 1.00: 1500.0  15000.0 0.10; 1800.0 17475.7 0.10 $ 0.20000 0.14505 0.03000 

: ELECTRONIC + 1.00: 2500.0  25000.0 0.10 + 2400.0 28235.3 0.08 | Q.04C00- 0.12941 0.19000- 

} MECHANICAL : 1.001 800.0 8000.0 0.10: 1000.0 9523.8 0.10: 0.25000 0.19048 0.05000 

‘SUB-TOTAL RAW MATERIALS | i 4800.0 ‘+ $200.0 + 0.08333 0.15299 0.06042- 

po 

: QUALITY 1 1.005 3000.0 30000.0 0.10 | 3000.0  30000.0 0.10 + 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

'SUB-TOT QUALITY MATERIAL | ; 3000.0 + 3000.0 ; 6.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

‘MATERIALS TOTAL ' ‘7800.0 ‘ — §200.0 > 0.05128 0.09188 0.03718- 
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Table 5.1.2: Raw Sample Data Report for Department D (cont'd) 

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

8-1990 14:79:27 Division 8 - Devartment DvD INFUT 1.2 

CENTRE - 1 

1ST QUARTER 1989 vs. UND QUARTER 1989 

VALUES are im THOUSANDS of DOLLARS 

DESCRIPTION | REVAS REFERENCE PERIOD ' REVIEW PERIOD ' CHANGE in RATIO 

' ' : VALUE QUANTITY PRICE | VALUE QUANTITY PRICE : VALUE QUANTITY PRICE 

‘ENERGY ' : t i 

ELECTRICITY i 1.00 171.4 3146634.1 0.00 | 2o0e0 3282292, } 0.00: 3.48830 0.04311 0.42679 

NATURAL GAS + 2.003 57,2 128776.8 0.00 | 20.2 41674.3 0.00 | 0.64667- ¥.67639- 0.09183 

WATER > 1.00: 25.1 11235.3 0.00 | 25.0 10680.9 0.00 | Y.06127- 0.04934- 0.01255- 

+ FUEL OFL + 1,00: 9.5 10252.5 0.00 | 1.1 1307.0 0.00 i 3,88640- ¥.87252- 0, 10888- 

COGENERATION + 1,00! 43.6 © 98169.7 0.06 | 34.1 96694.7 0.00} S.218L1- 0.01299 0.20782- 

TOTn. EMERGES ' 300.8 i 334.0 : 4.08867 J.10880- U.22158 

OTHER COSTS ; i ' i 

DEPRECIATION 0,008 a yee Git 8.1 81.1 O.10 ; 1.44646 1.44646 0, Goad 

TARES 1.901 3 we re v 9.6 G10: 1.88855 1.88855 v.0dG6u 

INSESANCE 3, OG) u 4 Ode! wl ved OL: 2 S9531 STIL wey 

TGTeL LT RER COST wee The 149774 ate Mm 

PEMD IMED™ Costs \ 

rere MET | edt Slee MES. dee 85.3 eco O.02 . vOOOLE sold vito 

TETAS TMENT lati x {e2, Wave ., 437.0 Oou2 cede 7 buds a tee 

Cee mT MCT > Coe itis tle Arce devi gd coe 4240.0 GOL) Lg ID9§- LLP le das 

TOTm. INDIRECT CO=TS 13.7 1Se.7 + f8odO 204EL 745 

ORAND TOTAL DEPARTMENT D : i 1094201 + 111409 +e G1B16 =. 03655 0. GLTS5- 

/AGGREBATE i + 10942.1 + 11440.9 + U.O1816 0.03633 9.01753- 

“PROFIT : ' 521.9 ' 484.1 i 
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Table 5.2.1 is the Management Report summarizing the analvsis of Department D's 

profit performance. It shows profitability declined (-$45,100) mainly caused by a decline 

in total-factor productivity (-6.71% or -$748,100) but cushioned by price over-recovery 

($703,000). These results place Department D in the "Salvage" half-quadrant of the 

Strategic Grid (see Figure 5.2). This implies Department D needs to turnaround from its 

present strategy of relying more on price recovery rather than on productivity improvement 

to be profitable. In a highly competitive environment, a competitor who can be more 

productive can definitely offer much lower prices. 

A quick glance at the resource totals shows the decline in overall performance is 

mainly caused by a profitability decline (-$290,500), further caused by a productivity 

decline (-11.46% or -$939,700) but cushioned by price over-recovery ($649,300) for 

materials. Contributions from indirect departments also declined in profitability (-$29,000) 

and productivity (-21.69% or -$32,600). 

Table 5.2.1; Summary Management Report 

1ST QUARTER 1989 vs. 22ND QUARTER 1989 

VALUES are in THOUSANDS of DOLLARS 

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

' ' : EFFEC OF 

{REFERENCE REVIEW REALST | 

i PERIOD PERIOD | PROFIT } PRODUCTIVITY { PRODUCT «| RESOURCE :PRICE RECOVERY 

: VALUE VALUE ; VARIANCE : 2 VARIANCE VOLUME tALLOCATION: VARIANCE 

i A Bi c = D + 6 

‘ i D = E + F 

‘TOTAL PRODUCTS ‘ 11464.0 11625.0 } ‘ 

‘LABOR ‘ 2711.9 7447.45 302.7; 8.24-. 201.6 9.7- 211.3 {G1.1 

(MATERIALS TOTAL : 7800.0 8200.0 | 290,.5-; 11.46- 939, 7- 0.0 939, 7- 649,3 

“ENERGY i 306.8 334.0: 22.9-i 8.48 28.3 0.0 28.3 Si.2- 

‘GTHER COSTS ' 3.7 9.25 J.4-i bb. 14- 5.67 Gel- 5.97 0.2 

‘INDIRECT COSTS ' 119.7 150.3 | 29.0-1 21.49- 32,6- 4.0- 28.6- 3.6 

'OKAND TOTAL DEPARTMENT D : 10742.1 $1140.9 | S.-i 6. 71- TAB. IH 13.9 734, 2- 703.0 

AGGREGATE ' 10942, 1 1140.9 5 4S.l-) 0 671+ 748, 1- 13. 9+ 734,2- 703,60 
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Figure 5.2: Department D Needs a “Salvage” Strategy 

Tables 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 show the details needed to further analyze the changes 

between the two periods being compared. Table 5.3.1 shows the decline in materials 

profitability is caused by hydraulic (-$278,900) and mechanical (-$188,800) materials. 

Tables 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, show the profitability contribution to Department D of Departments 

I and J declined (-§34,400 and -$3,900, respectively). 

The sample reports have shown that TFPM, in general, and REALST, in particular, 

provide the information needed by managers to monitor their department's performance. 
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They can see from the reports where they are doing well and what areas need improvement. 

All the data are related using dollar effects on profitability, productivity and price recovery. 
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Her LPeb sO warts Division & - bepartment Lb reuUrF TT i.l 

Detailec Anal vsis 

Lelike - J] 

loo ULAR EF lee ves. Lb WUear er ia 

VReLUES are ain THOUSANDS oft LOLLAFS 

' ' ' EFFEDT OF 

REFERENCE REVIEW | REALS] aaa 

Fexidb FERIOD : PROFIT : PRODUCTIVETr +  PRODUZT « RESOURCE CPRICE neCc.=5 

nt JE vALUE : yak TANCE © 8 yee TARCE ¢ VOLUME mL LOCA ICs Brion 

n o = b + 

' u = t + r 

TOTAL ORODUCTS : t1eos.u iiocse ! 

LAfor ' 

DIREC” atevee mils. Niels bbeo? itheo uae weal 

DIRECT OESTRIBUTEL ' coi. 237.9 5 23.070 11. Que 32.07 G.ae 4.0 2.9 

INDIRECT ' we Jaed | 4.9-5 19.60- o.4- uo z,i- 7 

TOTAL LABOR : arhl.y 2447.4 32.7} B24 201.8 See piled bees 

Raw ‘ : : 

HYDRAULIC \ 1500.0 1800.0 : 278.9-; 17,02- 306. 4- 0.6 300. 4- a) 

ELECTRONIC ' 2900.0 2400.0 | 135.1 3 14.40- 345, 7- 0.6 345.7 43... 

MECHANICAL ' 800.0 1000.0 | 188.8-'; 18.79- 187.9- 0.6 187.9- u.8- 

SUB-TOTAL RAW MATERIALS ; 4800.0 5200.0 : 332.671 = 16,15- 840.0- 0.0 §40.0- 567.4 

QUALITY ' 3000.0 3000.0 | 421: 3.3- 99, 8- 0.0 99,B- 141.9 

‘SUB-TOT QUALITY MATERIAL } ; 3000.0 3000.0 : 42.1: 3.33- 99, 8- 0.0 99.8 141.9 

iMATERTALS TOTAL i 7800.0 8200.0 : 290.5*i 11. 44- 939, 7- 0.0 939, 7- 649.3 

‘ENERGY ‘ ' ' 

ELECTRICITY i 171.4 295.0 | Qt.3-: 7.32- 18.7- 0,0 18.7- 62.6- 

; NATURAL GAS ; 57.2 20.2 | 37.8 3 196.74 40,2 0.0 40.2 Z.4- 

WATER ' 25.1 23.6 : 1.9% 1.69 0.4 0.0 0.4 1.5 

+ FUEL OIL : 9.5 i 8.6 ¢ 658.35 71 0.0 71 1.9 

COGENERATION ‘ 43.4 Mii 10.2: 2.05- 0.7- 0.0 0.7- 10.8 

TOTAL ENERGY i 306.8 334.0 | 22.97: 8,48 28.3 9.0 28.3 Si.2- 

OTHER COSTS ' ' ' 

DEFRECIATION ‘ 3.3 Bi: 47-1 60.48- 4.9- 0.17 4,9- U.2 

TAXES ‘ 0.3 1.0; 0.6-) 66.53- 0.6- 0.0- » O.a- 0.0 

INSURANCE ; 0.0 O15 Q.1-t 62.72- Q.1- : 0.0- Q.1- 0.0 

‘TOTAL OTHER COSTS i 3.7 9.2 4 5.4-: bt. 14 : 5.47 Q.1- 3.97 0.2 

VINDIRECT COSTS : : ' 

' 53.2 88.3 | 344-1 39,43- 35.0- 1.8- g3.er 0.6 
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Division B - Department D PROFIT 1.2 

Detailed Analysis 

CENTRE - 1 

1ST QUARTER 1989 vs. 2ND QUARTER 1989 

VALUES are in THOUSANDS of DOLLARS 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

EFFECT OF 
| REFERENCE REVIEW} = REALST | 

PERIOD PERIOD} = PROFIT $ PRODUCTIVITY + PRODUCT | RESOURCE ‘PRICE RECOVERY 
VALUE VALUE | VARIANCE} VARIANCE }  VOLUNE ALLOCATION! VARIANCE 

A Bt C = D + 6 
D +s E€ + F 

DEPARTMENT J ; 3.1 AS 3.91 57.53- 4.t- 0.1- 4.0- 0.1 
| DEPARTMENT K 63.4 55.0 | F534 1.73 b4 21° 8.6 2.9 

‘TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS = 119.7 150.3 | 29.0-) 21.69- 32.6- 4.0- 28.6- 3.6 

‘GRAND TOTAL DEPARTMENT Di! = 10942.1 © 11140.9 A5.1- &.7I- 748. 1- 13.9- TM.2- 703.0 

AGGREGATE {10042 11LMO. 45.1-1 6.71- 748, 1- 13.9- T34,2- 703.0 

2. The second information need deals with generation of "challenge budgets." Only 

REALST and the LTV versions of TFPM have the capability of computing challenge 

budgets. Since the earlier example used REALST, the REALST version. will be shown 

first. 

REALST Can Generate "Challenge Budgets” 

Table 5.4 1 shows how the challenge budget is set up. The software asks for 

productivity required, budgeted sales volume, selling price, and resource cost. Given these 

percentage changes, Tables 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 are generated. These two tables show the 
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quantities of outputs/products needed to increase sales volume by 8% and inputs/resources 

needed to attain a 5% increase in productivity. They also show selling prices increasing by 

3% and unit costs increasing by 10%. Table 5.5.1 is the summary Management Report 

showing productivity increasing by 5%. The table also shows that a 5% increase in 

productivity is not enough to maintain profitability. This means the selling prices will need 

to be increased, input costs decreased, and/or productivity needs to improve by >5%. 

Table 5.4.1: REALST Challenge Budget Set-Up 

LAMM MMMM MMMM MMII 

THB AMMA MMM BAM MMMM REALST BUDGET LAMM AMMA MMM 

Z AFIPS PE PP PtP I OB: SLl22O 3 

! Centre number : i Z 

3 Reterence period number 1 i 

Zz BRudqet period number 2 8 2 

; Fercentage change 1n ‘ 

Z Froductivitv required : 5 

3 budaeted sales volume : & 

i Budagetec seliing orice 2 

Hudaeted cost resaurce orice > 1 
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9-1990 O8:52:42 Division & - Department D INFUT 1.1 

CENTRE - 1 

1ST QUARTER 1989 vs. 

VALUES are in THOUSANDS of DOLLARS 

DESCRIPTION + REVA! REFERENCE PERIOD ' REVIEW PERIOD ‘ CHANGE in RATIO : 

: + VALUE QUANTITY PRICE } VALUE QUANTITY PRICE: VALUE QUANTITY PRICE 

‘Pro § Work Cosoieted i 1 ‘ 

4 : : 2550.0 0.1 31875.00 | 2836.6 0.1 32831.25 § 0.11240 9.08000 0.03000 ; 

; 8 ' + $850.0 U.! 18500.00 : 2057.9 0.1 $9055.00 + 1.41240 0.08000 9.63000 

C : 1500.0 0.2 10000.00 ; 1648.0 0.2 10300.00 + 9.11260 0.08000 G.g3000 | 

Prov, M - TOTAL + 9900.0 | 6565.2 + Vell240 9.08000 vu. 030uu 

Pros. N Work Cosoletec ' : ' 

ik + SEY 0.1 15882.35 ; 1501.7 0.1 40358,82 : 3.11240 9 u 09000 0, 02260 

t ld4y.g $.) 9494.55) 1fSe.5 Ub ST318 5 2.1924 ve 08000 Btn, 

. oo five. veo B420.00 . bie Wee b2°2,60 vended BUN uu ew: 

‘Pros. 4h Tora 3°f,, 50uu.. Al2du udu weedy 

VODMPONENTS ‘ . 

5 situ shee S.i7 irc. weed S.32 3) ALZSO)) GO8uo0 6,4 Voge 

: ol..8 Para! R.2r 758.8 od 50, .nb24e a ub00e  aeutuen 

ou : 00265 7.00 227.80 ¢ 7au.7 3.200 L467 5 1124098400 ware 

PCOMEQNENTS TOTAL vat, : 1189.2 2 T1240 0.08000 U.uoouu 

6RAKD TOTAL beoartaent 6 11464.0 i ieige.o AL240 uv. 08000)  y. O2ty 

‘LABOR ' ' ' 

;  QTRECT + 1.00; 2423.3 220849.0 Q.01 5 2744.8 227159.0 0.01 5 6.43143 6.62857 0.10000 

‘ DIRECT DISTRIBUTED 0.00) 261.4 23853.0 0.01 | 295.8 24534.5 0.01 | 0.13143 0.02857 0.10060 

! INDIRECT + 0.00; 27.2 2440,0 0.01; 30.8 2509.7 0.01 ; 0.13143 0.02857 0.10000 

‘TOTAL LABOR \ + 2741.9 i 3068.4 + 0.13143 0.02857 0.10000 

: RAw ; ; ' ; 

} HYDRAULIC ; 1.00' 1500.0  15000.0 0.10: 1697.1 15428.6 OLE § 0.13143 0.02897 0.10000 

i ELECTROWIC $4.00: 2500.0  25000.0 0.10: 2828.6 25714.3 O.41 5 0.13143 6.02857 0.10000 

' MECHANICAL + 1.00! 800.0 8000.0 0.10 3 905.1 8228.6 O.tL } 0.43143 0.02857 0.10000 

‘SUB-TOTAL RAW MATERIALS | i 4800.0 + 5430.9 i 0.13143 0.92857 0.10000 

i QUALITY + 1.003 3000.0, 30000.0 0.10 1 3394.3 30857.1 O.Lf : 0.13143 0.92857 0.10000 

iSUB-TOT QUALITY MATERIAL ; i 3000.0 + 3394.3 + 0.13143 0.02857 0.10060 

MATERIALS TOTAL : ; 7800.0 + 8825 + 0.13143 0.02857 0.10000 
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Table 5.4.3: Challenge Budget Generated by REALST (contd) 

VeEeLUES are 1n THOUSANDS er DULLRRS 

  

CHANGE in RATIO ' 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

DESCRIPTION ; REVAL REFERENCE PERIOD ' REVIEW PERIOD 

:  $ YALUE = QUANTITY =» PRICE | VALUE «= QUANTITY © PRICE} «VALUE »«=—-«@UANTITY PRICE; 

‘ENERGY rf ; 
ELECTRICITY 11,00! 171.4 3166634.1 = 0,00 193.9 3236537.9 0.00 | -.13243 0.02857 0.10000 | 

| MATURAL GAS 11,00! 57.2 128778.8 0.00 = 64,7 :132458.2 «000 $9. 13143 0.02857 0.10000 | 
WATER 11,003 «25.2, :11235.3 000 = 28,4 = 11556.3 0.00 F-13143 0.02857 0.10000 | 

+ FUEL OIL + 1,00! 9.§ 10252.5 0.00 } 10.8 10945.4 0.00: J.13143 0.02857 0.10000 ! 

COGENERATION 11,00! 43.6 98169.7 0.00: 49.3 1009746 0.00 $ 0.13143 0.02857 0.10000 : 

‘TOTAL ENERGY ! 306.8 1 3471 1 13143 0.02857 0.10000 ! 

\OTHER COSTS ! ! ‘ 
{DEPRECIATION + 0.00! 3.3 33.2 0.103 3.8 Bhd OA £13143 0.02857 0.10000 | 
i AYES : 0.00: 0.3 3.3 0.10; 0.4 3.4 O.f1 3 €.13843 0.02857 0.10000 ; 

{INSURANCE 9, : 0.00! 0.0 0.4 © 0.103 0.0 0.4 «O11 3 G.13143 0.02857 0.10000 | 

‘TOTAL OTHER COSTS bf 3.7 : 4.2 1 €.13143 0.02857 0.10000 ; 

‘INDIRECT COSTS , 3 
: DEPARTMENT 1 0.00! 53.2 3155.2 0.02 $ 60.2 3205.3 0.02 $ O.13143 0.02857 0.10000 | 
! DEPARTMENT J ; 0.00: 3.1 192.0 0.02 3.5 197.5 0.02 : 0.13143 0.02857 0.16000 

‘DEPARTMENT K 10.00) 63.4 = 4965.5 0001 $747) S107.4 = O01 5 0.13183 0.02857 0.10000 | 

‘TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS =} 3 189K7 : 435.4 : 0.13143 0.02857 0.10000 } 

‘GRAND TOTAL DEPARTMENT D} = }-10942.1 ! {2380.2 0.13143 0.02857 0.10000 : 

| AGGREGATE i + 10942,1 : 2380.2 + 0.13143 0.02857 6.10000 : 

: ; 521.9 i 372.3 } I : PROFIT 
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Table 5.5.1; Management Report Evaluating the Challenge Budget 

26-19-1990 11:24:02 Division B8 - Devartment D FROFIT 1.1 

Management Report 

CENTRE - 1 

1ST QUARTER 1989 vs. Challenge Budget 

VALUES are in THOUSANDS of DOLLARS 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

i ! i EFFECT OF t 
| REFERENCE REVIEW : REALST | 
i PERIOD PERIOD ; PROFIT } PRODUCTIVITY $ PRODUCT + RESOURCE iPRICE RECOVERY: 
i VALUE VALUE {| «VARIANCE | 2 VARIANCE { VOLUNE ‘ALLOCATION: VARTANCE. 

' A Bi C = D + 6 
i i D = E + F t 

TOTAL PRODUCTS i 11464.0 12752.6 + ‘ 1 

LABOR i 2711.9 3068.4 | Si.d-1 5.00 153.4 25.4 128.0 205.0-: 
“MATERIALS TOTAL ' 7800.0 8825.1 | 148.4-1 5,00 441.3 0.0 441,35 989, 7- 
ENERGY i 306.8 347.13 58-1 5.00 17.4 0.0 17.4 5.2) 
‘OTHER COSTS \ 3.7 425 Q.1-t 5.00 0.2 0.3 O.1- Ob. d- 
INDIRECT COSTS i 119.7 135.4 | 2.3-1 5.00 6.8 10.5 3.8- 9.0- 

GRAND TOTAL DEPARTMENT D : 10942,1 = 12380.2 : 208.2-1 5.00 619.0 36.3 582.8 827.2- 

AGGREGATE i 10942. 12380.2 | 208.2-; 5.00 619.0 36.3 582.9 827.2- 

  

The LTV Version Computes Challenge Budgets on the Macro Level 

While REALST computes challenge budgets on the detailed level although choices 

on percentage changes are made across the board for all outputs and inputs’ quantities and 

prices, LTV’s version computes challenge budgets only on the macro level. This saves the 

receiver of the report from looking at so much details without really getting more 

information. After all across the board percentage changes merely represent average 

changes; detailed budget changes will still have to be worked out by those actually 

preparing the detailed budgets. Table 5.6.1 shows the actual computations done using 

LTV's challenge budget process. Note that the end result in terms of total input costs 

($12,349.30) is comparable to the total input costs obtained in Table 5.4.3 ($12, 380.2). 
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The slight difference is caused by LTV's use of cost-to-sales ratio (input/output) rather than 

a productivity improvement target used by REALST. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Tabl Ll; ion | the Macro Level 

Base Current Logic 

QUTPUT 

* Current $s $11,464.00 $12,752.60 Forecast 

* Price Inflation % Base 3% Forecast 

* Constant $s $11,464.00 $12,381.17 = 12,752.60 / (1 + 3%) 

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT 

*Target Improvement Base 5% 

INPUT (Resource Costs) 

* Cost to Sales % 95.45% 90.68% = 95.45 (1 - 5%) 

* Costs (Constant $s) 100 $11,226.64 = 12,381.165 * 90.68% 

° Cost Inflation Base 10% Forecast 

* Costs (Current $s) 100 $12,349.30 =: 11226.64 (1 + 10%) 

Conclusions 

This case study has shown that TFPM and REALST in particular can provide the 

information needs of Division B even without waiting for ABC to be developed and 

implemented. TFPM and ABC need not be developed sequentially; they may be developed 

Simultaneously with the thrust of integrating them in the future. Integration should be 

facilitated by the fact that those using and implementing the two systems will be very 

familiar with both when the time comes for integrating them. There would also be a need 

to supplement TFPM with a white collar measurement system particularly for indirect 

departments. For the moment, indirect departments could first be treated as inputs to the 
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direct departments; once a measurement system is developed so that outputs of indirect 

departments could already be measured, then, a TFPM application could also be developed 

for them. Finally, I recommend using REALST as it is the only version that could provide 

both the information needs of Division B and even later provide an aggregated report for 

the whole division which will combine the performance measurement for all the 

departments. I have not discussed all the capabilities and choices of report REALST can 

generate as they are not needed at the moment. From this case study, however, it can be 

inferred that an analyst will have to make the choices as to the level of detail each manager 

will need and the portrayal reports and graphics they will appreciate. 
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Chapter 6 - Case #3: Company C Wants Physical Measures to 

Supplement Financial Measures: 

Case Summary 

In this case study, I identified information needs of Company C managers and 

explored how TFPM provides such information. The information needs and data available 

were identified by interviewing operating managers and staff analysts and reviewing 

documents and forms. After identifying information needs, sample data from Company 

C's Plastics Department were used to explore how to provide for the information needs. I 

used REALST to process the data and address the information needs. I concluded that all 

the information needs can be obtained from REALST reports but an analyst will need to 

interpret the reports and portray the information in an executive summary includin« 

graphics. 

Introduction 

How VPC Got Involved 

On July 14, 1989, Company C's Manager, Productivity Improvements, requested 

VPC for assistance in developing a "comprehensive productivity measurement system tied 

in with work standards and relatable to profitability." Company C's industrial engineers 

have used Craig and Harris' version of TFPM in the past which they found cumbersome 

and provided them with just a measure of physical productivity but did not directly relate to 

their financial measures. In response to Company C's request, we proposed a series of 

activities leading to the development of a pilot TFPM application at Company C. I first 

visited the company for three days in December 1989 to collect data on specific information 

needs, data available, existing systems and organizational conditions, brief them on TFPM, 

and recommend next steps for developing a TFPM application. What follows is a 
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documentation of the data I collected during that visit and the alternative approaches to 

TFPM development at Company C. 

Background Info on Company C 

Company C is a highly diversified manufacturer of food, beverages and packaging 

materials. It employs more than 20,000 people in its operations. The organizational 

structure is shown in Figure 6.1. The organization is composed of several divisions which 

are further subdivided into business units and plants for the operating divisions, and into 

directorates and departments for the non-operating divisions. 
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Figure 6.1: Company C Organizational Structure 

Company C has evolved and institutionalized an integrated planning and control 

system that includes strategic direction setting (goal), strategic programming (path), 
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budgeting (detailed plans for next year), and performance monitoring and reporting 

(assessment). Figure 6.2 is Company C's planning calendar mostly showing only the 

financial aspects of planning although these financial plans are backed up by the technical 

plans. Note that towards the end of May, five-year sales and production volumes are 

reviewed in preparation for developing capital and operating budgets. In performance 

monitoring and reporting, the focus has mostly been on financial measures that in the 

words of the Chief Operating Officer, "we need to provide operating managers some tools 

so they can have in their operating reports, physical measures to supplement financial 

measures." From what I gathered from the operating managers, they have detailed plant 

efficiency standards. What is lacking is the integration of the financial measures with their 

  

plant efficiency standards. 

Meetings with Corporate Monitoring Monitoring 
Sr. Mot. Retreat Meetings Meetings 

_4 4 4A 
| | | | 

  

  

— Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 
Division 
Internal 

Timetables Saro oe 
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Meetings with Strategic Capital Operating 
Sr. Mgt. Planning Budget Budget 

Meeting Reviews Reviews 
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Develop 
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Data Collection Strategy 

Following is the agenda (briefings, interviews, document/forms reviews, and 

presentation) for the visit last December 1989: 

Day 1 

Day 2 

Day 2 

Day 3 

Day 4 

11:00 am 

9:00 am 

9:30 am 

10:00 am 

10:15 am 

11:15 am 

12:00 noon 

1:30 pm 

3:00 pm 

3:15 pm 

4:15 pm 

8:30 am 

10:00 am 

2:00 pm 

8:30 am 

8:30 am 

11:00 am 

Met with Technical Services Division Manager/VP, 

Productivity Services Director/AVP, and their staff to 

finalize details of the next two days 

Topic Resource Person 

Company C Organization Head, Human Resource Planning 

Quality Management System Manager, Quality Management 

Coffee Break 

Accounting Systems Manager of Accounting 

Strategic Planning/ 

Capital Expenditure Manager, Strategic Planning 

Lunch 

Budgetary System Sr. Budget Analyst 

Coffee Break 

Computer Systems AVP/Director, Information Systems 

Review documentation and forms used for budgetary system 

Division B VP/General Manager 

Services Sr. VP 

Introduction to Performance Measurement, TFPM, and REALST 

Division A VP/General Manager and Sr. AVP 

Division D VP/General Manager 

Division E VP/General Manager 
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As can be gleaned from the above agenda, different ways of collecting data were 

used: briefings, interviews, documents/forms reviews, and a presentation/workshop. This 

ensures that data collection is done comprehensively and enables cross-validation of data 

(Yin, 1987). 

Briefings 

I was briefed on the company's: 

* organizational structure so I could see the reporting relationships and how their 

responsibilities are divided; 

* quality management system so I could see what their ongoing improvement efforts 

are and how they may relate to the measurement systems development; 

* accounting systems, including the Capital Expenditure Planning and Control and 

budgetary systems, so I could see what accounting data and information are 

presently available 

* computer/information systems to see the available data sources, storage, retrieval, 

processing, and reporting flow 

Documents/Forms Review 

Aside from the briefings, I collected documents describing the management systems 

and tools in place and the forms that are used: the organizational structure, the planning 

calendar, description of their strategic planning and capital expenditure planning and control 

system, the manual for their annual budgetary system, the product standard data sheet, 

statements of expenses, profit and loss, and operating summary report forms. These 

documents and forms gave me a clear picture of the level of detail and flow of data 
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collection, storage, retrieval, processing, and information reporting/portrayal. While the 

data and information flow may not yet be very integrated, they are very well-interfaced, so 

that TFPM data sources can readily be available. 

Interviews 

Most of the people who gave me briefings were staff analyst types. They develop 

and maintain the information systems, but are not the end-users of the systems. Hence, I 

decided to interview operating managers to know what concerns they had, what decisions 

and actions they were making, and the information they needed to support their decisions 

and actions to improve performance. 

Workshop 

After getting a general idea of the information and data available, I made a 

presentation on performance measurement systems, the additional information they can get 

from TFPM and how they could integrate TFPM with their existing systems. The audience 

consisted of people who gave me briefings during the first day, other possible members of 

the measurement systems development team (staff personnel from the operating divisions) 

they will be forming, and a Senior Management Consultant. Based on my presentation, I 

gathered feedback from the audience on their concerns about how TFPM can be used at 

Company C. 

After the briefings, interviews, documents/forms review, and my presentation, I 

was convinced that Company C is ready for and could benefit from the development of a 

TFPM application because of the following reasons. The operating managers are looking 

for other measures to supplement their financial measures and their plant efficiency 

measures to help them pinpoint areas for continued improvement. The planning and 

control system is well in place and the accounting and information systems have all the 
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necessary data to support a TFPM application. The only hurdle left is that the accountants 

still believe their reports should be able to provide the same information TFPM provides. 

They believe standard cost, volume, and price variance analysis yield the same information 

TFPM provides. They were, however, open to and awaiting my explanation regarding the 

difference in TFPM information and standard cost accounting variance analysis information 

which is an integral part of this case study. 

Information Needs and Organizational Conditions 

Based on the above data collection activities, I compiled the following information 

needs and organizational conditions: 

1. The Chief Operating Officer wants to provide the operating managers with physical 

productivity measures related to financial measures and plant efficiericy measures for the 

divisions, business units, and plants, so they can use these types of information in their 

operating meetings. 

Both the "Profitability = Productivity + Price Recovery (PPPR)” and Gollop's 

models can provide this information need. Both models consider partial productivity 

measures which can relate to plant efficiency measures and relate all measures to 

profitability using price recovery. The Productivity Indices model such as Craig and 

Harris's version cancels out the effect of price recovery thereby focusing mainly on 

productivity and not relating it to profitability. 

2. Division B's VP/General Manager wants to provide the lowest cost and highest 

quality products in the domestic market and prepare to get into the international market. He 

believes Company C has world-class machinery and he wants to make sure labor 

productivity is also world class. This is why they are experimenting with an incentive 

system that rewards in kind (families are involved with the choice of reward) performance 
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beyond agreed group standards. He is interested in measures that support these thrusts and 

which are integrated with the planning and control system already in place. 

There are three information requirements here: (2.1) Division B wants to provide 

the lowest cost and highest quality products. Hence, they need to know how low their 

prices can go, and still be profitable. Of course, this information can be obtained through 

the usual accounting methods; however, the relationship Profitability = Productivity + Price 

Recovery will facilitate this "sensitivity analysis." In fact, two versions of TFPM (LTV's 

and REALST) can directly compute challenge budgets given targeted productivity, sales 

forecast, and price changes. (2.2) The second information need is concerned with 

measuring labor contribution to overall performance in relation to other resources such as 

capital (equipment and facilities). I have not come across any other way this could be done 

directly except through TFPM. (2.3) The third information requirement is the need to 

integrate information needs 2.1 and 2.2 above with the planning and control system. Both 

the PPPR and Gollop's models are designed to be integrated to a firm's budgeting and 

accounting systems. The data is from the accounting system and the information is directly 

related to the firm's profitability, costs and selling prices. 

3. Division A's VP/General Manager wants to change the format of operations 

reviews from a performance variance explanation focus to a performance improvement 

focus. He wants to see how detailed plant efficiency measures add up to the overall 

performance of his division to distinguish what critical factors affect the operations 

significantly. He believes that they get so involved with looking at the numbers that they 

lose the meaning of the data. He wants to see measures that will point out ways to improve 

performance in the next period; and he needs such information within the first 10 days of 

the month. 
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This information need emphasizes the inadequacy of present accounting reports in 

portraying and pinpointing areas for improvement. Managers see data, not information. 

By showing contributions to productivity, price recovery, and profitability of each of the 

resources used, managers can pinpoint areas for improvement. The choice of the level of 

detail of reports and other portrayal formats will also enable managers to "distinguish the 

trees from the forest ." The requirement that the information be available within 10 days of 

the month can be done depending on the design of data collection and processing. 

4, Division D's VP/General Manager felt that the information he was receiving was 

sufficient for his decision-making needs but he was interested in finding out what 

additional information TFPM might provide. 

This case study shows the information TFPM can provide based on the information 

needs identified by the other managers. 

5. Division E's VP/General Manager said he had excess production capacity mainly to 

respond to the volatile market demand. He is interested, though, in better ways of 

forecasting and responding to fluctuations in the market. 

While TFPM is not designed for forecasting, it can help pinpoint the 

relevant/significant factors that contribute to the company's past performance given the 

fluctuations in market demand. LTV's and REALST's challenge budget process can also 

help in planning how to respond to different market conditions. 

6. The accounting and finance people at Company C would like to see what additional 

information TFPM can provide which they cannot get from traditional standard cost 

accounting variance analysis. This case will pinpoint this additional information and show 

how it relates to cost accounting information. 
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How TFPM Can Provide Company C Operating Managers’ Information 
Needs 

To show how TFPM can provide Company C operating managers’ information 

needs, the following sample data from Company C's Plastics Department were used. 
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PLASTICS DEPARTMENT . 
1987 FIRST QUARTER OPERATING RESULTS 

  

  

  

  

  

A. OUTPUT - - JANUARY * PEBRUARY 9-77 MARCH 1978 
UNIT UNIT UNIT UNIT 

AMOUNT PRICE AMOUNT _——~PRICE AMOUNT _—PRICE PRICE 
L REGULAR ; 
MOLDS we . 

A ~ "295,390 15.65 375,227 16.79 460,396 1.0 4AS 
B 165,150 15.40 297,775 18.23 243,780 19.50 4.46 
c 32,696 15.80 4346 18 3,7. 19.96 438 
D 226,106. 351.95 257,824 367.98 236,825 372.8 122.36 
E 6,587 313.16 9,209 355.86 7,893 369.97 23.70 
F 5,9%2. 346.14 5,537 368.40 7,714 386.52 6.3 
G LZ - 425.28 ms 501.68 1,327 495.48 129.16 
H 2,308 310.04 3,302 366.07 671 366.07 16.09 
1 155 764.78 2,857 954.19 3,517 = Loez.e7 238.90 
J 3,806 1,112.50 4,663 «1,229.92 5.938 1,394.11 239.50 
kK 872 1,208.87 LAS 1,280.93 Los «5599.2 290.02 
L 3,416 1,038.38 5,004 1,631.31 2,662 1,119.47 240.75 

M 3,305 1,878.79 4,656 2,131.94 1393 2,313.77 4.03 
N 958 1,942.55 1319 = 2,184.41 911 = -2,354.88 507.16 
o 1,432 1,247.47 144 (1,726.25 990 = 1,611.80 371.74 

Ovhers 156,103 273,50 155,070 
Sub-total 295,993 1,210,820 1,234,304 

2. SCRAP 
A 2,598 1.65 3,716 202 4,883 22 
B 3,934 11.00 2,647 13.06 4,688 B.10 
Cc oT LS 391 227 406 232 
D 2.730 19.25 1,760 38.89 0 - 

Others 2,404 1,228 2,68 
Sab-total 12.613 9,942 12,650 

3. OTHER INCOME INDEX* INDEX* INDEX® 

Sub-total 24,570 444 28,215 5.06 25,352 5.40 

TOTAL OUTPUT 933,176 1,248,977 1,272,306               

*Price index = Corrent Unit Price / 1978 Unat Price (Base Year/NEDA) 
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JANUARY PEBRUARY MARCH 
  

  

              
  

  

  

  

    

  

  

AMOUNT = INDEX* | [AMOUNT INDEX* |[AMOUNT  INDEX®* 
1. DIRECT LABOR 20,287 523 23,454 6.39 36,685 7.64 
2 INDIRECT LABOR 47 348 4.6 62,163 6.37 66,2775 7.49 

3. OTHER LABOR INPUT 

© Hospitaiizséice 570 1.97 862 10.96 1,197 14.08 
e Scammer Fees 140 4.44 339 5.06 254; 5.40 
e Rice Raticn 1,433 2.83 2,364 3.46 2385 3.98 

Total O,TI8 94,182 106,726: 

C. MATERIAL INPUT ~ 
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 1978 

oy. UNIT UNIT UNIT | = UNIT 
os AMOUNT COST AMOUNT COST AMOUNT COST COST 

1. DIRECT MATERIALS 

A 225,37 20.18 324,796 25.70 347,819 28.55 7.12 
; 21,146 20.97 21,160 22.05 21,954 12 ‘$71 

c 126,073 41.94 125,631 0.41 147,710 53.85 ' 621 
D 39,018 59.25 43,206 60.99 39,045 66.24 13.45 
g 15,845 0.78 18,156 0.74 36,374 0.79 Ou 
F 2,875 $4.97 2,937 8.77 2,684 8.40 32.00 
G 19,190 67.98 16,134 65.48 28,973 6.41 11.31 
A 48,112 141.68 57,211 110.19 ,842 114.03 15.81 

I 1,715 343.89 2,425 355.87 | | 2,457 347.9% 64.32 
Others 46,635 100,247 18,032 

Sub-total 545,937 711,903 705,890 

2 MANUFACTURING SUPPLIES | 

Sub-total 14,563 19,562 i, (8,292 

TOTAL | OSD NOS p mtg       
*Cost ladex = Casrent Unit Cost / (97/8 Urnt Cost 
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JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 
D._ CAPITAL INPUT? COST OF COSi OF] COST OF 

VALUE JNDEX MONEY || VALUG INDEX MONEY || YALUE INDEX MONEY 
L. FIXED ASSET 38410 9 1.00 14.32% 35,327 100 14.32% 365% 1.00 22% 
2. LIQUID ASSET 

© lavty & Receivables | 273,130 4.44 427,049 5.06 009,770 5.40 
o Cash & Dederred Charges 91,332 444 85,475 5.06 2,664 5.40 

Total 371,018 1432% || 313 924 14.32% || 612,434 2.20% 
3. OTHER CAPITAL INPUT 

© Depreciation 9.065 444 10,235 5.06 11,762 5.40 
o Repairs & Mamirnance 12,426 444 18.430 5.06 25,655 5.40 

© Rentals 2S 4.44 S11 5.06 1,739 5.40 
Total 21,776 29,176 39,156 

E._iNURGY INPUT 
1. Puol ; 6.883 3.46 6,419 3.39 5,760 298 
2. Power & Electricity 2.9636 650 9.271 534 £783 © 4:66 

F. OTHERSINPUT > — . 
L. Other Supplies $,718 4.44 6,998 5.06 8,338 465.40 | 
2. Other Eapemers él . | aa. 446 58,791 5.06 55,550 5.40           
  

  

* Valen X Index = Deflated Vahioi 1978); 

Deflated Vaine( 1978) X Cost of Maney = Assct laput ( Craiz ~ "arr. 'Aadel) 

REALST Summary Reports Portray Overall Performance 

From the information requirements, my proposition is that among the available 

versions of TFPM, REALST can provide most if not all of the users’ information needs. | 

Hence, I'll start with a REALST application and then evaluate if there are inadequacies 

from this application that may need to be addressed using other models or versions. 
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Given the three-month sample data, January is used as the reference or base period; 

February and March data are used for two review periods. Unit prices are used whenever 

available; otherwise the applicable price index is used. Following are the results of the 

REALST application. I present the results from summaries to details depending on what 

details need further scrutiny. 

Tables 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 are the Management Reports explaining changes in profits 

from major input categories. Both tables show an increase in profitability in February and 

March against January, mainly due to continued improvement in productivity (7.68% in 

February and 13.12% in March), large enough to offset the negative change in price 

| recovery ($54,549.60 in February and $127,953.60 in March). However, March profit 

variance decreased ($9,531.30 against $23,377.20 in February). 

Table 6.2.1; Management Report on Profit Changes from January to February 

@5-27-1990 17:71:50 Plastics Dest. PROFIT Paqge# 1 

Management Report 

CENTRE - 1 
January vs. February 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

{ { ‘ EFFECT OF 

| REFERENCE REVIEW | REALST : 

' PERIOD PERIOD | PROFIT : PRODUCTIVITY : PRODJCT : RESOURCE (PRICE RECOVERY 

i VALLE VALUE VARIANCE | 2 VARIANCE ; VOLUME ‘ALLOCATION: VARIANCE 

' A Bi C = B + 5 

i i D = E + F 

(TOTAL PRODUCTS i 933176.0 1248977.0 ¢ ' 

i> Labor ! 49778.0 94182.0 } 790.1-' 15.36 14447.5 13562.3 905.1 15257.5- 

‘~ Materials/Supols : 560500. 0 731465.0 | 187146.8 | 7.98 38394.7 0.0 58394.7 IO07. a 

i Eneray ! 16519.0 15690.0 | 6419.3: 12.89 2022.4 0.0 2022.4 4396.9 

i> Dther Inouts ' 48576.0 657B9.0 | 774.i-i 1.67 1094.1 1157.0 10429.9- 1870. 2- 

i> Capital Expenses i 21776.0 2976.0 | %.7-! 2.77 807.7 5164.9 4359.2- 838. 4- 

‘GRAND TOTAL - Resources | 717149.9 924502.0 | 20041.2 | 8.20 76788. 4 30265.3 465355. 1 §3247,2- 

‘GRAND TOTAL - Assets ‘ $6630. 1 7BS3E.4 ! 164.0-' 1.45 1178.4 1145.2 6.7- 1302. 4- 

  

ROGREGATE ver 4, 1014977,4 © 277.2 1 7.68 77925.4 31400,4 46525. 4 54549, 6- 
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Table 6.2.2: Management Report on Profit Changes from January to March 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

O5-27=-1990 17:71:56 Flastics Deot. FROFIT Fagqe# ti 
Management Report 

CENTRE —- ti 

January vs. March 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

i i i EFFECT OF 

| REFERENCE REVIEW } REALST : i 

' PERIOD PERIOD | PROFIT } PRODUCTIVITY ( PRODUCT « RESOURCE (PRICE RECOVERY: 

i VALUE VALUE | VARIANCE i 2% VARIANCE | VOLUME ‘ALLOCATION! VARIANCE ! 

' A Bt C = D 6! 

' ' B 2 E F 

‘TOTAL PRODUCTS ; 935176.0 1272306.0 i 

(> Labor i 69778.0 106726.0 | 11589.6-: 15.03 16041.5 11911.8 4129.7 27631,2- 

i> Materials/Supols i 540500. 724182.0 | 40012.0 ! 13.73 99411.0 0.0 9411.0 S8599 Ce 

i> Eneroy i 16519.0 14543.0 | 7979.2 | 1498 289.2 0.0 289.2 7690.0 

‘= Other Inouts ' 48576.0 63888.0 | 2041.2 | 6.85 4376.6 9185.4 4809, 1- 2075.3- 

i> Capital Expenses ' 21776.0 39156.0 i 9466.5-' 21.85- BS55.9- 4117.4 12671. 7- 912, 4- 

‘GRAND TOTAL - Resources | 717149.0 948495.0 | 29276.6 : 11.76 111564.4 25215.2 84349, 2 £7287 .8- 

‘GRAND TOTAL - Assets ‘ 58430. 1 99682.4 : 19745. 3-: 26.00 20920.0 1325.8 24594.7 5665. 8- 

“AGGREGATE ' TTOTT9.A 1048177.4 | 9531.3 1 13,12 177484.9 6541.0 110942.9 127983. 6- 

These results place Company C's Plastics Department in the "Pursue" direction of 

REALST's Strategic Grids (see Figure 6.3), i.e., competitiveness is maintained or 

improved by not passing on the increases in costs of inputs to the customers; cost increases 

are absorbed by the firm through improved productivity. This strategic thrust also helps 

prevent inflation. 
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Fi 3: Com Plasti n ic Gnd 

The Strategic Grid shows the overall direction the firm needs to take; for Company 

C's Plastics Department, they should pursue or continue their current strategic thrust - 

continue to improve operations. Tables 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 show that the best contributor to 

the productivity increase is labor (15.36% in February and 15.03% in March). However, 

it is necessary to closely watch labor price recovery as it is continuing to increase 

(-$15,257.50 in February and -$27,631.20 in March) while labor productivity seems to 

have plateaued. Materials and supplies, the biggest cost driver and, therefore the biggest 
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source of potential savings, show increasing trends in productivity (7.98% in February and 

13.73% in March) although price recovery is worsening (-$39,677.90 in February and - 

$59,399.00 in March) This situation implies that Company C's Plastics Department needs 

to further increase materials and supplies productivity, influence suppliers to lower their 

prices, and/or increase their selling price. 

The information presented in the preceding paragraphs, tables and figures are 

examples of information REALST provides. These address the information needs 

identified earlier: (1) Physical productivity measures related to plant efficiencies and 

financial measures; (2.1) The increase in profitability due to the increase in productivity 

despite the decrease in price recovery, implies selling prices can still be lowered, if 

necessary. Further decreases in selling price can be evaluated using REALST's budgeting 

method to be discussed later; (2.2) The two tables clearly show the contribution of labor to 

overall performance; (3) REALST indicates possible causes of variance and points out 

areas for improvement. More details can be obtained from other reports, depending on the 

need, as will be discussed later; (5) REALST shows how the firm has responded in the 

past to changes in market demand. It can also evaluate different plans for responding to 

market demand using the budgeting method to be discussed later. 

REALST Detailed Reports Help Analyze Variances and Point Out Areas for 

Improvement 

Since the trend of labor productivity is plateauing, while labor price recovery 

continues to worsen, there is a need to look more closely into labor performance. Materials 

and supplies also deserve further scrutiny as price recovery is worsening while productivity 

continues to improve. Capital assets also need to be analyzed; while productivity improved 

(1.45% or $1,138.40 in February and 26% or $25,920.50 in March), price recovery 
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decreased by -$1,302.4 in February and -$45,665.8 in March. These are the more 

significant factors (see Figure 6.4) to consider based on Tables B.2.1 and B.2.2. 
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Tables 6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3, 6.3.4, 6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.3, 6.4.4, 6.4.5, and 6.4.6 

show the necessary details needed to further analyze the more significant causes of the 

changes and the possible improvement opportunities. Tables 6.3.1 and 6.3.3 show that 

while indirect labor productivity has improved (21.37% or $13,282.60 in February and 

28.01% or $18,564.70 in March), this is offset by the decrease in price recovery 

(-$12,074.30 in February and -$20,284.70 in March). Comparing these numbers with the 

labor totals shows an improvement in productivity (15.36% or $14,467.50 in February and 

15.03% or $16,041.50 in March) but a decrease in price recovery (-$15,257.50 in 

February and -$27,631.20 in March).This indicates indirect labor clearly accounts for most 

of the changes in labor performance. Tables 6.4.1 and 6.4.4: Raw Data Reports for 

February and March, show that weighted average (or total) of product quantities increased 

by 20.82% in February and 15.55% in March; and prices increased by 10.78% in February 

and 18% in March. Indirect labor, on the other hand, decreased in quantity but increased 

significantly in cost (-.45% in February and -9.74% in March for quantities; and 31.88% in 

February and 55.07% in March for prices). Hence, the big increases in indirect labor costs 

caused the labor price recovery problem. 

Tables 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 also show that the materials price recovery problem is 

mainly caused by Direct Material A. The dollar effect of total materials and supplies price 

recovery was -$39,677.90 in February and -$59,399 in March mainly caused by Direct 

Material A's price recovery dollar effect of -$45,128.30 in February and -$61,136.30 in 

March. Tables 6.4.2 and 6.4.5 show that Direct Material A's price recovery increase is 

mainly due to its cost increases of 27.35% in February and 41.48% against product price 

increases of only 10.78% in February and 18% in March, as pointed out earlier. Hence, 

there is a need to pay close attention to Direct Material] A's cost such as directly confronting 

the problem by looking for alternative sources, suppliers, or even substitutes; continuously 
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improving productivity (which is presently low in relation to the other direct materials); to 

prevent the last recourse action of eventually increasing selling prices. 

Regarding capital assets, Tables 6.3.2 and 6.3.4 show that the main problem is 

Inventory and Receivables. Both productivity and price recovery decreased (-11.94% or 

-$7,299.20 in February and -6.33% or -$5,757.90 in March for productivity and 

-$1,505.90 in February and -$31,884.90 in March for price recovery). This problem is 

mainly caused by the increase in Inventory and Receivables from $273,130 in January to 

$427,049 in February and $409,770 in March (see Tables 6.4.3 and 6.4.6). 

From the REALST summary, users can determine what level of detail and which 

particular report is needed to further analyze what causes the critical changes and pinpoint 

improvement opportunities. 
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3.1: Profit Detailed Analvs 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

25-27-1990 17:71:48 Flastics Depot. FROFIT Faqe# 1 

Detailed Analvsis 

CENTRE - 1 
January vs. Febpruarv 

VALUES are im DOLLARS 

; =-FEC™ OF 
/ REFERENCE REVIEW ; REALST 

: PERICD PERIOD « POCFIT | PRODUCTIVITY |  SROLUCT RESOURCE (FRICE RECIVESY 

! VALLE VAS! VARIANCE ! % VARIANCE yOWUME GLLCCATION: VARIANCE | 

rs) p : if) + : 

b > z + . 

TOTAL PRODUCTS Tl Few 1reBo7 8! 

LRECS 

direct canoer 20287.0 7454.5 aek.ars S25 1497.7 Pa) 14572 G4,e- 

‘Ipgirece Lapor aT TAB G 62167.0 | 1208.2 5 2,77 {282.0 1101.2 2Bi.S f2075,7- 

‘SUB-TOTAL - Labor 67625.0 906:7.0 | 9.07) las! 14775,.9 12001.2 1774.7 14845 ,7- 

:OTHER LABOR COSTS ' ' : ' 

Hasoitalization i 576.0 8462.0 : 99.4-: 9.87 85.0 163.2 78.2- 184. 1-! 

Seminar Fees t 140.0 339.0 3 {Si.6-; 43, 14- 146.2- Dod 179.5- 5.4) 

‘Rice Ration ! 1435.0 2364.0: 446.1-)  10.46- 247,2- 364.8 612.0- 198.8-; 

“SUB-TOTAL - Other Costs : 2143.0 3545.0 3 696.8-; 8.65- 308. 4- 561.2 B49, 6- 388. 4-; 

TOTAL - Labor ' 69778.0 94182.0 | 790,1-) 15.3% 14467.5 {7542.3 905.1 {8257.51 

Direct Materials : ' i ' 

iA ' 225528. 0 324796.0 | 25213.6-: 6.75 21914.7 0.0 21914.7 45126,3-: 

8 i 21146.0 21160.0 7142.1: 26.% 5704.5 0.0 5704.5 1437.6 | 

iC ' 126073.0 125631.0 : 43107.0 | 43.01 54039.0 0.0 54039.0 10932. 0-: 

'D i 39018.0 43206.0 | 9016.3 1 12.90 5520. | 0.0 5320, 1 3696.2 } 

iE ' 15845.0 18154.0 3051.2 1 0.03 4.2 0.0 &.2 3044.9 

iF ' 2875.0 2937.0 910.9 | 20,78 610.2 0.0 610.2 306.8 | 

6 ' 1919.9 16134.0 | 7500.2 : 38.42 6198.8 0.0 6198.8 351.4 

iH i 48112.0 §7211.0 ¢ 7182.8: 0.75 426.4 0.0 426.4 6756.4 } 

iI : 1715.0 245.0 | 129.671 11.58- 280. 7- 0.0 280.7- {51.1 
‘Others i 46635.0 100247.0 | 37830.0-: 35.95 36034. 5- 0.0 36034, 5- 1795.5-; 

SUB-TOTAL - Materials ! 545937.0 711903.0 | 18787.4: a&13 57904.7 0.9 57904.7 S9117.2-1 

‘Manufacturing Supplies =: 14563.0 19942.0 | 70.77: 2,51 490.0 0.0 $90.0 540. 7> 

‘SUB-TOTAL - Mfg. Sunlies | 14543.0 19342.0 : 707-1 2.51 490.0 0.0 490.0 560.7-" 

TOTAL - Materials/Suppls | 560500.0 731465.0 | 18716.8 | 7.98 58394. 7 0.0 58394,7 39677 .5- 

ENERGY ' ' ; 
‘Fuel ' 6883.0 6419.0 | 2793.3 1 26.93 1728.8 0.0 1728.8 1064.5 | 

Power : 9636.9 9271.0 3 3626.0: 3.17 297.4 0.9 297.6 yw, 
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3.2: Profit Detailed Analysis (cont'd) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

RATT Les i72!T1349 Plastics Dect. FROTT7™ Fagen 7 

Detailed Analvsis 

CENTEE - 1 
Janueryvy vs. February 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

: ' er-ECT OF 

; REFERENCE REVIEW | REALST | 

i PERIOD PERIOD | PROFIT | PRODUCTIVITY | PROQUCT (| FESGURCE i PRICE RECOVERY 

! VALUE VALUE ; VARIANCE | 4% VARIANCE VOLUME ‘ALLOCATION: VAR TANCE 

i A B C = D + 6 

' ' D = E + F 

{TOTAL - Energy ' 16519.0 15490.0 : 6419.3 | 12.89 2022.4 0.0 2022.4 4396.9 

‘OTHER INPUTS : ‘ : : 

‘Suoolies ' 5718.0 6998.0 | 655.8) 12.51 875.2 1354.7 481.5- 220.2- 

‘Expenses i 42858.0 58791.0 | 1429.2-: 0.38 220.9 10169.2 9948.3- 1650, 1- 

‘TOTAL - Other Inouts i 48576.0 45789.0 ; T7hin-i | 1.67 1096.1 11526.0 10429, 9 1976,2- 

(CAPITAL EXPENSES i i { 

‘Depreciation i 9045.0 10235.0 | {897.7 | 21.95 2246.7 2150.9 95.8 349.0- 

‘Repairs and Maintenance : 12426.0 18430.0 | 1798.9": 7, 1320, 4- 2948.4 4268.8 478, 4- 

iRentals i 285.0 511.0 ! 129.67} 23, 118. 4- 726 196.2- 11.0 

‘TOTAL - Capital Expenses | 21776.0 29176.0 $ 3.7-; 2.77 807.7 5166.9 4359.2 838. 4- 

GRAND TOTAL - Resources | 717149.0 936302.0 } 25041.2 | 6.20 767B8. 4 3025.3 46535.1 53247, 2- 

‘Fixed Assets ' 5500.3 5058.8 | 2502.9 | 31.36 1586.7 1145.2 441.5 716.2 

Liquid Assets ' i } 

‘Inventory and Receivables! 39112.2 61153.4 | BBOS.0-: 11. 94- 72%) ,,.2- 0.0 7299 ,.2- 1505. 9- 

Cash and Deterred Charges: 14017.6 12423.1 | 6538.2; 55.15 6850.9 0.0 6850.9 512, 7- 

GRAND TOTAL ~- Assets ' 58630. 1 78635.4 | 164.0-1 1.45 1138.4 1145.2 6.7- 1202, 4- 

AGGREBATE i 7T5779.1 1014937.4 : 77926.8 46526.4 545495, 6- 31400.4 
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Table 6,3,3: Profit Detailed Analysis (cont'd) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

OS-27-1990 i7:712:54 Flastics Dent. Faget 1 

Detailed Anaivsis 

CENTRE - i 
Jantiary vs. March 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

(REFERENCE REVIEW ; REALST | 

: PERIOD PERIOD ; PROFIT | PRODUCTIVITY / RESOURCE ‘PRICE RECOVER: 

: VALLE VALUE VARIANCE | 2% VARIANCE ALL CCATION! VAR TANTE 

; A a Cc D + 3 

D E * F 

VTOTAL PRODUCTS S7176.0 aneue (ete ' 

LABOR ' i 

“Direct wapor DO257. 0 364685.0 | S025.49-) 9.467 2442 06 2442,0- S237, s- 
rinesrect .abor 473480 6273.0 | {720,0-) 28.04 18544.7 7148.7 Tit8S.7- 

‘SUB-TOTAL - wabor ' 67670. 102966.0 | 10745.4-; 15, 16122.7 4706.7 26868. Z- 

‘OTHER LABOR COSTS t ' : 

‘Hosoi taiization ‘ 570.0 1197.0 : 419.9"; 3.14 37.67 193. 4- 382. 3-: 

‘Se@inar Fees I 140.0 254.0 | 63.f-: 22.54- 57.3- 83.7- 5.9°) 

‘Rice Ration ' 1433.0 2315.0 | %l.2-; 0.59 {3.7 299,.7- 2749) 

‘SUB-TOTAL - Other Costs : 2143.0 3766.0 } 844,2-) 2.16 61.2- 377.0 760.05 

TOTAL - Labor i 69778.0 106726.0 | 11589.6-; 15.03 16041.5 4129.7 27631.2-1 

‘Direct Materials ' ! i ' 

Tn) ! 220028.0 SA7BI9.0 | 40603.5-: 5.90 20532.8 0.9 20532.8 Al134.5-: 

‘B i 21146.0 21954.0 6876.8 | 28.01 6150.1 0.0 6150.1 726.7 | 

iC i 126073.0 147710.0 | 2$179.8 | 26.63 39533.3 0.0 39338.3 15:33.: 

‘D : 39018.0 39045.0 14132.7 | 2.0 11358. 4 0.0 11358.4 2794.3 | 

i€ i 15845.0 34374.0 | 14770.7-1 49.02- 17830. 7~ 0.0 17B30.7- 3060.0 | 

iF { 2875.0 2684.0 | {25.8 | 28.77 772.4 0.0 712.1 463.7 | 
‘& : 19190.0 28973.0 | 2009.1-) 21,86- 6532.9- 0.0 §3352. 9 3525.8 | 

H | ; 48112.0 60842.0 | 4734.6 i 6.24 3798.8- 0.0 3796. 8- 8553.4 3 

il ' 1715.0 2457.0 3 11B.7-! 18.39- 451.8- 0.0 451.8- 333.0 | 
‘Others i 46635.0 18032.0 | 43550.9 | 263,45 47504.8 0.0 47504.8 1954,0-1 

‘SUB-TOTAL - Materials ' 545937.0 705890.0 | 38448.6 i; 13.78 97237 .4 97237.4 58788, 98-: 

‘Manufacturing Suoolies | 14563.0 18292.0 | 1563.4 + 11.88 2173.6 2173.6 610.2- 

(SUB-TOTAL - Mfq. Suplies : 14543.0 18292.0 | 1563.4: 11.88 2173.6 2173.4 610.2- 

‘TOTAL - Materials/Supols | 560500.0 724182.0 ; 40012.0 | 13.73 99411.0 99411.0 59399.0- 

ENERGY ‘ ' a 
Fuel i 6883.0 5760.0 | 3624.4 | 18.92 1089.8 1089.8 2934.5 | 

Power ' 96%.0 B783.0 : 4354.9 > 9.12- 800. 4- 800. 4- 5155.5 
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MEADTALSOO t73T1 354 Fiastice Bert, PROFIT Facet = 

Detarled Anelvelis 

CENTRE - 2 

January vs. March 

VALUES are ir DOLLARS 

. 1 1 cFFcCT OF 
| REFERENCE REVIEW ; REALST | ; 

: PERIOD PERIOD : PROFIT PRODUCTIVITY {| PRODUCT | RESOURCE iPRICS RECOVERY 

: VALUE VALUE } VARIANCE | 2% VARIANCE | VOLUME ALLOCATION: VARIANCE . 

i A B C = D + 6 
' t $ = E + F 

‘TOTAL - Energy ' $6519.06 14543.0 | 7979.2: 1.99 289.2 0.0 289.2 7690.0 

‘OTHER INPUTS ' { ' : 

/Supelies i 5718.0 6338.0 | 542,.0-i 9 3.63- 302, 4- 1081.3 1363. 7- 259.67: 

‘Expenses i 428568.0 35000.0 3 2883.2 | 8.42 4679.0 8104.4 3425, 4- 1795.7-) 

‘TOTAL ~ Other Inouts : 48576.0 63688.0 } 2341.2: 6.85 4376.6 9185.6 4809. 1- 2055.5-: 

iCAPITAL EXPENSES ' i ! ‘ 

{Depreciation i 9065.0 11762.0 ! 597.4; 8.3! 977.2 1714.2 737 .0- 379.83 

iRepairs and Maintenance | 12426.0 2065020 | B713.2-) 31.%- 8192. 4- 249.7 10642. 3- 520.671 

‘Rentals i 285.0 1739.0 [ 1350.4-;  76.97- 1338.5- £3.9 1392, 4- 11.9-) 

{TOTAL - Capital Exoenses ; 21776.0 39156.0 | 9466.3-' 21.85- 8953. 9- 4117.8 12671,7- 912,4-; 

GRAND TOTAL - Resources ! 717149.0 948495.0 | 29276.6 : 11.76 111564.4 25215.2 B6349.2 82287,8-! 

Fixed Assets : 5500.3 8122.1 | 622.9*: 21,31 1730.7 1325.8 404.9 2000.07! 

‘Liquid Assets I ' ! t 

tInventory and Receivables! 39112.2 90968.9 ; 37642,8-| 9 6. - 9757. 9- 0.0 5707 .9- 31984, 9~' 

‘Cash and Deferred Charges: 14017.6 591.4 | {8520.3 15063. 79 29947,7 ).0 29947.7 11427.3-: 

‘BRAND TOTAL - Assets i 56630, 1 99682.4 | 19745. 3-; 24.00 25920.5 {325.8 24594.7 45445. 8-| 

‘ AGGREGATE I 775779.1 1048177.4 | 9531.3 § 13,12 137484.9 2654(.0 110943.9 127993. 47 
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S-1990 15:76:73 Flastics Depot. INFUT Fage# 1} 
CENTRE - 1 

Jamuary vs. February 

VALUES are im DOLLARS 

  

DESCRIPTION 1 REVA: REFERENCE PERIOD REVIEW PERIOD CHANGE in RATIO 

: » VALUE QUANTITY PRICE | VALUE QUANTITY PRICE, VALUE QUANTITY PRICE 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

REBULAR MOLDS ; 

a ‘ * 285390.0 1825.8 15.65 ) T7e227.0 22348.2 9 15.79) 479) OG, DOS52  b.072R4 

B i 165150.0  10724.0 15.40 : 217775.0 11946.0 S$.22 ) G.T1B45 9 G.11394 0, 18277 

c ' . 92696.0 = 2069.4 15.80: 47346.0 9 2541.4 15.65 | 0.48807 2281017811 

D ' 226106.0 642.4 351.95 ; 257824.0 70.6 267.98 | 0.14028 0.09061) 0.04555 

E ' 6587.0 21.0 12.16 ' 9249.0 26.0 FE5.86 « 0.40415 0.277565 O.17é655 

Ee I 5982.0 17.5 346.14) 5827.0 ts. 148.40 5 C.02424- 0, 08720- 0, 06471 

8 : "4227.0 2.9 | 425,28 | 225.0 G4 505.68} O.B1926- 6.8459S- 9.17945 

H ; . 2308.0 7.4 310.04) M020 9.0 3oo.07 | 0.43068 G.2L17G GO. 18072 

I : ; 155.0 G.2 764.78; 2857.0 3.0) 994.19 5 17.42226 15.77339) 6.24797 

J ; 3904.0 3.4 1112.50 : 4665.0 3.0 $789.92: 0.23517 6.05666 6.15946 
iK ' : 872.0 0.7 1208.87 ;: 1245.0 1.0 1260.92 | 6.42775 6.356880 0.047507 

L i i 9416.0 3.0 «1038.88 : 5004.0 4.4 $331.31 1 0.46487 6.34519 0.06897 

4 ' + 3805.0 2.0 1978.79 | 4656.0 2.2 2151.94 § 0.22365 9=0.07835 0.15474 

N : ' 958.0 0.5 1942.55: 1319.0 0.6 2184.41 | 0.37683 0.22438 0.1245! 

‘0 ' + 1432.0 1.1 1247.47} = 744.0 0.4 1726.25 | 0.48045- 0.62455- 0.38380 

Others : | 156103.0  35158.3 4.44 | 273549.0 54041.! 5.06: 0.7523 0.53765 0.13964 

Total ‘ 1 895993.0 11210820.0 + 0.35137) 0.22213 0.10575 

SCRAP ' i ' i 

‘A ‘ + 2896.0 1754.4 1.65 | 3716.0 1839.6 2.02 | 0.28226 0.04739 0.22424 

B i i 3934.0 337.6 11.00 | 2647.0 202.7, 13.06 | 0.32718 0.43528 0.18727 . 

‘C ! I 647.0 355.6 1.88 | 591.0 260.4 2.27 | 0,08655- 0.26341- 0.24044 

D i : 27%.0 141.8 19.25 {| 1760.0 45.3 38.89: O.355531- 0,68089- 1.02024 ; 

Others ' : 2404.0 541.4 4.44: 1228.0 242.7 5.06 | 0.48918- 0.55177- 0.13964 . 

‘Total i t+ 12613.0 + 9942.0 + Q.21177~ 0,39031- 0.29285 

OTHER INCOME : | 24570.0 5553.8 4.44) 28215.0 5576. 1 5.06: 2.14835 0.00764 0.13964 

Total i i 24570.0 : 28215.0 + 3.14635 0.00764 0.13964 | 

Brand “otal : : 933176.6 11248977.0 1 9.33842 0.20820 0.10777 ' 

LABOR i : ' i 

“Direct Labor ' 1.00; 20287.0 3879.0 5.25 1 20454.06 4452.9 6.39 | 9.40257 0.14796 0.22180 
Indirect Labor : 0.00! 47348.0 9802.9 4,83 | 62163.0 9738.7 6.37 | 0.31290 0.00451- 0.31884 | 

Sub-total : 1 67635.0 1 90617.0 + (433979 0.03882 0.28973 

Other Labor Costs I ' ! ae 

Hosoitalization + 0.00! 570.0 71.5 7.97 3 862.9 78.6 10.96 | (51228 0.09972 0.37516 
Seainar Fees i 0,00: 140.0 31.5 4.44 | 339.0 47.0 5.06 | $.42143 1.12473 0.13944 | 
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S$-1990 15:26:74 Fiastics Dept. INF UT Face# 2 

CENTRE - 1 

January vs. Fepruary 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

DESCRIPTION ; REVA! REFERENCE PERIOD REVIEW PERIOD CHANGE in RATIC 
: VALUE QUANTITY PRICE | VALUE QUANTITY PRICE : VALLE QUANTITY = PRICE 

Sice Ration 10.00! 1453.0 6.4 2.83 ' 64.0 683.2 Ted6 | G84549 | OS49T 20281 

3u2-total , 2193.0 ‘3565.0 , 00030 OTT ISTTT 

Total : | 49778.0 1 9$182.0 | O,38878 9,04772 0, 29875 

uirect Materials ' i ' 

fa  $.00) 275528.0 $1165.9 25.18 } 528756,0 «12638.0 0 DEL TD! 0, 88144 OQ, ISIBS 8 O7T8S 
E ; $00! 21146.0 1608.4 26.97) 21!60.0 959.6 22.05) G.00006 d.048T5- Colm 
C + 1.00; 126075.0 3006.0 44.94; 125651.0 2539.5 49.47 | G.OCTHI- G.I5519- 6.17054 
D , 1.00! 39018.0 658.5 $9.25} 43206.0 708.4 60.99} O07 0.07574 0.02937 
E / 1.00: 15845.0 20314.1 6.78} 18156.0 24535.1 0.74 | 0.14585 0.20779 6,05128- 
F : 1.00! 2875.0 33.8 «= B4.97 | 2957.0 3.8 86.77 | 0.02157 0.00037 0.02118 
6 1 1,00! 19190.0 282.3 67.98} 16134.0 245.4 65.48 | 0,15925- 0.12715- 6.03¢78- 
H 1 1,00! 48112.0 432.9 111.13 | 57211.0 519.2 110.19 | 0.18912 0.19927 ¢.00846- 
I + 1.00! 1715.0 5.0 343.89} 2425.0 6.8 355.87} 0.41399 0.34639 0.03484 

Others ; 1.00! 46635.0  10503.4 4.44 | 100287.0 19811.7 5.06 } 1.16961 0.88622 0.13964 

Sub-total ' | §45937.0 ' 711903.0 + 0.30400 0.11732 0.16708 
Manufacturing Suoplies : 1.00: 14563.0 3280.0 4.44! 195462.0 3866.0 5.06} 0.34327 0.17868 0.15964 

Sub-total ' : 14563.0 + 19542.0 | 0.34327 0.17868 0.13964 

Total ' + 560500.0 | 731465.0 : 0.30502 0.11888 0.16436 

Energy i i i ' 

Fuel 1 1.00! 4883.0 1989.3 3.46: 6419.0 1893.5 3.39 | 0.06741- 0.04816- 0.02023- 
Power 11.00! 9636.0 1482.5 6.50! 9271.0 1731 5.34) 0.03788+ 0.17112 0.17846- 

Total ! + 16519.0 ' 1569.0 | 0.05018- 0.07025 0.11253- 

Other Inputs i t ! i 

Supplies 1 0.00! 5718.0 1287.8 4.44! 6999.0 1383.0 5.06 ! 0.22385 0.073% 0.12964 
Expenses ' 0.00! 42958.0 9452.7 4.441 5879.0 11618.8 5.06! 0.37176 6.20368 0.13964 

TOTAL ! | 48576.0 : 65789.0 ! 0.35435 0.18840 0.13968 

Capital Expenses i ' ! 1 
Depreciation 10.00! 9065.0 2041.26 4.44! 10235.0 2022.7 5.08 } 0.12907 0.00928- 0.13964 
Repairs and Maintenance | 0.00! 12426.0 2798.6 4.44} 18430.0 3642.3 5.06 | 0.48318 0.30145 0.13964 
Rentals 10.00! 285.0 64.2 444i 511.0 101.0 5.06 | 0.79298 0.57329 0.13964 

Total ! | 21776.0 | 29176.0 | 0.33982 0.17566 0.15964 
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Table 6.4.3; Raw Data Report (cont'd) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

353-1990 15:26:75 Flastics Deot. INFUT Fage# TF 

CENTRE - 1 
January vs. February 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

DESCRIPTION t REVAL REFERENCE PERIOD ‘ REVIEW PERIOD : CHANGE in RATIO ; 

' : VALUE QUANTITY PRICE ; VALUE QUANTITY PRICE | VALUE QUANTITY PRICE : 

Grand Total t 1 717149.0 | 934302.0 + 0.30559 0.11663 0.16923 | 

Fixed Assets : 0,00! 3500.3 36410.0 0.14: 5058.8  35327.0 0.14 | .0,08027- 0.08027- 0.00000 ; 

Liquid Assets i : ' i ' 

Inventory and Receivables: 1.00; 39112.2 6155.8 0.64: 61153.4  84397.0 0.72 | 0.56554 0.37196 0.13964 | 

Cash and Deferred Charges! 1.00: 14017.6 22046.8 0.64 + 12423.1 17169.0 0.72: O.LIS75 0.22125 0.13805 | 

Grand Total ‘ i 58630. 1 t 76635.4 + 0.34121 0.19096 0.12616 | 

AGGREGATE i : 779779. 1 11014937.4 t 0.30828 0.12205 0.16597 | 

Fixed Assets (0,001 38410.0  38410.0 1.00: 3527.0 35327.0 1.00 ! 0.08027- 0.08027- 0.00000 

Ligwd Assets i ' t ‘ 

Inventory and Receivabies: 1.00: 273130.0 61515.8 4,44 | 427049.0  84397.0 5.06 | 0.56504 0.37196 0.13964 

Cash and Deferred Charces: 1.00: 97888.0  220446.8 4.44 \ 86875.0 17169.0 5.06 1 O.L128t- 0.22125 0.13964 

Grand Total i + 409428.0 ' 549251.0 > 0.34451 0.19082 0.12654 

TOTAL ASSETS ' i; 4094280 + 549251.0 ' 

RATE of RETURN (2) ! ! 52.76 ' 56.93 i 
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Table 6.4.4: Raw Data Report (cont'd) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

55-1990 15:26:78 Flastics Dent. INFUT Faoe# 1 
CENTRE - i 

January vs. March 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

LESCRIFTION . REVA: REFERENCE PERIOD ; REVIEW PERIOD CHANGE in RATIO 

' VALUE = GUANTITY PRICE ; VALLE QUANTITY PRICE | VALUE QUANTITY PRICES 

-RESULAR MCLDE i ' 
A T58290.0 {6275.8 $5.65 + 460356,.0 24620, 1 {8.70 maize? 350l0 (P9485 

iB , isef50.0  10724.0 15.40 ° 2S7780.0 © 12501.5 19,50 M47Elf W.16575 0.26627 

Cc ; 1 22696.0 = 2069.4 15.80: 52772.0 2694.0 19.96 0.64460 G.30184 OG. 24652* 

‘D ' 1 226106.0 642.4 351.95 | 284875.0 TL | oSTR.CD OG 26854 6.20007 O. 0578 

= : 6987.0 21.0 Ti3.16: 7993.0 71.30 369.97 | 0.19827) 0.01427 0.1814: 

F ' + 5982.0 17.3) 346.14 0 7714.0 20.0 366.92 0.28954 =O. 15482 Clee: 

G ‘ | 1227.0 2.9 425.28 | = 1327.0 2.7) 495.48 §  0.0B150 |G 0717S 0. 16807 

n ' : 2308.0 7.4 310.04 ! a71.0 £68 306.07 . O.70927-  G 75T77- G10 TT 

] i 155.0 0.2 764.78 : 7517.0 3.4 1042.67 } 21.69052 15.64295 OG. 36276 

id | ' 3806.0 3.4 1112.50 5 5938.0 $.5 1394.11 : 0.56017 6.24501 6.25717 

K } ; 872.0 0.7 1208.87: 1045.0 0.7 $559.82; 0.19839 0.07124- 6.290231 

iL ' i 3416.0 3.35 1038.88 : 2662.0 2.4 1119.47 | 0.22073- 0.27683- 0.07757 

a ! + 3805.0 2.0 1878.79: 1893.0 0.8 2313.77 | 0.50250 0.594603- 6.20152 ; 

iN i : 958.0 0.5 1942.55 | 911.0 0.4 2354.88 | 0.04W6- 0.21557- 0.21576 

0 i i = 1432.0 t.1 1247.47 | 890.0 0.6 1611.80 | O0.37849- 0.51898- 0.29206 ; 

‘Others i + 156103.0  35158.3 4.44: 135070.0  28716.7 5.40 | 0.00662- 0,18322- 0.21622 | 

‘Total ‘ | B95993.0 112734304.0 t 9.57738 0.16978 0.17785 | 

: SCRAP ‘ i ' I : 

“A } +; 2898,0 1756.4 1.65; 4868.0 173.3 2.82 | 0.68668 0.01311- 0.70909 | 

iB : i 3934.0 357.6 11,00 | 4688.0 37.9 13.10 | 0.19166 0.00063 0.19991 : 

iC ' : 647.0 333.6 1.8 | 406.0 175.0 2.32 : 0.97249 0.50502- 0.26776 | 

iD i : 2730.0 141.8 19.25 | 0.0 0.0 5.40 | 1.00000- 1.00000- 0.71948-: 

Others i i: 2404.0 541.4 4.44 {= 2668.0 494.1 5.40} 0.10982 0.08748 0.21622 | 

‘Total i i 12613.0 i 12650.0 | 0.00293 0.261B4- 0.35849 | 

{OTHER INCOME i : 24570.0 5533.8 4.44; 252.0 4694.8 5.40: 0.03183 0.1516i- 0.21622 | 

‘Total ‘ i 24570.0 i 25302.0 : 0.03183 0.15161- 0.21622 . 

‘Grand Total : ! 933176.0 11272304.0 ! 0.36341 0.15548 0.17995 : 

‘LABOR : i i ! i 

‘Direct Labor | 1.00: 20287.0 3879.0 5.23 | 3468.0 4801.7 7.64 | 0.80830 0.23788 0.46080 | 

'Indirect Labor 1 0,00! 47348.0 9802.9 4.63 | 66275.0 8848.5 7.49 | 0.359974 0.09734- 0.55072 | 

Sub-total i > 67635.0 | 102960.0 | 0.52229 9,00096- 0.52575 | 

‘Other Labor Costs ' i ! ! 

iHospitalization i: 0.00! 570.0 71,5 7.97 | 1197.0 85.3 14.03 } 1.10000 0.19294 0.76075 | 

‘Seainar Fees 1 0.00! 140.0 31.5 4.44 | 254.0 47.0 5.40! 0.81429 0.49175 0.21622 | 
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Table 6.4.5: Raw Data Report (cont'd) 
B-1990 15:26:79 Filasticse Dept. INFUT Faqae# 2 

CENTRE - 1 
January vs. March 

VALLES are in DOLLARS 

  

DESCRIPTION » REVA: AEFERENCE PERIOD : REVIEW PERIOD CHANGE in RATIO 

‘ / WALUE QUANTITY = FRICE © VALUE QUANTITY = PRICE © VALUE © QUANTITY = -FETTE 
  

  

  

‘Rice Ration 001 1425.6 Ste. 4 2.03 + ITS. 381.7 7.88. GO BES89 G48 OG. d0eTS 

Suo-cotai : 1 2143.0 1 Tod. Wafeoee Ue iPI94 Y, 42305 

Tota: . 65778,0 » 106725.0 Q,9295: 0.00450 0. See 
  

uirert Materials 

$600) T25028.0 $5165.99 20.18 | S47819.0 12162. | TEES GSMS) OL 09LO7 Gat gre 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

A { rs 

4 00: 255460 008.4 M87 SEO ODED OTS. g.08TRE+ dsc: 
C “£.00! 126073.0 2008.0 41,94) 1877Is.0 «274300 «SGBE 1 O.ITIB2 OL OBT5KR 28799 
0 1.00; 3901.0 058.5 59.25; 3905.0 589.4 on. 24) 0.00089 0. 10491- G11 797 
E 1.00: 15845.0 20314.) 0.78 i 36374.0 46043.0 G75) 1.29561 1.26656 0. Of782 

F 14.00! 2875.0 35.8 84.97! 2584.0 30.4 BB.40.} 008683 0, 10266-08007 
6 ‘4.00! 191900 282.3 67.98 | 289730 417.4 69.41} 0.50980 0.47889 G.0z10a | 
'H 11,00! 48112.0 432.9 111.13! 60842.0 «533.6 114,03! 0.26459 0.25245 0.02410 

1 1.00! 1715.0 5.0 343.89} 2457.0 7.1 347.98} 0.43265 0.41581 0.01189 | 
‘Others 1,00! 46635.0 10503.4 4.44! 18032.0 3537.3 «5.40. | OBISBA- 0. 68208- 0.21022 

‘Sub-total + 545957.0  705890.0 : 0.29299 0.01558 0.27315 
Manufacturing Suoplies | 1.00! 14563,0 3200.0 4.44) 182920 3387.4 5.40! 0.2 0.03276 0.21622 | 

Sub-total 1 t 44563.0 ' 18292.0 + 0.25606 0.03276 0.21672 3 

Total + 540500.0 | 724182.0 ! 0.29203 0.01601 0.27167 ! 

Energy : i t i ' 

‘Fuel 11.00! 6863.0 1989.3 3.46 | 5760.0 1932.9 2.98} O.16316- 0,02834- 0. 13873-: 
Power 1,00! 9636.0 14825 6.50! 8783.0 1884.8 4.66 | 0.08852- 0.27137 0.28308: 

Total 1 ot 16519.0 : 14543.0 ! .11962- 0.13295 0.22293-! 

Other Inputs : ! i i ' 

‘Supolies { 0.00! 5718.0 1287.8 4,44 | 8538.0 1544.1 5.40! 0.45820 0.19897 0.21622 | 

Exoenses : 0.00; 42858.0 9652.7 4.44! 555500 10287.0 5.40} 0.29614 0.06572 0.21622 | 

TOTAL : 4857.0 | 63888. 0 | 0.31522 0.08140 0.21622 | 

Capital Expenses ! i ! i i 

‘Deoreci ation + 0,00! 9085.0 2081.74.44} 11762.0 2178.25.40} 0.29752 0.08685 0.21622 | 
Renairs and Maintenance } 0.00! 12426.0 2798.6 4.441 5655.0 4750.9 5.40} 1.06462 0.69758 0.21622 ! 
‘Rentals 0,00; «285.0 #4244 E7390 3220-540} 5.10175 4.01700 0.21622 . 

Total 1 28776.0 ' 39154.0 | Q.79813 0.47846 0.21622 
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Table 6.4.6: Raw Data R cont'd) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

B-1990 15:26:40 Flastics Dept. INFUT Faae# 7 
CENTRE - 1 

January vs. March 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

DESCRIPTION 1: REVA! REFERENCE PERIOD ! REVIEW PERIOD ' CHANGE in RATIO ' 

i ' | VALUE QUANTITY PRICE : VALLE QUANTITY PRICE | VALUE QUANTITY = PRICE 

‘Grand Total i + 7171490 + 948495.0 + 0.52259 0.03387 0.27926 

‘Fixed Assets + 0,00: 3500.3 3B410.0 0.143} 8122.1 34586.0 0.22 | 0.47666 0.04749- 0,55028 | 

‘Liquid Assets i ' i : 

‘Inventory and Receivables: 1.00: 39112.2 61515.8 0.64: 90968.9 75883.3 1.20! 1.32584 0.273356 0.88547 | 

‘Cash and Deferred Charges! 1.00! 14017.6 22046.8 0.64 | 591.4 493.3 1.20} 0.95781- 0.97742- 0.88547 

‘Grand Total i | 38630.1 i 99682.4 + 0.70019 0.08297- 0.85403 

i AGGREBATE : i 779779. 1 :1048177.4 i 0.50113 0.02150 0.52270 

iFixed Assets 1 0.00: 38410.0 38410.0 1.00: 36586.0  36586.0 1.00 | 0.04749- 0.04749- 0.00000 

‘Liquid Assets ' ' ' t 

‘Inventory and Receivables! 1.00! 273130.0 61515.8 4.44; 409770.0 75883.3 5.40 | 0.50027 0.23356 0.21622 

iCash and Deferred Charges: 1.00: 97868.0 22044.8 4.44; 2664.0 493.3 5.40 | 0.97279 0.97742- 0.21622 

‘Grand Total i + 409428.0 + 449020.0 + 0.09670 0.08297- 0.19593 

‘TOTAL ASSETS { + 409426.0 + 449020.0 \ 

‘RATE of RETURN (2) ! ‘ 52.76 ' 72.12 
  

REALST Can Generate "Challenge Budgets” 

Two information needs identified were: how low the selling price could go without 

sacrificing profitability and how the firm could respond to changes in market conditions. 

REALST has a method for generating a budget based on targeted or required productivity, 

budgeted sales volume, budgeted selling price, and budgeted cost resource price. Table 
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6.5.1 shows how REALST generates a budget based on percentage changes from a 

reference period data (called a challenge budget): 12% average improvement in productivity 

over January data which has been shown to be attainable in February and March, 15% 

increase in sales, no selling price increase, and 20% increase in resource costs. Given 

these data, a challenge budget is generated and when compared against the reference period 

actual data, Table 6.5.2 shows profitability will still increase by $7,804.80! The increase 

in sales and the improvement in productivity was able to offset the increase in costs without 

having to increase selling prices. These reports directly address the two information needs 

regarding selling prices and responding to market changes. A number of challenge budgets 

could be generated and evaluated to determine the most desirable target - Tables B.5.1 and 

B.5.2 comprise an example. 

Table 6.5.1: Challenge Budget Parameters 

LSUTIITUUAUAIIIY 

TMMAMANMMNNNNNNAMNNNNANNANNAS REALST BUDGET LAAAWNNAAININAAYINNNAAMMNIANNNANA 

, AAMAS 10:24:06 + 
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Do you want to change the specifications (Y/N)? N : 
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Fress Esc to CANCEL - 

ANNNNAAINNANNANINANNNNANYANNANNAINAINNINNINAINAINAAMMAIAINAINAINAINAANAAAAAANNANINAMMMPIAINIS, 
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Table 6.5.2: Management Report for Challenge Budget 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

96-02-1990 10:25:43 Flastics Dent. FROFIT Faqge# 1 

Management Reoort 
CENTRE - i 

January vs. Challenge Budget 

VALUES are in DOLLARS 

' ' ‘ EFFI:CT OF 

; REFERENCE REVIEW | REALST : ! 

' PERIOD PERIOD | PROFIT | PRODUCTIVITY { PRODUCT «| RESOURCE ‘PRICE RECOVERY 

: VALUE VALUE : VARIANCE; 1% VARIANCE : VOLUME ‘ALLOCATION: VARIANCE | 

: A Bt c = D + B 
i i D = E + F , 

‘TOTAL PRODUCTS + -933176.0 =: 1073152.4 | i 

i> Labor ' 69778.0 85976.5 | S73i.B-; 12.00 10317.2 8908.4 . 1408.8 16048, 9- 

i> Materials/Supols ' 560500.0 690616.1 | 46041,1-1 12.00 82873.9 ).0 82873.9 126915.0-! 

i> Eneroy \ 16519.0 20355.8 | 1356.9-) 12.00 2442.5 9.0 2442.5 3799, 4- 

‘= Other Inouts i 48576.0 59852.6 | 3990,2-1 12.00 7182.3 8743.7 1341.4-  LU72.5-: 

i~ Capital Expenses i 21776.0 268311 | 178B.7-! 12.00 3219.7 3919.7 699, 9- 5008. - 

‘GRAND TOTAL - Resources | 717149.0 883430.0 | 5B908.7-! 12,00 106035.6 21571..7 B4463.9 164944, 3~ 

{GRAND TOTAL -- Assets i 58630. 1 7 64713.5 | 12.00 85.3 é.3 771 64628, 2 

| AGGREBATE | 775779.3 BBATALL i 7804.8} 12,00 106120.9 2158¢.0 B4540.9 98316. 1- 
  

REALST’s Cost Reports Provide Information Similar to Standard Cost Accounting 

In this section, I present the similarities and distinctions between information 

provided by REALST and Standard Cost Accounting. Standard Cost Accounting 

information can be obtained from one of the optional reports RE ST can generate, 1.¢., 

REALST Cost Reports, if the budget using standard costs and quantities are used for the 

base or reference period. Table 6.6.1 is the summary Management Cost Report. This is 

similar to a profit report except that instead of analyzing profitability, productivity and price 

recovery, it only analyzes changes in costs as affected by changes in input and output 

quantities (productivity) and input costs. 
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Figure 6.4 shows the similarity and difference between Stanclard Cost Accounting 

and REALST Cost Variance analysis. Consider Qo as the budgeted or standard resource 

quantity; Qn as the actual resource quantity used; Qnp as the resource quantity that should 

have been used had the planned productivity ratio been achieved or had resource 

consumption changed in direct proportion to the change in the quantity of output produced; 

Po as the budgeted or standard resource unit cost ; and, Pp as the actual resource unit cost. 

The area representing QoPo is the budgeted/standard resource total cost; while the area 

representing QnPn is the actual resource total cost. The difference between the budgeted 

total cost and the actual total cost can be explained by the differences in three factors: the 

product quantity, the resource quantity, and the resource unit cost. To simplify the 

analysis, the product quantity is first held constant using actual quantity produced. Based 

on the actual product quantity, the corresponding resource quantity is computed 

maintaining the same product quantity/resource quantity ratio (productivity) as in the 

budget. The resulting quantity is Qnp. For example, if the budget calls for a resource 

quantity, Qo = 100 to produce 50 widgets and only 40 widgets were actually produced, 

then Qnp = 80. The variance can now be explained based on changes in resource quantity 

and resource cost. This variance is what is called the "Total Flexible Budget Variance” in 

Standard Cost Accounting (Smith, Keith, and Stephens, 1986) or the REALST Product 

Cost (refer to Table 6.6.1), represented by the shaded areas in Figure 6.4. Note that while 

the components of the shaded areas are different, their total areas are equal. Hence, if 

standard cost accounting analysis is done on the Company C Plastics Department, the total 

flexible budget variance for each cost category will be equal to the REALST Product Cost 

Column entries of Table 6.6.1. Note also that there is an unexplained difference between 

the budgeted cost and the actual cost in both Figure 6.4 ({Qnp-Qo} x Po) and Table 6.6.1 

(i.e., the difference between the values in the two periods is not equal to the REALST 
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Product Cost Variance). This unexplained difference is due to the difference between 

budgeted product quantity and the actual quantity produced. Table 6.7.1: Executive Report 

- Cost Reconciliation portrays this difference as the contribution from change in product 

  

  

  

  

  

volume. 

Table 6.6.1; Management Report on Operating Costs 

05-25-1990 15:53:26 Flastics Dept. COST Fagqe# i 
- Management Report 

. CENTRE - 1 

— January vs. February ~ 

VALUES are in DOLLARS ~ + 

i ' i EFFECT OF ; 

i REFERENCE REVIEW | REALST ! 

i PERIOD PERIOD: PRODUCT : PRODUCTIVITY | PRODUCT : RESOURCE | RESOURCE 

' VALLE VALLE } COST: 2% VARIANCE + VOLUME ‘ALLOCATION! Zz PRICE; 

: A Bi C = D + 6 

! : D = €£ 4 F 

i- Labor i 69778.0 94182.0 | 9B76.0-: 15.36  144467.5  13562.3 905.1 28.88 =. 24343.,4-, 

i> Materials/Suppls i = 560500.0 731465.0 | 34266.9-i 7.98 58394.7 0.0 £8394.7 16.64 112661.4-1 

i- Energy- . 1 16519.0 15690.0 | 4268.3 | 12.89 2022.4 0.0 2022.4 11.25 9 2245.9 | 

i~ Other Inputs i 48574.0 65789.0 | 70%.3-i = 1.67 1096.1 11526.0 10429.9- 13.96 8195. 4-1 

i- Capital Expenses 1  21776.0 27176.0 | 2846.2-: 2.77 807.7 5166.9 4359. 2- 13.96 3675.9-! 

(BRAND TOTAL - Resources : 717149.6 936302.0! 69840.0! 8.20 76788.4 30255.3 9 44533.1 16.92  146426.4-; 
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Conclusion: An Analyst Can Draw Out and Portray All the Information 
Needed by Company C Managers from REALST Reports 

The preceding section shows that REALST reports contain all the processed data 

needed to draw out information needed by Company C managers. I have also shown that 

while REALST provides some data similar to Standard Cost Accounting data, the latter 

does not provide all the data REALST provides. REALST by itself does not provide 

information which I define as biased data - something a manager can use to make 

decisions. An analyst will need to closely look at the reports, mterpret the data, and 

Summarize the information including graphically portraying the most important 

information, just like what I did in the preceding section. He will need to decide which 

detailed reports to show and that decision will be based on how he interprets the data from 

the summary REALST reports. 

Since all the information needed by Company C managers could be obtained from 

REALST reports, I did not see the need to try other versions. After all, only REALST and 

LTV's versions compute challenge budgets - one of the needed information; and while the 

LTV version computes challenge budgets, it does not provide the choice of the level of 

detail in the reports like REALST does. 
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Chapter 7: Center D Is Developing a TFPM Application to 

Track and Analyze Performance, Evaluate Plans and Budgets, 
nd_ Devel Basis for Gainsharing 

Case Summary 

This case uses a different approach from the three previous cases discussed. 

Instead of starting with determining the information needs before developing the 

appropriate TFPM application, the application was first developed and then the analysts 

portrayed and presented all the information obtained from the application to Center D's top 

management team. The top managers then prioritized what they considered the most 

relevant information as the basis for making decisions and initiating action. The resulting 

list of information needs will be compared against the common information needs of the 

first three cases to check the internal validity of measuring information needs. 

The information portrayed deals with the analysis of the past year’s month by 

month performance against the average monthly performance two years ago, an evaluation 

of plans and budgets for the coming fiscal year, and the implications on gainsharing for the 

planned performance. 

Introduction 

Center D is a non-profit university-based quality and productivity center with 

performance measurement as one of its main research areas. Center D tries to practise what 

it preaches and hence, it automatically becomes a research site for most of its areas of 

research. This situation has facilitated the development of a TFPM application for Center 

D. 

Center D tried to develop a TFPM application about two to three years ago, but did 

not have the necessary data. Fortunately, Center D's management support system which 

focused mainly on financial and accounting information was also being developed. This 
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turned out to be a pleasant surprise when we looked at the data currently available; they 

were already in the form that could easily be processed to develop a TFPM application. |] 

believe that while the development of the management support _svstem did not aim to 

provide data fora TFPM application, the previous awareness of the lack of TFPM data may 

ve _inflyenced the collection, retrieval, an is also show 

Data Collection, Retrieval, Processing, and Reporting 

Data collection, retrieval, processing, and reporting were done mainly by one of 

Center D's more senior associates, with my assistance. The Finance and Administration 

Director provided and verified the data used for the TFPM application. Having three of us 

involved in the development of this TFPM application helped maintain data integrity. 

Outputs were classified into projects/programs, products, and contributions from 

associates and the department where Center D is affiliated. The quantity used for 

projects/programs is the number of projects and programs for which there was activity 

during the month. We assumed that activity leads to either a tangible or intangible output 

bringing the project or program closer to final completion. The project/programs revenue is 

the accrued service revenue found on the Monthly Income Statement. Dividing 

project/programs revenue by the quantity yields the average price. 

The products revenue is the accrued sales revenue found on the Monthly Income 

Statement. An index similar to the Consumer Price Index is used fer the product price. A 

figure of 100 was assigned as the base year price index and indices for subsequent periods 

are based on percentage price changes from the base period. The product quantity is 

obtained by dividing the revenue by the price index. Hence, product quantity has no 
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meaning in the absolute sense; it only has meaning in a relative sense, when compared with 

a quantity in another period. 

The third output category consists of contributions from associates in terms of 

unpaid overtime and other revenues from the department where Center D is affiliated in 

terms of salaries of some principal investigators and provision of facilities. This category 

is not strictly an output but had to be included to offset the effects of overtime, salaries of 

some principal investigators, and facilities costs which were all included as inputs to match 

the Center's accounting reports. 

Inputs were classified into labor; materials and facilities; computers, furniture, and 

equipment; and travel. Total Labor Cost was obtained from the Monthly Income 

Statement. Labor quantity was computed from the Monthly Level of Effort Tracking 

Sheets. Average labor cost was calculated by dividing the total cost by the quantity. 

Materials and Facilities Total Cost was obtained by subtracting depreciation costs for 

computers, furniture, and equipment from the total operating expenses. Materials and 

Facilities average cost was obtained using the Producers Price Index for Paper and 

Commercial Printing which represents the bulk of this input. Materials and Facilities 

quantity was calculated by dividing the total cost by the average cost. Computers, 

Furniture, and Equipment Depreciation Total Cost was obtained from the Monthly Budget 

Detail Report. An assumed rate of return had the depreciation cost been invested in a 

money market fund was used for the Computers, Furniture, and Equipment depreciation 

average cost. The quantity for this input category was calculated by dividing the total cost 

by the depreciation average cost. Total Travel Cost was obtained from the Monthly Detail 

Budget Report. The Consumer Price Index for Airfare, Lodging Cut-of-Town, and Food 

Out Cost was used for the average travel cost and the travel quantity was computed by 

dividing the total cost by the average cost. Like the product quantity, the Materials and 
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Facilities quantity, Computers, Furniture, and Equipment quantity, and the Travel quantity 

have meaning only in relation to the corresponding numbers in other periods; they have no 

meaning in absolute terms. 

After collecting and verifying the data, parallel rans were made on SCORBORD 

and REALST. Results of the two runs were compared and found to have no conflicts nor 

significant differences except for the difference in dollar effects due to the inherent 

difference in the formulas. SCORBORD uses base period costs while REALST uses 

review period costs to compute the dollar effects of changes in productivity, price recovery, 

and profitability. If dollar effects are used as indicators of the magnitude of the impact of 

the changes rather than the absolute basis for say, how much gains to share, then it will not 

matter whether SCORBORD or REALST dollar effects are used, If the dollar effects are 

used as the absolute basis for other purposes such as determining how much gains to share 

or for determining optimal production levels, the REALST dollar effects (using review 

period costs) will be a better number to use as it represents the current value of money for 

the review period, | 

Monthly average data for fiscal year 88-89 were first used as base period against 

monthly data for July, 1989 - April, 1990. Then, worst and best case monthly average 

budgets for fiscal year 90-91 were run against fiscal year 88-89 and fiscal year 89-90 

monthly averages. The results are presented in the next section. 

Information Obtained 

Past Performance 

Figure 7.1 clearly shows that profit performance was driven by price recovery, not 

productivity. Without doing a correlation analysis, and just by looking at the chart, it is 

obvious that this was the case as the profitability line closely followed the price recovery 
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line, almost unaffected by the productivity line. The question raised by Center D's 

Business Development Director was why price recovery was so high in October 1989 

while productivity just slightly increased when this month was the peak of activities and 

deliverables for one of the major clients. We agreed this had to do with how the outputs 

were counted. Since most of the activities were for just one rnajor client, they were 

counted as only one unit of output quantity when it could have been equivalent to as much 

as 20 small projects. This brought the need to further refine the definition of 

project/program output quantity to say, use the concept of client engagements. This 

concept though is still not well defined. The idea is to be able to break down 

project/program outputs into sets of deliverables that have less variance in terms of levels of 

activities and number of deliverables. Nevertheless, once the data are refined, the directors 

confirmed that the information portrayed in this figure would be valuable to them. The 

Business Development Director further explained that the high price recovery in the later 

months of 1989 was caused by a few high revenue-generating projects that could actually 

be broken down and counted as smaller client engagements; while in the early months of 

1990, the trend reversed as people scrambled on a number of smaller low to no revenue- 

generating projects that increased productivity but decreased price recovery. Had the few 

high-revenue generating projects been broken down and counted as smaller client 

engagements, the productivity and price recovery lines may have switched trends 

depending on the actual number of client engagements counted. 
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Figure 7.1: Profitability is Driven By Price Recovery 

Figure 7.2 shows that labor profitability together with materials and facilities drive 

overall profitability. The chart may look too crowded and confusing at first glance but a 

careful look will show that total profitability follows labor and materials profitability. 

Color coding the lines helped us see this information. 
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Figure 7.3 shows that labor productivity continuously dragged down total 

productivity. While other partial productivities fluctuated mostly over the total productivity 

line, total productivity just stayed over the labor productivity line which mostly remained 

low (below 1). The directors felt that this was mainly caused by the fact that in fiscal year 

88-89, Center D employed less total manpower but with higher average base pay, while in 

fiscal year 89-90, the total manpower was higher with lower average base pay. This 

explanation is supported by Figure 7.4 which shows labor price recovery pulling up total 

price recovery while in Figure 7.3, labor productivity dragged down total productivity. 
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Figure 7.3: Labor Productivity Drives Total uctivity 
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Note also in Figure 7.4 that the behavior of the price recovery trend lines was not as 

erratic as the productivity trend lines in Figure 7.3. This could be attributed to more 

consistent budgeting/costing/pricing guidelines as compared with the more frequent 

changes in resource allocation and the diversity of the project and program resource 

requirements. 
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Figure 7.4: Labor Price Recovery Drives Total Price Recovery 

These charts indicate how Center D performed in terms of profitability, 

productivity, and price recovery. Discussions of these results with the directors of Center 

D have focused on what caused the data to be such, how to better improve performance, 
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and how to better improve the measures. After discussing past performance, plans and 

budgets were also evaluated. 

Evaluation of Plans and Budgets 

The evaluation of plans and budgets was done by applying TFPM to the worst and 

best case budgets for fiscal year 90-91 using actual data from fiscal years 88-89 and 89-90 

as base periods. Table 7.1 shows the summary of results from the REALST evaluations of 

the budgets. 

Table 7.1 shows that Center D will have difficulty surviving in the worst case 

scenario budget for fiscal year 90-91. Even in the best case scenario, Center D will just be 

able to match the profitability performance in fiscal year 88-89, and improve profitability 

compared to fiscal year 89-90 by 20% or $27,444. However, profitability change will be 

driven by increasing price recovery thereby offsetting decreasing productivity. Because of 

the productivity trend, Center D cannot justify additional resources, particularly for labor, 

unless the strategy is really to hire more people with less base pay and less expected 

average Output in relation to those in the base period. 
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Table 7.1: Summary of Results of REALST Evaluation Runs for Monthly Average 
Budgets Vs, Past Performance 

  

  

  

  

      
  

Budget Period 

FY 90-91 Worst Case FY 90-91 Best Case 

Bi) EY | + Total-Factor Productivity will decrease | * Total-Factor Productivity will decrease 
a} 88- | by 57% or ($63,579). Productivity of} by 41% or ($55,858) driven by labor 
s} 89 all resources will decrease with labor] productivity decreasing by 40% or 
e productivity decreasing by 60% or| ($29,327) and materials and facilities 

($40,139) and materials and facilities] productivity decreasing by 54% or 
productivity decreasing by 61% or| ($25,804). 
($20, 806). * Total price recovery will increase by 

¢ Total price recovery will increase by| 67% or $54,499 mainly due to labor 
69% or $32,326 mainly due to labor| price recovery increasing by 98% or 
price recovery increasing by 95% or} $42,959. 
$25,643. ¢ Minimal change in total profitability. 

* Total profitability will decrease by 
28% or ($31,253). 

P|FY | Total-Factor Productivity will decrease | * Total-Factor Productivity will decrease 
e}89- | by 32% or ($36,609) driven by labor| by 10% or ($36,609) driven by travel 
r{/90 productivity decreasing by 32% or| productivity decreasing by 27% or 
i ($21,857) and materials and facilities} ($3,458) and materials and facilities 
Oo productivity decreasing by 30% or| productivity decreasing by 20% or 
d ($10,388). ($9,680). 

¢ Total price recovery will increase by|* Total price recovery will increase by 
32% or $24,920 mainly due to labor| 34% or $42,145 mainly due to labor 
price recovery increasing by 36% orj| price recovery increasing by 38% or 
$16,244. $27,356. 

¢ Total profitability will decrease by} Total profitability will increase by 20% 
10% or ($16,688). or $27,444. 

Gainsharing Implications 

  
Gainsharing best case is 7.4% ($5,201 net income, $33,753 participating payroll, 

50% sharing ratio). Bonuses, however, will be earned through price recovery, not 

productivity. To attain 10% gainsharing, net income will have to be $6,750. For 

gainsharing to be earned through productivity, the dollar effects from changes in 

productivity, particularly from labor productivity, must be at least $6,750. Given the best 
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and worst case budgets, this seems to be very difficult to attain for Center D. Some 

strategic shifts in allocation of resources need to be made to attain such a productivity gain. 

Conclusions and Lessons Learned 

At the end of our meeting, the directors of Center D agreed that the information that 

would be useful for them from the TFPM reports were: (1) tracking and analyzing what 

drives performance, (2) evaluating plans and budgets, (3) developing a basis for 

gainsharing, and (4) having an overall performance measure that relates financial measures 

(profitability) to countable outputs and inputs (productivity) and changes in prices and costs 

(price recovery). The first two were deemed most important as the directors felt they could 

really use the information immediately; while the last two were less important. Developing 

a basis for gainsharing is not a must but a desired outcome for the future and the fourth 

information need was subordinated to the first one. These prioritized information needs 

will be further discussed and compared with information needs of other case studies in the 

next chapter. 

When the results of the TFPM runs were first presented to the directors of Center 

D, a summary sheet of the most relevant data was used as a cover sheet for the detailed 

reports and figures. The directors commented that what were presented to them were still 

data. What they considered information were the meaning and interpretation they perceived 

from the data presented, For them, the information consisted of the explanations in their 

Operational terms (i.e., the users’ day-to-day language) on why the numbers turned out to 

be what they were (what caused them to be such) and this gives them an idea about what 

could be done to attain the desired changes. This implies that to interpret the meaning of 

the TFPM processed data, the analysts and managers who intimately know the operations 

f the organization hav work closel her Ww information from TEPM and 

hem in ion mm 
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This case study also shows evidence that a good accountirig/financial information 

system should provide the necessary TFPM data. Center D's accounting/financial 

information system was not necessarily designed to provide TFPM data but we were able 

to retrieve the necessary data with minimal additional data processing. Center D's Finance 

and Administration Director further commented that TFPM reinforces the 

accounting/financial information system by helping give meaning to the numbers presented 

in the reports. This does not mean that the application was a "perfect" TFPM application as 

developed. As discussed earlier, the directors agreed there was a need to further refine the 

definition of outputs in terms of client engagements. This refinement will not only help in 

developing better measures but also in planning resource allocations, budgeting, and 

scheduling. 

Finally, this case study has convinced me that the alternative approach to 

developing TFPM applications [used in this case study could prove to be more effective. I 

had difficulty identifying the information needs from interactions with managers in the 

previous cases, Many of them couldn't explicitly verbalize inforrnation needs, I had to 

continuously probe into their concerns, issues, and or problems to identify information 

needs, Then, I had to write down these needs and have managers verify the accuracy of 

my _ perception of their needs, In fact. Center D has also made attempts at identifying 

information needs before designing a more general measurement system, and has faltered 

in the development and implementation phases, In this case, I found it more effective to 

vel he TFPM lication fir resent all the information obtained from the 

application, and ask the managers which information are most useful to them. It has helped 

them look at accounting data and relate them to their operational performance. Particularly, 

in situations where the managers are not quite familiar with TEPM or even accounting and 

financial data, this approach would be effective in introducing TFPM, It could serve to 
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Chapter 8: Data Processing and the Results of the Research 

In this chapter, I compiled the user information needs from the four cases in the 

previous chapters and compared them with the results of two previous surveys to determine 

the common information needs the teaching TFPM model should address. Before 

developing the teaching TFPM model, I reviewed and evaluated how the available TFPM 

versions addressed the information needs in each of the cases to decide what features 

should be included in the teaching TFPM model and what features need to be designed. 

This is my way of proposing resolutions to the methodological issues and differences of 

the available TFPM versions. Then I developed the teaching TFPM model and evaluated it 

using the same procedure for evaluating the appropriateness of the available versions to the 

cases. | also compared the teaching model with prescriptions from related literature on 

what TFPM should do. 

Common User Information Needs 

Table 8.1 summarizes the information needs collected from the four cases discussed 

in the previous chapters. The managers were asked to assign weights to the information 

needs they identified on a scale of 1-100 according to their importance in decision making. 

I summed up the weights and those with the highest weights were selected as the common 

information needs. Actually, without looking at the weights, it was quite obvious that there 

were four common information needs. I did the computations as planned to determine the 

magnitude of differences in the average weights. The differences in magnitude were 

minimal for the common information needs but highly significant if we compare the 

percentages of the common against the information needs specific to two cases (21%-25% 

vs.2% and 6%). The common information needs are: 
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1. Use for Planning - to be able to use TFPM reports to evaluate plans and budgets against 

past performance, responding to fluctuations in the environment, evaluating and 

maximizing resource allocation options, and generating challenge budgets. 

2. Measurement and evaluation of past performance to assess the overall impact of 

improvement efforts and relate physical measures to profitability. 

3. Measurement of units within a firm and aggregating those measures to the firm level 

measures to ascertain the units' contribution to firm performance. 

4. Measurement and relationship of partial factors to total-factor productivity, price 

recovery and profitability to determine which factors drive overall performance. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                  
  

  

  

Table 8.1: Summary of Weighted Information Needs from the Case Studies 

Info Needs/ Plant A Division B Company C Center D Total % 
Relative - 
Importance 

Measure *Impact of *Physical/ *Physical/ «Physical/ 
Overall Past Improvement | Financial Financial Financial 
Performance | Efforts Measures Measures Measures 

100 50 100 50 300 24 

Measure WIP *Roll up of 
Departments/ Plant 
WIP Measures 

88 100 80 268 21 

Partial *Labor vs. *Labor «What Drives 
Measures Material Cost Contribution | Performance 

82 80 100 262 21 

Use for « Maximize ¢ Challenge *Pricing/ * Evaluating 
Planning Resource Budgets Fluctuations | Plans/ 

Allocation in Market Budgets 

38 100 80 100 318 25 

Analysis by 26 26 2 
Product 

|Gainsharing — | {75 | 75 | 6 
1249 99 
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The two other information needs identified could actually be addressed by 

providing the related common information. Analysis by product could be treated as a 

special case of measuring units within a firm and aggregating these measures into the plant 

level measure. A product line could be considered as an organizational unit. Gainsharing 

information could be obtained from the measure of overall past performance as related to 

the partial measures. 

Other organizational concerns identified were integration of TFPM with existing 

systems particularly regarding the availability of data, allocation of indirect and overhead 

costs, Activity-Based Cost Accounting, and Standard Cost Accounting. While these are 

not information needs, they are concerns that have to be addressed in developing a TFPM 

application. These concerns were addressed in the case studies and will again be discussed 

in the development of the teaching TFPM model. 

I compared the four common information needs with the results of two related 

surveys. The first survey was done by the American Productivity (and Quality) Center and 

UCCEL Corporation (APC, 1985) on those firms who have sent representatives to 

APQC's productivity measurement seminars. Out of 183 respondents, 38% use TFPM. 

Figure 8.1 shows the reasons cited by the respondents for using TFPM. Another more 

recent survey (Steedle, 1988) of 1000 U.S. controllers cited basically the same reasons for 

using TFPM as the first survey. While the populations for these two surveys may have 

been different, they can both be subsets of the bigger population of TFPM users or 

possible users. 

The reasons with the highest frequencies in the first survey, strategic planning of 

options, validity of budgets or forecasts, screening report of current performance, and 

diagnosis of past performance all correspond with three of the four common information 

needs identified from the case studies. Only the need for measures of performance of units 
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within a firm and aggregating those measures to firm level measures was not cited in both 

the APQC/UCCEL and Steedle surveys. This was also the only information need not 

identified in all the four case studies. John Parsons, Director for Economics and Finance 

of the National Productivity Institute of South Africa, who has been teaching and 

developing REALST applications worldwide, warms against developing TFPM applications 

for multiple organizational units until users have become quite familiar with the concepts 

and implementation of TFPM. Given all these considerations, initial TFPM applications 

should, therefore, not be developed with multiple units of analysis aggregated to the firm 

level measure until users have become quite familiar with TFPM concepts and 

implementation. But while a first-time user should not develop a TFPM application with 

multiple organizational units, he should be able to modify/upgrade his application later with 

multiple units aggregated to the firm level, using the teaching TFPM model. 
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Figure 8.1: APOC/UCCEL Survey Results on Reasons for Using TFPM 
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Evaluation of Available Versions as Applied to the Case Studies 

This section presents my evaluation of the available versions as applied to the case 

studies to determine what features should be incorporated into the teaching TFPM model 

and what features need to be designed, if any. 

As explained in Chapter 2, the main evaluation criteria will be the identified 

information needs for each case. The criteria will be addressed by the features of the 

versions being evaluated and the organizational conditions affecting the criteria. For 

example, the first information need identified in Chapter 4 - Plant A Case Study was the 

need to assess the impact of improvement efforts on overall performance, particularly on 

profitability. The first set of TFPM features addresses this need but as discussed in 

Chapter 3, different models and versions provide different data. The Productivity Indices 

Model portrays only productivity indices while the PPPR Model also relates productivity to 

profitability using price recovery and provides dollar effects of performance changes. 

Hence, the criterion "assessing impact on overall performance" could be addressed by two 

attributes: "performance indices portrayal” and "dollar effects portrayal." Figure 8.2 shows 

the transformation curve on how a TFPM version/application is rated on the attribute 

"dollar effects portrayal." If dollar effects are not portrayed, the version/application 

receives a rating of zero for this attribute; 5 for portraying only the dollar effects, 8.5 for 

reconciling (relative) dollar effects with changes in (absolute) profits, and 10 for analyzing 

and reconciling the (relative) dollar effects to changes in (absolute) costs. 
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Figure 8.2: Portrayal of Dollar Effects Transformation Curve 

Other attributes may not be how a feature provides for the information need but 

how the TFPM application is developed for the case conditions. For example, period 

length is not dependent on any TFPM model or version feature but dictated by 

organizational needs and/or conditions. For the case in Chapter 4, there will be too much 

variation in operations if the period length used is just one month. The best period length 

agreed upon by the analysts and managers is one quarter for period performance to be 

comparable with each other. This condition is portrayed in the transformation curve shown 

in Figure 8.3. 
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Figure 8.3: Portrayal of Dollar Effects Transformation Curve 

  

Since some attributes are dependent on a particular case, their transformation curves 

may vary from case to case. However, attributes that are dependent on how features of 

TFPM versions respond to common information needs will have the same transformation 

curves across all cases. 

Criteria and attributes are all weighted and a weighted average rating could be 

obtained for each TFPM version/application. This is how the PRFORM software was used 

in this research to obtain an evaluation rating for each TFPM version/application for each of 

the case studies. Table 8.2 shows the evaluations of SCORBORD and REALST 

applications to the case in Chapter 4. The first five criteria and their weights were taken 

from the information needs identified by the users. I added two other criteria (unused 

data/features and software supported) to further evaluate each version. Some versions have 

features or report data that are not used in the application. These features or extra data, 

aside from not adding value to the application, may confuse first-time users. Hence, the 
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more unused data or features a version has, the lower its rating. Table 8.2 shows the 

SCORBORD application for Plant A obtained an average rating of 8.5 while the REALST 

application averaged 9.5 on a scale from 0 to 10. 

Table 8.2: PRE valuati lications to Plant A 

Memory: 342K °SCORBORD 8.5°REALST 9.5 

444444444444444444444444446444444464444444444446444444 446444444 644448464 4444444 
Description ° Weight? Raw ° Adjust ° Raw ° Adjust 

AabSSSSAASASSASAEASASSASAAAESSASASACSASASASASASAESSASASASSEAASSSSS4AAAO4EShSh4444 
Performance Measure °* 20 ° ° 7.5 ° °10.0 

Performance Indices ° 50 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 
$ Effects Portrayal ° 50 ° 1.00 ° 5.0 ° 3.00 ° 10.0 

Measure Dep’ts./WIP ° 18 ° ° 6.5 ° ° 9.2 
Aggregation ° 54 ° 1.00 ° 5.0 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 
Level of Detail 46 ° ° 8.4 ° ° 8.4 

Input/Output Matching® 36° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0 
Base Period Choice ° 33° 1.00° §.0° 1.00° 5.0 
Period Length ° 31° 3.00° 10.0° 3.00° 10.0 

Partial Measures ° 17 ° °10.0 ° °10.0 
Level of Detail ° 50° 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 
Treatment_of Capital ° 50 ° 2 10.0 ° ° 10.0 

Include’Capital Input°® 50° 1.00° 10.0° 1.00° 10.0 
No Capital Input ° 50° 0.00° 10.0° 0.00° 10.0 

Use for Planning ° 15 ° 1.00 °10.0 ° 1.00 °10.0 
Analysis by Product ® 10 ° 1.00 °10.0 ° 1.00 °10.0 
Unused Data/Features ° 10 ° 2.00 ° 6.7 9 2.90 ° 6.7 

Software Supported ° 10 ° 1.00 °10.0 ° 1.00 °10.0 
o ° ° Oo 3 
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Only those versions which I considered the two most appropriate ones based on the 

information requirements were evaluated for each case. There was no need to try all the 

versions for each case as it was apparent that some would not be able to provide the 

information required. The PRFORM evaluations and the transformation curves used to 

evaluate each of the versions applied to each of the cases are shown in the Chapter 

Appendix. Table 8.3 summarizes the results of those evaluations. 

Table 8.3: Summary of PRFORM Evaluations of Each of the Versions Applied to Each of 
the Cases 

  

  

  

    

Versions Plant_A Division B Company C Center _D 

REALST 9.5 9.4 9.2 8.8 

SCORBORD 8.5 8.5 

Craig & Harris | 5.0 

LTV 7.6           
  

It is obvious from Table 8.3 that REALST is the most flexible version as it has 

outscored all the other versions. This is because it has more features than other versions 

and can, therefore, provide most of the information needed in each of the cases. The task 

of developing the teaching TFPM model then becomes simplifying REALST to make it 

easier to understand, incorporating other features from other versions that best address 

common information needs, and proposing report and portrayal formats to facilitate 

information portrayal. 

Teaching TFPM Model Development 

In order to simplify REALST, I looked at its features that were not used in the case 

Studies especially those that did not address any of the common information needs. 

The REALST feature that takes some attention away from the basic analysis of 

profitability using productivity and price recovery is the concept of resource variability. 
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This concept enables REALST to allocate the effects of productivity changes into capacity 

utilization of fixed resources and efficiency of using variable resources as discussed in 

Chapter 3. While this concept may be a powerful analytical tool, its validity depends on the 

accuracy of the estimate of how variable or fixed a particular resource is. The other 

REALST feature that does not address any common information need is the way REALST 

especially treats capital input in terms of return on investment. These features further 

complicate matters particularly for first-time users. I believe these are advanced features for 

more advanced users. Hence, these two REALST features will not be included in the 

teaching TFPM model. 

Table 8.4 is the spreadsheet portrayal of the teaching TFPM model I developed. 

Columns A through G are fairly standard PPPR Model columns following the relationship 

V = Qx P for both the base and review periods. The change ratios (Columns H, I, and J) 

are also standard PPPR Model columns with some slight variations. The individual output 

or input rows are obtained by simply dividing review period value, quantity, or price by 

their corresponding data in the base period. The variations deal with how average changes 

in quantity and price are computed for all outputs and all inputs. Most PPPR Model 

versions use base period price-weighted (Laspeyres) average quantity change ratio and 

review period quantity-weighted (Paasche) average price change ratio for both outputs and 

inputs. The latest REALST version (3.0) follows the same convention for outputs but uses 

review period price-weighted (Paasche) quantity change average ratio and base period 

quantity-weighted (Laspeyres) average price change ratio for inputs, This is done to avoid 

the possibility of having conflicting signals from performance change ratios and the dollar 

effects of the performance changes. I shall show an example of this issue later in this 

chapter and also show the mathematical derivations in the Appendix. 
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Columns K, L, and M are performance indices portrayed in the APQC and VPC 

versions. The Productivity Indices Model shows only column L as it is not concerned with 

portraying profitability or price recovery. Gollop's version and REALST also portray only 

the productivity indices while Miller does not show any indices although all three portray 

the dollar effects of profitability, productivity, and price recovery changes. The indices are 

simply obtained by dividing the average change ratios of the output value, quantity, and 

price by each corresponding input change ratio including the average input change ratio for 

all inputs. 

Columns N, O, and P have not been portrayed in any previous versions. I decided 

to portray these columns to facilitate understanding of the meaning of Columns Q, R, and 

S, and reconcile the change in absolute profits from the base period to the review period 

with the dollar effects of the performance changes. Columns N, ©, and P represent what 

should have been the values or total costs, quantities, and unit costs of the inputs had they 

changed in direct proportion to the change in overall average revenues, quantities, and 

prices of outputs, respectively. This is similar to the concept of a flexible budget in 

standard cost accounting. The only difference is that standard cost accounting uses 

standard unit costs (as in base period unit costs) instead of projecting what the unit costs 

should be in direct proportion to the average change in output price. For example, total 

average quantity of output increased by 13%; therefore, input quantities are also expected to 

increase by 13% of their quantities in the base period. The implied assumption is that 

productivity remains constant from the base period to the review period. The same 

assumption is made for price recovery. Therefore, the change in profit from the base 

period to this hypothetical period (which is $37.86 for the example in Table 8.4) represents 

the change in profit due to the change in operating level or production volume. 
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[able 8.4: The Teaching TFPM Model in Spreadsheet Format 

  

  
  

  

                        

  

  

  

                      
  

  

  

  

  

  

                      
  

  

Base Period Data Review Period Data Change Ratios 

A B Cc D E F G H=E/B | laF/C | JeGD 

Vo ($) Qo Po ($) Vn ($) Qn Pn ($) AV AQ AP 

Output1 1,000 200] _5.00| 1,000 250 4.00| 1.000] 1.250] _ 0.800 

Output2| 2,200 200| 11.00 2,805.75 215] 13.05| 1.275] 1.075] ‘1.186 

Total 3,200 3,805.75 1.189 1.130 1.05277 

Labor 800 go! 10.00] 960.00 go| 12.00] 1.200] 1.000] 1.200 

Mat'ls 320 go} 4.00} 400.00 100 4.00] 1250] 1.250] 1.000 

Energy 60 1200 0.05| 65.00 1300 0.05 1.083 1.083 1.000 

Capital 1,820 500| 3.64] 1,820 500 3.641 1.0001 1.000] 1.000 

Total 3,000 3,245 1.082 1,027 1.053 

Profit 200 560.75 360.75 

Performance Indices Constant Performance Data Dollar Effects of Changes 

K L M N oO p Q R S 

=SHoMi | =Slo/li | =SJoi| =O°P | =C'Tlo | =D°SJo | =R4S | =(OFIG} =0(P-G) 

AProf AProd APR $Vnpr_ Qnp Pnr ($) AProf  AProd APR 

Labor 0.991] 1.130} 0.877] 951.44] 90.38] 1053] -8.56] 124.50] -133.06 

Mat'ls 0.951} 0.904] 1.053 | 380.58 | 90.38 4.21] -19.42] -38.50| 19.08 

Energy 1.098 | 1.043| 1.053] 71.36 1,355.63 0.05 | 6.36 2.78 3.58 

Capital 1.189] 1.130] 1.053 |2,164.52| 564.84 3.83 | 344.52 | 236.03 | 108.49 

Total 1.100 1.100 0.99946 3,567.89 322.89 324.81 -1.92 

Profit 237.86 37.8594 

Change in Profit From Base Period to Review Period Due to Changes in 360.75 

h i ratin i 
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The variances between the corresponding data of this "flexible budget" (Columns 

N, O, and P) and the actual data for the review period represent the changes in performance 

and are used in computing the dollar effects shown in Columns Q, R, and S. Column R: 

the dollar effects due to changes in productivity, is the difference between what input 

quantity should have been used had productivity remained constant (Column O) and the 

actual quantity used (Column F), multiplied by the actual unit cost of that input during the 

review period (Column G). The APQC, VPC, and Gollop's versions of TFPM use the 

base period unit costs to compute the dollar effects of productivity changes while REALST 

uses the current or review period unit costs. Since users need to know what the 

performance changes are costing them now and not what it would have cost them in the 

riod, I he current peri ni 

The dollar effects of price recovery changes are computed by multiplying the 

difference between what the unit costs should have been had price recovery remained 

constant from the base period to the review period (Column P), and the actual unit cost in 

the review period (Column G), by the input quantity that should have been used had 

productivity remained constant (Column O). 

Column Q: the dollar effects of changes in profitability is the sum of the dollar 

effects of changes in productivity (Column R) and changes in price recovery (Column S). 

The total of the dollar effects of changes in profitability over all the factors represent the 

total dollar effects of all changes, which is also the difference in profits of the flexible 

budget and the actual profit of the review period. The sum of the total dollar effects of all 

changes, and the difference between profits of the flexible budget and the profit from the 

base period equal the difference in profits of the review period and the base period. Using 

the data in Table 8.4, 
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Change in profit from the base to the flexible budget = 237.86 - 200 = $37.86 

+ Total dollar effi f changes in performan = $322. 

= Change in profits from the base period to the 

review period = 560.75 - 200 = $360.75 

This report format makes it easier for first-time users to understand that the dollar 

effects of changes in performance do not fully explain the difference between profits in the 

base and the review periods. This was a question I asked when I first came across TFPM 

and this is a question I always hear from first-time users. REALST and Gollop’s versions 

both portray these data but not as succinctly as they are portrayed in the teaching TFPM 

model spreadsheet. 

The next point I’ll discuss is how indices and dollar effects may be portrayed in 

graphic form to facilitate interpretation of the results. Since indices represent relative 

change, trend charts would most appropriately portray them. This is especially powerful 

when several periods are charted as in Chapter 7. Sometimes, the relationships between 

profitability, productivity and price recovery, and/or between the partial-factor indices and 

the total-factor indices are so clear, the reader will see what is really driving profitability 

without any formal correlation analysis. For dollar effects, I recommend using bar charts. 

They portray magnitudes and signs (+ or -) of the dollar effects and even what REALST’s 

Strategic Grids portray, i.e., where profitability changes come from: productivity or price 

recovery changes. They also show the contributions of partial factors to total-factor 

profitability, productivity, and price recovery.
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Figure 8.5: Bar Charts Show Dollar Effects of Changes in Profitability, Productivity, and 

Price Recovery for Partial and Total-Factors 

Before evaluating the teaching TFPM model, I’d like to first explain why I decided 

to use REALST’s combination of Laspeyres and Paasche ratios. As mentioned earlier, 

most PPPR Model versions use base period price-weighted (Laspeyres) average quantity 

change ratio and review period quantity-weighted (Paasche) average price change ratio for 

both outputs and inputs. The latest REALST version (3.0) follows the same convention 

for outputs but uses review period price-weighted (Paasche) quantity change average ratio 

and base period quantity-weighted (Laspeyres) average price change ratio for inputs. This 

is done to avoid the possibility of getting conflicting signals frorn performance change 

ratios and the dollar effects of the performance changes. Table 8.5 uses exactly the same 

data as in Table 8.4 but the change ratios are obtained by the usual combination of 

Laspeyres and Paasche ratios as in APQC's or VPC's versions. Table 8.5 shows how the 
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total-factor price recovery index (1.001) could show an increase in price recovery but have 

negative dollar effects (-1.92) if the usual combination of Laspeyres and Paasche change 

ratios are used! This is caused by the joint or interactive effects of changes in productivity 

and price recovery of the partial factors. 

  

  

  

                      
  

  

  

  

                      
  

Table 8.5: REALST and the Teaching TFPM Model Avoid the Mixed Signals Problem 

Base Poriod Data Review Period Data Change Ratios 

A B Cc D E F G HwE/B} IsF/C | J=G/D 

Vo ($) Qo__ Po ($) Vn ($) Qn Pn ($) AV AQ AP 

Output1 | 1,000.00 200, _ 5.004 1,000.00 250 4.00 1.000 1.25 0.800 

Output2]} 2,200.00 200 11.00} 2,805.75 21 13.059 1.275 1.07: 1.18 

Total 3,200.00 3,805.75 1.189 1.130 1.05277 

Labor 800.00 8 10.00 960.00 8 12.00) 1.20 1.000, 1.200 

Mat'ls 320.00 gq 4.00, 400.00 —100-— 4.001.250 1.25 __—*.00 

Energy 60.00 1200 0.05 65.08 1300 0.05 1.083 1.083 1.000 

Capital | 1,820.00 50 3.64] 1,820.00 500 3.64 1.000 1.000 1.00 

Total 3,000.00 3,245.00 1.082 1.028 1.05186 

Profit 200.00 560.75 369.75 

  

  

  

  

  

                      
  

Performance Indices Constant Performance Data Dollar Effects of Changes 

K=SHo/Hij L=dlo/li IM=YJo/Ji} N=O*P {O=C*Ylo} P=D*yJo | Q=R+S | R=(O-F)G }S=O(P-G) 

AProf AProd APR Vnpr ($) Qnp _ Pnr ($) AProf($)AProd($) APR($) 

Labor 0.991 1.130 0.877) 951.44 90.38 10.53 -8.56 124.5 -133.06 

Mat'ls 0.951 0.904) 1.053 380.58) 90.38 4.21] -19.42 -38.50 19.08 

Energy 1.098 1.049 1.059 71.36 1,355.63 0.05 6.36 2.78 3.58) 

Capital 1.18 1.130 1.053 2,164.52] 564.8 3.89 34454 236.03 108.49 

Total 1.100 1.099 1.001 3,567.89 322.89 324.81 -1.92 

Profit 237.86 37.8594 

cf h h ratin rPr i f 
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Evaluation of Teaching TFPM Model 

I evaluated the teaching TFPM Model in two ways. First, I used the same 

procedure for evaluating the TFPM applications to the case studies. I extended the 

PRFORM evaluations to include the teaching TFPM Model as one of the versions. 

Secondly, | compared the features and data provided by the teaching TFPM model against 

related literature. 

PRFORM Evaluations of the Teaching Model as Applied to the Case Studies 

Table 8.6 is the same as Table 8.3 except that the teaching TFPM model was added 

to the versions evaluated. The detailed evaluation results are shown in the Chapter 

Appendix. 

REALST scored higher than the teaching TFPM model because of the criteria, 

“software supported." Otherwise, the teaching model would have scored as high if not 

higher than REALST. Therefore, as far as applications to the cases are concerned. the 

teaching TFPM model can match if not do better than REALST or any other TFPM 

versions, 

RM Eval f Each of the Versions Applied to Each of 
t Leen! neluding the Teaching TFPM Model 

  

  

  

  

    

Versions Plant A Division B Company © Center D 

REALST 9.5 9.4 9.2 8.8 

SCORBORD 8.5 8.5 

Craig & Harris 5.0 

LTV 7.6 

Teaching Model 9.4 9.2 9.0 8.6           
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Comparison of the Teaching Model Features Against Related Literature 

I shall compare the features and data provided by the teaching TFPM model against 

what developers of other TFPM models have prescribed as characteristics of sound 

productivity measurement. First, Visser and Loggerenberg (1986) have listed the 

following characteristics: 

* provide simple and unambiguous signals to improve profit 

* break down change in profit into the underlying contributions from each resource 

used in production 

¢ break down the contribution to profit change from each resource into a productivity 

term and a price recovery term to isolate the effect of disparate change in product 

price vis-a-vis resource price 

¢ break down the productivity term into a capacity utilization and an efficiency term 

* use the price recovery term to evaluate whether productivity loss or productivity 

gain for a given resource is appropriate 

* transform the above measures for change in profit into corresponding measures for 

change in profitability, change in cost per unit of output, and change in 

performance index numbers 

* provide consistent signals for profit improvement regardless of the units in which 

the measure is expressed 

Except for breaking down productivity into capacity utilization and efficiency, and 

measuring change in cost per unit of output, the teaching TFPM model has all these 

characteristics. As explained earlier, I believe the breakdown of productivity into capacity 

utilization and efficiency should be an advanced feature for advanced users so it does not 

cloud the analysis of profitability into productivity and price recovery; while change in cost 

per unit of output is usually provided by accounting systems. 
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The American Productivity and Quality Center (APQC, 1989) in their workshop 

entitled, "How To Measure Productivity in Your Organization," discusses the following 

characteristics of a good Total Productivity Measurement System: 

* provide productivity trends 

* express productivity ratios in dollar terms with care to adjust for inflation 

¢ different items do not inflate at the same rate, thus separate adjustment is required 

¢ complex dollar-based productivity ratios are best used for diagnosis and long-range 

planning purposes at higher levels of the organization 

¢ there is a middle ground screening and reporting motive with still different 

characteristics 

* use of total productivity for long-range planning emphasizes the distinction between 

productivity and profitability 

* the core productive process is expressed in physical quantities of controllable inputs 

and outputs (productivity) 

¢ financial analysis is expressed in dollar values of revenue and expense (profitability) 

* price recovery puts prices on quantities or removes price effects from values 

The teaching TFPM model conforms with all these characteristics of a good total 

productivity measurement system. 

Miller (1988) suggests that understanding and explaining the basic processes of 

productivity measurement should be one of the major thrusts of productivity measurement 

research. I believe my research and its output - teaching TFPM moclel - is right in line with 

what Miller suggests and that the teaching mode! will in fact help in the understanding of 

the basic processes in Total-Factor Productivity Measurement, I have not come across any 

literature that prescribed anything contrary to what the teaching TFPM model does. 
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Chapter Appendix 

This Chapter Appendix presents all the details of the PRFORM evaluations. 

PRFORM Evaluations 

Table 8.7 presents the weighted information needs of the first case study on Plant A 

as the evaluation criteria. Each criterion is addressed by attributes and sub-attributes which 

are either TFPM version features or organizational requirements that need to be fulfilled by 

the TFPM application. The first criterion is to provide an overall rneasure of performance 

to show the impact of all improvement efforts. This criterion is addressed by TFPM 

features providing performance indices and dollar effects of the changes in performance. 

How well the features provide the information needed is discussed in the next section on 

transformation curves. 

The second criterion/information need is to provide measures for units within the 

firm and ascertaining their contributions to overall firm performance, as well as the effects 

of work-in-progress (WIP). This information need can be addressed by the TFPM 

capability for aggregating measures of units within a firm to the firm level measures. Some 

organizational conditions that affect an application's appropriateness deal with the level of 

detail in matching outputs with the corresponding inputs which are affected by WIP, the 

period length, and the choice of the base period. This issue was discussed in detail in 

Chapter 4. 

The third information need is to provide partial measures which are addressed by 

the level of detail in measuring inputs and outputs and the treatment of capital. By level of 

detail in outputs and inputs, I mean the number of levels inputs and outputs are aggregated. 

For example, if inputs are classified and aggregated as labor, materials, energy, and capital, 

there is only one level of detail. A second level is added if say, labor is broken down into 
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management, direct, and indirect labor. Treatment of capital is subdivided into two 

attributes, inclusion of capital input and if capital is not included, the attribute asks the 

question, were there any changes in capital resources between the base and review periods? 

This will be made clearer in the explanation of the corresponding transformation curve. 

The fourth information need is use for planning. The basic question here is, to 

what extent can the TFPM version being evaluated be used for planning purposes? The 

fifth information need deals with analysis of performance by product or product lines. The 

question here is, can the TFPM version be used to analyze performance by product? The 

sixth criterion deals with the number of features or data generated by the version that is not 

used in the application to address information needs. Finally, the last criterion deals mainly 

with the availability of software support for the TFPM version. 

The number to the right of the TFPM version is the weighted average score. Raw 

scores are adjusted using the transformation curves which will be discussed later in this 

Chapter Appendix. 

Table 8.7: PRFORM Evaluation of the TFPM Versions/Applications for Plant A 

Memory: 342K °SCORBORD 8.5°REALST 9.5°Teaching Model 9.4 
4445545555545555855456888805545555085555554455505855455165555445555550844444556444545444454085444445 

Description ° weight® Raw ° Adjust 7? Raw ° Adjust ° Ra ° Adjust 
S8466544555555545555446855644548456454454468556655545555 65 4555455445564444555 566545445 555565 0585888 
Performance Measure ° 20 ° 7.5 ° °10.0 °10.0 

Performance Indices ° 50 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 
§ Effects Portrayal ° 50 ° 1.00 ° 5.0 ° 3.00 ° 10.0 ° 3.00 ° 10.0 

Measure Dep’ts./WIP ° 18 ° ° 6.5 ° ° 9.2 ° ° 9.2 
Aggregation ; ° 54 ° 1.00 ° 5.0 ° 2.00 °? 10.0 ° 2.00 °* 10.0 
Level of Detail ° 46 °? ° 8.4 ° ° 8.4 ° ° 8.4 

Input/Output Matching® 36° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0 
Base Period Choice ° 33° 1.00° 5.0° 1.00° 5.0° 1.00° 5.0 

Period Length ° 31° 3.00° 10.0° 3.00° 10.0° 3.00° 10.0 

Partial Measures ° 17 ° °10.0 ° °10.0 ° °10.0 
Level of Detail ° 50 °¢ 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 

Treatment of Capital ° 50 ° °* 10.0 ° ° 10.0 ° ° 10.0 
Include Capital Input? 50° 1.00° 10.0° 1.00° 10.9° 1.00° 10.0 

No Capital Input ° 50° 0.009 10.0° 0.00° 10.9° 0.00° 10.0 

Use for Planning ° 15 ° 1.00 °10.0 ° 1.900 °10.0 ° 1.00 °10.0 
Analysis by Product ° 10 ° 1.00 °10.0 ° 1.00 °10.0 ° 1.00 °10.0 
Unused Data/Features ° 10 ° 2.00 ° 6.7 ° 2.00 ° 6.7 ° 0.00 °10.0 
Software Supported * 10 ° 1.00 210.0 ° 1.00 °10.0 ° 0.00 ° 5.0 

° e ° o a Q 6 
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Table 8.8 is the PRFORM Evaluation for Division B TFPM version/applications. 

Except for the change in the weights of the criteria which is determined by the users and the 

addition of the sub-attribute dealing with how indirect costs are allocated, the attributes in 

each criterion are the same as in Table 8.7. 

Table 8.8: PRFORM Evaluati F the TEPM Versions/Applications for Division B 

Memory: 342K °REALST 9.S5°LTV 7.6°Teaching Model 9.2 
SbESESERAESS448448844444441644414446441414444414644444 4446 SASS AG SGSSAOESEEEEES SAGAS EASSASSEOEKEEEEEA 

Deacription ® Weight? Raw ° Adjust ° Raw ° Adjust ° Raw * Adjust 

SEEREESASSAAAASAASAASAASENE 444444464444 444d ddd ddd 4A44 SAE G4SSSS AAEMESGAESSASSEBEREEASSASESEOERESSESE 

Measure Dep‘ts. /WIP ° 25 ° ° 9.2 ° * 5.5 » * 9.2 

Level of Detail ° 63 ° ° 8.7 ° : 8.7 ° . 8.7 

Indirect Costa Alloc ° 27° 0.50° §.0° 0.50° §.0” 0.so° §.0 

Input/Output Matching? 27° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0” 2.00° 10.0 

Base Period Choice ° 24° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0" 2.00° 10.0 

Period Length ° 23° 3.00° 10.0° 3.00° 10.0" 3.00° 10.0 
Aggregation 2 37 2 2.60 ° 10.0 ° 0.00 * 0.0 * 2.00 * 10.0 

Use for Planning ° 25 ° 1.00 °10.0 ° 0.50 * 5.0 ° 1.00 *10.90 

Performance Measure ° 13 ° °10.0 ° °10.0 « °10.0 

$ Effects Portrayal ° 50 ? 3.00 ° 1060.0 ° 3.00 * 10.0 °* 3.00 * 10.0 

Performance Indices ° 50 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 ° 10.0 § 2.00 * 10.0 

Unused Data/Featurea ° 13 ° 1.00 ° 8.3 ° 0.00 °10.0 ‘ 0.00 *10.0 

Partial Measuree ° 43 ° °10.90 ° *10.0 . *10.0 

Level of Detail ° so ° 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 * 10.0 ° 2.00 * 10.6 

Treatment of Capital ° $0 ° ° 10.0 ° ° 10.0 ¢ * 10.0 

Include Capital Input® 50° 1.00° 10.0° 1.00° 10.0° 1.00° 10.0 

No Capital Input ° 50° 0.90° 20.0° 0.00° 10.0° 6.00° 10.0 

Software Supported e143 ° 1.00 °10.0 9 1.00 °10.0 . 0.00 * 5.0 
* > a o 9 e e 
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Table 8.9 is very similar to Table 8.7 except for the weights of the criteria. 

Table 8,9: PRFORM Evaluation of the TFPM Versions/Applications for Company C 

Memory: 343K °REALST $.2°Craig & Harris 5.0°Teaching Model 9.0 

PET UTUVV CT ULUTUTTICTT TTC CIEL EECECTEEEECCEEECECICEECELECIECEEEECELECCLELUCLECCIECCLECCTEETCIEPLEEEE! 

Description ° Weight? Raw > Adjust ° Raw ° Adjusz ° Raw ° Adjust 

£485854448455444844545488444464444444644084088440486444048486 4448495 24S SSGSS GAS LAGSAERASSARSEAEASSSSAAS 

Performance Measure ° 23 ° °10.0 ° ° 2.5 ° °10.0 

$ Effects Portrayal ° 50 ° 3.00 ° 10.0 ° 0.00 ° 0.Q0 ° 3.00 °* 10.0 

Performance Indices ° so? 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 1.00 ° 5.0 ° 2.00 * 10.0 

Measure Dep’ta./WIP ° 18 ° °10.0 ° * 7.1 . °10.0 

Level of Detail ° 71° = 10.0 ° - 10.0 ° * 10.0 

Base Period Choice ° 43° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0* 2.00° 10.0 

Period Length ° 40° 1.00° 10.0° 1.009 10.0° 1.00¢ 10.0 

Input/Output Matching® 17° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0° 2.00° 10.0 

Aggregation ° 29° 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 0.06 °* 0.0 ° 2.00 * 106.0 

Partial Measures ° 18 ° ° 7.5 . ° 7.5 ° * 7.5 

Level of Detail ° 50 ° 3.00 ° 5.0 ° 3.00 ° 5.0 °* 3.00 °¢ 5.0 

Treatment of Capital ° 50 °¢ * 10.0 °* * 10.0 °* * 10.0 

Include Capital Input® 50° 1.00° 10.0° 1.00° 10.0° 1.00° 10.0 

No Capital Input . 50° 0.00° 10.0° 0.00° 10.0° 0.009% 10.0 

Use for Planning , ° 17 ° 1.00 *10.0 ° 0.00 * 0.0 * 1.00 *10.0 
Unused Data/Features ° i121 ° 2.00 ° 6.7 ° 0.00 *10.0 . 0.00 *10.0 

Software Supported ° 11 ° 1.00 °10.0 9 0.00 ° 5.0 . 0.00 * §.0 
° ° e ° ° s e 

Table 8.10 is also very similar to Table 8.7 except for the number of criteria and the 

weights of the criteria. 

; PRFORM Evaluation of the TFPM Versions/Applications for Center D 

Memory: 344K °SCORBORD 8.S°REALST 8.8°Teaching Model 8.6 

LERSERSEEEREE ERAS ESESASEAEOAEEEBARGAA4A SS 4448845844544456444444444444044444444644444444 4444646444444 

Description * Weight® Raw ° Adjust ° Raw ° Adjust ? Raw ° Adjust 

LAGASSE RGEEAESEEGASESSSEEEEEEASSSSGEE44445444445644444444644444445 444464444444 16848444448446 4644444444 

Partial Measures * 29 ° ° 7.6 ° ° 7.6 ° ° 7.6 

Level of Detail ° 49° 1.00 ° 5.0 ° 1.900 ° 5.0 ° 1.00 ° $.0 

Include Capital Input ° 26 = ° 1.00 ° 10.0 9°? 1.00 ° 10.0 ° 1.00 ° 10.0 

No Capital Input ° 26° 0.00 * 10.0 ° g.co ° 10.0 °? 0.00 °* 10.0 

Use for Planning * 29 ° 1.00 °10.0 ° 1.00 719.90 ° 1.00 °10.0 

Performance Measure * 14 . ° 7.5 ° 210.0 ° °10.0 

$ Effects Portrayal ° so ° 1.00 ° 5.9 ° 3.09 19.0 ° 3.00 ° 16.¢ 
Performance Indices ° so °? 2.00 ° 10.0 ° 2.00 ° 129.0 2.00 ° 10.0 

Inueed Data/Features * 14 ° 2.00 ° 6.7 9 2.00 > 6.7 ° 0.00 °10.0 
Software Supported “14 ° 1.00 °10.0 ° 1.00 °10.0 a 9.00 ° 5.0 

e e ° o e ° ° 
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Transformation Curves Used in the PRFORM Evaluations 

Two transformation curves were shown and described earlier in Figures 8.2 and 

8.3. The rest of the transformation curves are shown and described in the following 

paragraphs. In all the transformation curves, the worst possible condition is given a 

PRFORM equivalent or adjusted score of 0, the acceptable level is given an equivalent of 5, 

and the best possible condition is given an equivalent of 10. Some other points may also 

be given PRFORM equivalent scores. 

Figure 8.6 shows that an application not portraying any performance indices is 

unacceptable and thus receives an equivalent rating of zero. The minimum acceptable level 

(with an equivalent rating of 5) should at least portray productivity indices while the best 

application should portray both productivity and price recovery indices (an equivalent rating 

of 10). This transformation curve evaluates how a TFPM version satisfies the user 

information need for physical measures related to financial measures. 
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Figure 8.6: Performance Indices Transformation Curve 
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Figure 8.7 rates an application's capability to aggregate measures for dependent and 

independent units within a firm to the firm level measures. Dependent units use the output 

of one unit as an input for the other; independent units don't. The acceptable level is for a 

TFPM version to be able to aggregate independent units and best if it can aggregate both 

independent and dependent units. This transformation curve evaluates a TFPM version's 

capability to provide information regarding units within a firm in relation to the firm's 

overall performance. 
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Figure 8.7: Aggregation Feature Transformation Curve 

Figure 8.8 rates an application's being able to represent operational conditions 

when production cycle time is long. If the period length used is short, the outputs for the 

period being reviewed may not have been produced from the inputs used in that period. 

Hence, to match outputs with their corresponding inputs, there may be a need to trace back 

what inputs were actually used to produce the outputs for the period in review. However, 

as explained in Chapter 4, this is a very tedious process, and then again, the inputs used to 
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produce the outputs of the review period may not have been actually consumed in that 

period. Hence, the desired alternative is to be able to use period lengths so that it will be 

possible to just take snapshots of all outputs and inputs within that period and still safely 

assume that those inputs and outputs represent a fairly accurate matching. 
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Figure 8.8: Input / Output Matching Transformation Curve 
  

 



  

Figure 8.9 rates the application's choice of base period. The acceptable base period 

is the budget for the period being reviewed. The better base period is a period representing 

the typical performance of the firm so as to assess whether the firm is improving or not. 

This transformation curve is based on what the literature prescribes as the better choice for 

base periods assuming the main purpose of measurement is to support improvement 

efforts. 
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Figure 8.9: Choice of Base Period Transformation Curve 
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Figure 8.10 rates the level of detail of a TFPM application. According to the 

literature and my interviews with experts in the field who have had experiences in 

developing TFPM applications such as Thor, Dhir, and Parsons, TFPM should stay macro 

but also provide enough details to be able to pinpoint improvement opportunities; hence, 

the following transformation curve strikes a balance between being too aggregated and 

being too detailed as to count nuts and bolts or pennies and nickels. 
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Figure 8.10: Level of Detail Transformation Curve 

The next two figures rate the inclusion of capital and how it may affect the 

information from the TFPM application. Figure 8.11 shows it is best to include capital 

input; however, Figure 8.12 assumes that if there are no changes in capital input from the 

base period to the review period, there may be no problem excluding capital as an input. 

Figure 8.12 penalizes an application if capital input is not included and there is a significant 

change in capitalization from the base period to the review period. 
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Figure 8.11: Inclusion of Capital Input Transformation Curve 
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Figure 8.12: Capital Investment Change Transformaticn Curve 
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Figure 8.13 assumes that for consistency in definition of productivity, output/input 

ratio should be used for computing for challenge budgets instead of what LTV uses: cost to 

sales ratio. 
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Figure 8.13: for Planning Transformation Curve 

The transformation curve on Figure 8.14 rates a TFPM version's capability of 

analyzing by product. A TFPM version can either do it or not, hence, a 0 or 10 equivalent 

score. 
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Figure 8.14: Analysis By Product Transformation Curve 

 



The following transformation curve rates the "fog index" of a TFPM version, i.e. 

the more unused data or features a version has, the lower its PRFORM equivalent score. 

Features or data that are presented but not needed by users only confuse or complicate 

matters. 
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Figure 8.15: Unused Data / Features Transformation Curve 

The next transformation curve shows it is acceptable for a TFPM version not to 

have software support although it is best if software is available. 
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Figure 8.16: Software Support Transformation Curve 
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The next transformation curve shows it is best for Company C for the period length 

to be one month instead of 3 months. Company C wants to use TFPM for making 

adjustments to correct and/or improve operations. They feel one month is long enough for 

their type of business to assess performance and take appropriate actions. Up to one year 

period length is still acceptable but beyond that, the data/information is useless to them. 

This transformation curve is based on organizational conditions. 
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Figure 8.17: Compan Period Length Transformation Curve 
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The last transformation curve evaluates the method of allocating indirect and 

overhead costs. It is deemed unacceptable for indirect costs to just be allocated evenly into 

the various organizational uinits. It is acceptable allocated indirect costs based on output 

levels and/or direct resource consumption, and best if allocation is activity based as defined 

in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 8.18: Indirect Costs Allocation Transformation Curve 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, I defined all these transformation curves based on 

prescriptions from the literature, user information needs, and/or organizational conditions 

that TFPM applications have to satisfy. The same transformation curves were used across 

all cases whenever they were applicable. 

This chapter presents the results of my research and describes how those results 

were obtained. These results are summarized in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusions, Lessons Learned, and Further Research 
Directions 

One of the major concerns in the world today is the ever increasing, spiralling 

prices of goods and services - inflation. This is brought about by the traditional way of 

doing business by simply passing on the costs of production/operations, plus a profit 

margin (usually determined by what the market can bear), to customers. We call this 

business strategy - price recovery. With the business environment becoming increasingly 

competitive on a global scale, this business strategy has been challenged. World-class 

competitiveness has usually been characterized by better and yet relatively lower priced 

goods and services. World-class competitors are able to produce more and better goods 

and services with relatively less resources, i.e., they use productivity improvement rather 

than price recovery as a business strategy. Hence, it has become a necessity for firms to be 

more productive to survive and compete rather than rely on price recovery. 

The scenario I just described implies that firms also need to modify the way they 

measure their performance. Instead of just measuring profitability, which may be driven 

mostly by price recovery, there is a need to know whether a firm is able to produce more 

and/or better products and services with relatively less resources (improving productivity) 

to be competitive. And yet, productivity measurement methods, such as Total-Factor 

Productivity Measurement (TFPM), are still underutilized. 

As early as the 40's and 50's, accountants, economists, statisticians, and engineers 

realized the need to measure productivity. This resulted in the development of the earlier 

Productivity Indices Model. I believe this model did not gain wide acceptance because it 

failed to relate productivity directly with profitability. Managers found themselves with 

two independent measures that they could not easily integrate to fully explain changes in 

their performance. This situation was later remedied in the late 70's with the introduction



of the Profitability = Productivity + Price Recovery (PPPR) Model by the American 

Productivity (and Quality) Center. Since then, at least five other versions have been 

developed to respond to particular needs from different applications. My observation is 

that most of the later versions have become too complex for managers and finance 

executives to easily understand and use as a management tool for decision making. Hence, 

my research focused on understanding and explaining the different versions presently 

available, determining the common information needs of managers regarding performance 

improvement, and developing a simple teaching TFPM model for first-time users. 

The research combined various research methods. To understand and explain the 

features and differences of the various TFPM versions, I reviewed the literature, 

interviewed experts, and worked on hypothetical examples. These are described in detail in 

Chapter 3 and will be summarized in this chapter as alternative ways of responding to the 

information needs identified in the case studies I documented (Chapters 4-7). I used the 

case studies to identify common user information needs and evaluate alternative ways of 

providing the needed information. Evaluations of the applicability, usefulness, and/or 

appropriateness of the different versions to the cases were done using Archer's (1978) 

Design Process as implemented using VPC's Multi-Criteria Performance Measurement 

Technique software (PRFORM, 1990). An evaluation function, represented by a 

transformation curve, evaluates to what extent each feature of a version helps provide the 

information needs of the user. This evaluation process has been described in detail in 

Chapters 2 and 8. 

Then, I developed a simple teaching TFPM model to provide the common 

information needs identified in Chapter 8, incorporating the features from the available 

versions that best provided for particular information needs. This teaching TFPM model 
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was also evaluated using the same process used to evaluate the presently available versions 

as applied to the cases. It was also evaluated against prescriptions from related literature. 

Common Information Needs 

Information needs identified in each of the cases were given weights by the 

managers who identified them according to their importance in decision making. The 

weights were tabulated across all cases and the information needs with the highest total 

weights were taken as the common information needs. The result was that four categories 

of information needs were weighted heavily in all four cases, and only two others received 

lower weights as they were identified as information needs in only one or two cases. The 

four common information needs were compared with information needs identified in two 

previous surveys. 

The first information need identified was use for planning, either in terms of 

valuatin r 1 ion nerati n ets, improving resource 

allocation, or responding to fluctuations in the environment, This information need was 

also identified in all four cases and received 25% of the total weights. Strategic planning 

for future options and budget testing were cited by 33% and 30% of the APC/UCCEL 

survey respondents, respectively, while Steedle's survey also cited this information as a 

reason for productivity measurement. The second common information need was a 

measure of past overall performance to know if the firm is improving and to assess the 

impact of improvement efforts to profitability, This information need was identified in all 

four case studies and received 24% of the total weights. It was also identified as the main 

purpose for productivity measurement in two recent surveys: APC/UCCEL (81% of all 

respondents, 1985) and a survey of 1000 controllers (Steedle, 1988). The third 

information need identified in three of the four cases was measuring the performance of 

units within a firm and ascertaining their contribution to the overall performance of the 
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firm. This received 21% of the total weights but unlike the first two information needs, it 

was not cited in the two previous surveys. The fourth and last common information need 

identified in the cases (21% of total weights) was determining the contribution of partial 

factors (labor, material, energy, capital, data and information) to jotal-factor productivity. 

This information need is related to what 46% of the respondents to the APC/UCCEL 

survey cited as screening current performance and what Steedle’s survey cites as the 

problem analysis purpose of productivity measurement. 

Other information needs identified in the cases were productivity analysis by 

product (2%) and basis for gainsharing (6%). Analysis by product can be considered a 

special case of measuring units within a firm and ascertaining their contribution to total firm 

performance. Measuring past productivity performance, relating productivity to 

profitability, and measuring the contribution of partial factors to total-factor productivity 

could provide a basis for gainsharing. 

An important concern I observed in all the case studies was the need to integrate 

TEPM with the existing systems in the organizations, This concern serves many purposes. 

First, it deals with initially designing the TFPM application using data stored in existing 

data bases. Since TFPM is suited mainly for plant and firm levels, this concern was not a 

problem with the four cases I worked on. Most of the data were available in some form or 

another and with minor processing could be used for TFPM. This facilitated TFPM 

development as people did not feel burdened by a new system. Secondly, I saw evidence 

of Loggerenberg's (1989) claim that productivity tracking is facilitated when measures of 

productivity change are directly related to an operationally familiar measure such as 

profitability. 

There is a need though to guard against the perception that TFPM duplicates 

existing systems without adding new data or information. Some accountants think TFPM 
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duplicates Activity-Based Cost (ABC) Accounting or Standard Cost Accounting 

information. I explained in one case study (Chapter 5) that ABC Accounting improves the 

allocation of indirect and overhead costs. By identifying what activities indirect and 

overhead costs should be charged to, instead of the usual allocation of indirect and 

overhead costs proportional to direct labor and material costs, better product or activity 

costing is achieved. ABC Accounting will, therefore, make TFPM._data more accurate, but 

will still not be able to measure productivity and price recovery and relate them to 

profitability, Standard Cost Accounting, on the other hand, explains variances of actual 

costs against a flexible budget based on standard costs, It is an efficiency measure in the 

sense that it portrays the difference between actual resources consumed against the expected 

resource consumption, It stops at explaining changes in costs, As shown in Chapter 6, it 

is similar to one of the optional reports generated by the REALST software, analyzing and 

reconciling changes in costs. 

These common information needs and issues are what I used to develop and 

evaluate the teaching TFPM model. But first, I'll discuss the main features and differences 

of the available versions as related to the common information needs. 

Main Features and Differences of Each TFPM Version 

There are two basic models of TFPM: the Productivity Indices (PI) Model and the 

Profitability = Pr ivity + Pri Vv R) Model ylop's Model, which I 

originally thought was a different model because of how it was developed, proved to be 

operationally equivalent to the PPPR model. The PI model uses base period price or price 

index-weighted quantity (Laspeyres ) indices to remove the effects of price changes thereby 

obtaining Productivity Indices. The PPPR model isolates but does not completely remove 

the effects of price changes. These price changes of outputs and inputs are measured as 

price recovery and used to relate productivity to profitability. By using a combination of 
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base period price or price index-weighted quantity (Laspeyres) indices and current period 

quantity-weighted price (Paasche) indices (except for Miller's version which uses 

cumulative deflation), the following relationships are obtained: 

AOutput Value or Revenue = AOutput Quantity X AOutput Price, and (9.1) 

Alnput Value or Costs = AInput Quantity X AInput Cost (9.2) 

Dividing the first equation (9.1) by the second (9.2), the following equation is 

obtained: 

Profitability Index = Productivity Index X Price Recovery Index. 

The PPPR model also computes the dollar effects of changes in productivity, price 

recovery, and profitability. These dollar effects are related in the following manner: 

AProfitability ($) = AProductivity ($) + APrice Recovery ($) 

REALST goes further to relate the dollar effects of changes in profitability to the 

absolute or arithmetic difference between profits in the base period and profits in the current 

period, i.e., AProfits = AProfitability ($) + A Level of Activity or Production ($). 

What I've just described constitute the first set of features of TFPM versions. 

These features address the second common information need for a measure of overall past 

performance to know if the firm is improving by computing profitability, productivity, and 

price recovery indices; and to assess the impact of improvement efforts to profitability by 

computing the dollar effects of the changes in performance. 

The second set of features deals with how TFPM may be used for planning, either 

in terms of evaluating budgets or strategic options, generating challenge budgets, 

improving resource allocation, or responding to fluctuations in the environment.. All 

versions may be used to evaluate plans by using budget data for the current or review 

n n in ‘ 1al_ performan n LTV and REALST both 

have a feature that computes a "macro challenge budget” given sales forecasts and prices, 
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productivity improvement targets, and projected changes in resource costs. The difference 

between the two methods is that LTV uses cost to sales ratio as a substitute for productivity 

improvement target since LTV managers are more used to the concept of cost to sales ratio 

rather than productivity change. Of course, this challenge budget feature is something that 

can be added on to any of the versions. 

The third set of features deals with measuring performance of departments, plants, 

or product lines and relating or aggregating those measures to the division or firm level 

measures. Gollop's model and REALST both have a way of aggregating dependent 

organizational units, i.e., outputs of one unit become inputs of another. REALST also 

aggregates measures for independent units of analysis. John Parsons, Director of Finance 

and Economics of the National Productivity Institute in South Africa, who has been 

teaching and developing REALST applications worldwide warns that applications dealing 

with aggregation of multiple units should not be attempted until users are very familiar with 

TFPM concepts and operational use. Aggregation of multiple units deal with relating 

measures of one organizational level with the next higher of lower level. Before attempting 

to do this, users should first become familiar with the TFPM application and data 

interpretation to information for one level. 

Sumanth computes productivity by product; total firm productivity is the weighted 

average of the product productivities. He also computes what productivity level will 

correspond to profit breakeven point. This model is very powerful when product cost data 

are very accurate. However, cost accounting literature admits that most cost accounting 

systems have not yet been developed to the point of accurately allocating indirect and 

overhead costs. This is the reason why ABC Accounting is gaining popularity as it seeks 

to remedy this situation. Berliner and Brimson (1988) also advocate. better product costing. 

This is why I believe Sumanth's version may be more useful when cost accounting 
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systems are better developed to reflect more accurate product costs. When an organization 

reaches that stage though, any of the PPPR model versions may be used to measure 

productivity, price recovery, and profitability by product. Firm measures can be developed 

as an aggregate measure of product measures. 

The fourth set of features deals with partial productivity measures. All the models 

and versions calculate partial productivity measures and relate them or show their 

contribution to the total-factor productivity measure. The difference in the versions is how 

they treat capital input. Davis and Kendrick and Creamer advocate the use of book value 

for capital assets. Craig and Harris, Sumanth, and APQC recommend the use of lease 

value. REALST uses the return on investment (ROJ) as the capital input. Sink (1985) 

argues that capital input need not always be one of the inputs. I believe that for initial 

implementation of TFPM, whatever method is used by the accountants of a firm to treat 

capital expense should be used for TFPM. Treatment of capital expense or the availability 

of capital expense data did not really become a major issue in any of the case studies. The 

more critical issue is the understanding and acceptance of TFPM by finance and accounting 

people in a firm as they are critical to the successful implementation of TFPM. Therefore, 

it is very important to first ensure that TFPM is integrated with existing systems, 

particularly accounting. This also helps gain face validity for TFPM when the data from 

TFPM are consistent with the accounting reports. 

Other features include REALST's and the Financial Productivity Measurement's 

(FPM) concept of resource variability. Some resources, called variable resources, vary 

with production volume or level of activity while others are fixed resources. The concept 

of resource variability enables REALST to attribute productivity changes to changes in 

efficiency or utilization of variable resources, capacity utilization, and use of fixed 

resources. REALST is also software supported along with VPC's version and FPM. Both 
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REALST and FPM softwares feature choices in the level of detail in reports. They also 

both use Strategic, Productivity, and Price Recovery Grids to portray TFPM information. 

Other information portrayal techniques that could be used to portray data from the reports 

of any version are trend charts, pie or area charts, and bar or column charts. 

These features and differences are what I used in evaluating the appropriateness of 

each version, including the teaching TFPM model, in responding to the information needs 

of each of the case studies. 

The Teaching TFPM Model I'm Proposing Provides for the Common 
Information Needs 

Based on the evaluations of possible TFPM versions appropriate for each 

application, REALST has stood out as the most advanced and flexible version. However, 

these strengths are also weaknesses in the sense that they have become too complicated for 

first-time users and like all the other versions, REALST does not offer enough information 

portrayal features, except for the strategic grids and the choice of level of detail of reports. 

An example of an important feature of REALST is the concept of resource variability. 

While the concept may be critical in explaining changes contributed by fixed and variable 

resources, the concept muddles the basic analysis of profitability changes caused by 

productivity and price recovery changes. I believe simplicity is a critical factor in getting 

managers to understand and use TFPM. Carl Thor, President of the American Productivity 

and Quality Center and Shoni Dhir, a high-ranking manager at LTV, who have both 

extensively championed the use of TFPM in American organizations, agree that managers 

are still generally not too keen on even using financial and accounting data and information. 

Hence, the teaching TFPM model I have developed is a simplified version of REALST that 

incorporates some features of the other versions to facilitate understanding, usefulness, and



information portrayal. It has been designed to respond to the common information needs 

of users. 

The teaching TFPM model is actually a version of the PPPR model. It computes 

and portrays change ratios and performance indices in the same manner as the APQC, 

VPC, and REALST versions. It differs from other PPPR versions in portraying the dollar 

effects of performance changes. First, the teaching TFPM model presents a flexible 

budget, i.e., the quantities, costs, and total costs or values of inputs for the review period 

assuming productivity and price recovery remained constant as in the base period. This 

flexible budget is very similar to the Standard Cost Accounting flexible budget except that 

instead of using the actual unit costs in the review period, normalized unit costs directly 

proportional to the change in unit selling prices are used (i.e., for constant price recovery). 

Finance and Accounting people should easily understand this. The variance between the 

profits of this flexible budget and the profits from the base period can be explained by the 

change in level of activity or production volume. The variances between the flexible budget 

and the actual costs in the review period are the dollar effects of changes in profitability, 

productivity, and price recovery. These dollar effects are portrayed as the last three 

columns of the teaching TFPM model spreadsheet and are computed in the same manner as 

REALST, i.e., dollar effects of changes in productivity are valued at the review period unit 

costs, and the dollar effects of changes in price recovery are valued at the normalized 

review period unit costs; the dollar effects of changes in profitability is the sum of the dollar 

effects of changes in productivity and the dollar effects of changes in price recovery. 

The teaching TFPM model, just like all the versions of the PPPR model , provides 

a measure of the overall past performance in terms of indices and dollar effects of changes 

in performance (the second common information need). The dollar effects are in terms of 

the value of money during the review period, so they are more indicative of the actual value 
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of money at the time the review is done and can, therefore, be more useful for purposes 

such as gainsharing and planning for budgets of succeeding periods, rather than valuing the 

dollar effects based on the base period value of money. The teaching TFPM model 

provides for the first common information need as follows: it can be used to evaluate 

budgets by using budget data as the review period data compared with some past actual 

period data. If needed, a computation similar to LTV's could be done to generate challenge 

budgets using a productivity improvement target rather than a desired cost to sales ratio. 

As shown in Chapter 8, the teaching TFPM model can be used to measure units within a 

firm and to ascertain their contribution to the overall performance of the firm (the third 

common information need). It also provides for the fourth common information need by 

showing contributions of partial factors to total-factor productivity, price recovery, and 

profitability. 

The PRFORM evaluations in Chapter 8 show that the teaching TFPM model has 

been rated as high if not higher than the other available versions of TFPM using the 

common information needs as the main criteria and just below REALST using the 

information needs from the cases, mainly because REALST rated higher in the criteria, 

"software supported." Hence, the teaching TFPM model can provide user information 

needs as well as, if not better, than the other TFPM versions. The other significant 

advantage is that it will be easier for first-time users to understand ard implement. 

The introduction of the flexible budget into the spreadsheet of the teaching TFPM 

model helps in understanding how the model works. The first time I saw a version of 

TFPM, I had difficulty reconciling and understanding why the total dollar effects of change 

in profitability did not equal the change in profits from the base period to the review period. 

It was not immediately clear why the dollar effect of profitability change could be negative 

and yet have a positive review period profit. The flexible budget clearly portrays that the 
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change in profits from the base period to the review period is caused by two factors: change 

in level of activity or sales volume and changes in productivity and price recovery. 

REALST portrays these concepts in its profit and cost reconciliation reports but not 

explicitly as showing the flexible budget and its variances against the base period and the 

review period. 

Based on the reasons just presented, I believe the teaching TFPM model will 

facilitate understanding and acceptance of TFPM as a basic management tool for managers 

who are seriously concerned about performance improvement. It may indeed be very 

timely to introduce TFPM to managers who according to Dixon, Nanni, and Vollmann 

(1990) are beginning to tinker with cost accounting systems in search for better operational 

measures at the firm level. They observe that there is a growing dissatisfaction with cost 

accounting systems and there is a need for better firm level measures that support 

performance improvement efforts. 

Once users are more familiar with the basic TFPM concepts, they can look into 

more detailed analysis using REALSTss resource variability concept. This will enable them 

to further analyze productivity in terms of capacity utilization of fixed resources and 

efficiency of variable resources. If the business is quite sensitive to fluctuations in prices 

and costs, the TFPM application could be modified using Miller's cumulative deflation. 

An important concern regardless of what version is used is information portrayal. 

Portrayal formats can increase the probability that the information portrayed is what is 

actually perceived. Some people like tables and can extract information from them; others 

may think tables only present data. REALST uses Strategic Grids to show the present 

position of a firm with respect to its productivity, price recovery, and profitability 

performance. A criticism leveled on grids is they tend to be value-laden and critical rather 

than just being descriptive and analytical. Of all the portrayal formats I've seen and 
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designed, I prefer trend charts based on indices and bar charts representing dollar effects of 

performance changes. Trend charts are very descriptive; they show trends rather than just 

present positions, and can even show relationships of the factors being portrayed. In some 

charts in Chapter 7, it was obvious by just looking at the trends (without correlation 

analysis) that price recovery drove profitability, while productivity had a minimal effect. I 

tried various types of charts to present dollar effects including combinations of bars and 

lines, areas, pie charts, and the best one I've tried so far is a simple bar chart as shown in 

Chapter 8. Bar charts can show negative numbers, and portray profitability as the sum of 

productivity and price recovery. They also dramatically portray the magnitudes of dollar 

effects of changes in performance. 

Lessons Learned 

The first lesson I learned in this research is that just like any management tool, 

TFPM provides biased* data (1985) but there's still a need for analysts and managers to be 

able to perceive the information and translate it to operational terms, According to Kurstedt 

(1989), “Given that we have the data in an MIS, we have to figure out how to organize and 

present information made from the data in the information-portrayal side of the information- 

portrayal-to-information-perception interface. In the information-perception side of the 

interface, we have to regularly and frequently review between supervisor and subordinate 

what came out of the management tools.” (See Figure 9.1) What TFPM provides are 

indicators for analysts and managers to begin to search for information. As I concluded in 

one of the case studies, information consists of the explanations using the users’ 

operational terms on why the TFPM numbers turned out to be such, which gives them an 

  

t Kurstedt's definition of information. "Biased" is not used in a negative sense. It is used as data 

h nN given a meagnin interpretation, or com Wi 
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idea about what could be done to attain the desired changes. This implies that to interpret 

the meaning of TFPM processed data, the analysts and managers who intimately know the 

operations of the firm have to work closely together to draw out the information from 

TFPM and state them in operational terms. They need to work together to define the 

information requirements, design the application, interpret the meaning of the processed 

data, ensure that the information provided was what was really needed in the first place, 

and find ways of improving the application. It is important as Derning (1989) says to have 

masters in the organization who have profound knowledge about theory and how they 

apply to particular situations. The analysts should be these masters. But while these 

masters may provide the knowledge and skills about management tools, they are not as 

familiar with the operations of a firm as those who actually manage resources. The 

managers can usually express their concerns in operational terms: problems, issues, 

decisions, actions, variances, crisis situations, but not in terms of management tools, 

problem solving techniques, measurement, information needs, or information portrayal. It 

is therefore imperative that these two groups of people work closely together in a firm, put 

together their strengths (to cover up for each other's weaknesses), to be able to use 

management tools operationally. I found that in the cases I worked on or reviewed, | 

became more confident of the quality of information needs and the TFPM application itself 

when I dealt with both the managers and analysts of the firm who were closely working 

together in developing and implementing management tools. 
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Start Simple; Modify Later 

There is usually a tendency for analysts to try to develop a perfect application on the 

first attempt - to do it right the first time. While I believe the inital application should be a 

fairly accurate modelling of the actual situation, it need not be perfect or as sophisticated as 

applications which have been used for years. Some simplifying assumptions need to be 

made. As mentioned earlier, an application with multiple units within a firm should not 

even be attempted by first time users. I had great difficulty wher. I tried to do it for my 

pilot case. I learned a lot but I may have confused the users. The important guideline is to 
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Start with an application that will portray the basic information frorn TFPM - the analysis of 

profits using productivity and price recovery. Once this is understood and accepted, the 

application can be modified to model more complex conditions in the organization and do 

more detailed analysis. 

Archer’s Design Process Could Be Implemented Using PRFORM and Could Be a 

Standard Process for Designing, Developing, and Evaluating the Appropriateness of 

TFPM Applications. 

As analysts develop a TFPM application, they can use Archer's (1978) Design 

Process for determining their goals and continually evaluating their application on how they 

score against the goals they have set. This process could be done in the same way I 

described in Chapter 8. First, they can use the process for evaluating the appropriateness 

of alternative TFPM versions; and secondly, they can use the process to continually 

evaluate how they are able to improve the application over time. 

Future Research Directions 

Other research directions I'd like to pursue or suggest that other researchers pursue 

in relation to this research are the following: 

Develop more case studies to verify the usefulness of the teaching TFPM model and 

replicate, verify, and extend the list of common information needs when necessary. 

I believe that case studies are an effective bridge between theory and practice. They 

are able to document both quantitative and qualitative data. They appeal to both 

academicians and practitioners. They not only extend and document new knowledge but 

also help in disseminating new methods for practitioners who may be able to use it and 

again add new experiences. 
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Use of production functions to define resource variability 

REALST's resource variability allows the user to define the rate input consumption 

varies with output production levels. This concept still assumes a linear relationship 

between outputs and inputs. This relationship need not be necessarily linear. When the 

operations management field becomes more sophisticated to be able to define or at least 

have a good estimate of the actual relationship between input and output change rates, then 

there will be a need to modify productivity measurement to take into account these known 

relationships. It may need a more detailed definition of productivity other than the simple 

output over input ratio. 

Relationships with other performance measures 

When I was defining my research topic, I was temptecl to pursue a topic on 

relationships of different performance criteria. However, I decicled that the more basic 

need was for improving understanding and utilization of productivity measurement. While 

my research has not exhausted the research possibilities in the pure productivity 

measurement field, I believe I have laid the groundwork for better understanding and 

utilization of Total-Factor Productivity Measurement and am now in a better position to 

look into the bigger picture of performance. There are a number of other performance 

criteria which will be discussed in the next section. Another area that may be explored is 

the relationship of performance measures to a grounding criterion such as stock prices. 

A Final Note 

I have been using the word performance without having defined it. I use 

performance generically to mean the gestalt or overall result of a firm's activities. Sink 

(1985) defines performance as a function of seven interrelated criteria: effectiveness, 

efficiency, quality, productivity, quality of work life, innovation, and profitability. Note 
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that profitability and productivity are just two of these criteria and price recovery is not one 

of them. Price recovery is clearly an attribute of profitability, although it can be affected by 

some aspects of quality (in terms of suppliers and costs of inputs, and customers and prices 

of outputs) and in the beginning of this chapter, price recovery was operationally equated 

by some firms to profitability. Figure 9.2 shows the logical relationships of the seven 

performance criteria. Note that productivity is right at the middle of the figure, capturing 

the effects of effectiveness, efficiency, and quality, with innovation and quality of work life 

as moderating variables, all affecting profitability. This figure shows what TFPM does. It 

measures what Thor (1989 ) calls physical and what Sumanth (1979) calls tangible things 

in terms of effectiveness (outputs and outcomes), efficiency (inputs), and quality 

(suppliers, inputs, processes, outputs, customers), all rolled up into productivity, and 

relates all these to the bottom line. This is why I consider TFPM, not just a productivity or 

profitability measure, but an overall performance measure. 
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, lix A = Mathematical Models 

Productivity Indices Model 

Following is my portrayal of the three TFPM models in consistent symbols. This 

will facilitate comparisons of the models and the versions within each model. This will be 

one of the ways I'm investigating the model and version differences and similarities. 

R,,; = total revenue or value of output k in period | 

C, = total cost or value of input j in period 1 

Px = price index of output k in period | 

C 4; = Cost index of input j in period | 

M 

N 

number of outputs 

number of inputs 

  Productivity Index (PI,) = 
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Profitability = Productivity + Price Recovery Model 

O,, = quantity of output k in period 1 

Ij; = quantity of input j in period | 

Px = unit price or price index of output k in period | 

Cj; = unit cost or cost index of input j in period | 

| old, base, or reference period (=o), or 

new, current or review period (=n) 

Ry; = Oy; Py = total revenue from output k in period | 

Cj, =I,,¢), = total cost of input j in period 1 

Profitability Index = Productivity Index x Price Recovery Index 
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Note that the numerator and the denominator of the Productivity Index are 

Laspeyres indices, i.e., they use base period price weighted quantities, while the numerator 

and the denominator of the Price Recovery Index are Paasche indices, i.e., they use current 

period quantity weighted prices.



With REALST, the denominator of the productivity index is a Paasche index while 

the denominator of the price recovery index is a Laspeyres index. 

REALST Performance Indices 

Profitability Index = Productivity Index x Price Recovery Index 
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Joint effects of changes in productivity and price recovery are assigned to price 

recovery. 

Miller's Version 

Instead of using Laspeyres and Paasche indices for deflation, Miller uses 

cumulative deflation , i.e. period to period price changes are chained together to produce a 

cumulative price deflator. Value of any input or output, say, 
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where Deflator, = cumulative deflator over periods 1, 2, 3,...1 
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Data Aggregation Problem: 

Suppose some output or input were to be aggregated such that M = Mj + M2 + M3 

+... + My, the change ratios will be different. 
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An example can show that these two quantities may not be equal. An example is 

documented in Paul Rossler's Masters thesis, pp. 208 - 216. The problem was he added 

quantities of different items with different costs and used the sum as the aggregated 

quantity. Intuitively, this problem is about adding apples and oranges. Whenever related 

but not equally priced items are aggregated, an average price or a price index has to be used 

to obtain a relative quantity, i.e. the quantity has meaning only in a comparative sense but 

not in absolute terms. Examples of these quantities were shown in Chapter 7. 

REALST Dollar Effects Computation 

R = resource variability constant; 0 for fixed resources, 1 for 100% variable resources; 
can take other values. 

Qne = new (current period) resource quantity normalized for constant efficiency 

(ei 
Qnp = New (current period) resource quantity normalized for constant productivity 

(eS 
Par = new (current period) resource price normalized for constant price recovery 

[Pa 
Capacity Utilization (A$) = (Qhp - Qne) Cn 

Efficiency (A$) = (Qhe - Qn) Cn 

Productivity (A$) = Capacity Utilization (A$) + Efficiency (A$) = (Qnp - Qn) Cn 

Price Recovery (A$) = Qnp (Car - Cn) 

Profitability (A$) = Productivity (A$) + Price Recovery (A$) 

= Qnp Cn - QnCn + Qnp Car -QnpCn 

= Qnp Car- QnCn 

These formulations are for a single output, single input case. The general 

formulation follows:



R = resource variability for input j 

Qyej = new resource quantity for input j normalized for constant efficiency 
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Qn = New resource quantity for input j normalized for constant productivity 
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Gollop's Model 

The following pages show Gollop's Model. 
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R,); = total revenue or value of output k in period 1 

Cj, = total cost or value of input k in period 1 

P,| = price or price index of output k in period | (constant $s) 

Cj, = unit Cost or cost index of input j in period | (Constant $s) 

M = # of outputs 

N =#of inputs 

0,,=RkKf = ity j kl = Pi = Output quantity in constant $s 

1, = Rk = input quantity in constant $s jl Cy pul q y 

G, =m = k= O..= growth rate of output k 
ko 

G,= = growth rate of input j 

Si/ 

S, = = pri k > Ryo > Price share of output k 

k=1 
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Sj = > Cjo= cost share of input j 
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Change in Operating Income: 

= operating income in period n - operating income in period o 
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Productivity Contribution = 

    

Unit Sales Growth Contribution: 

= (unit profit in period 0) x (period to period change in output) 

k=1 
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Contribution of price changes: 

= (period to period change in price} X Output quantity in period n 
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Gollop's Model Is Operationally Equivalent to APQC/VPC Versions 

The following proof shows that Gollop's Model yields Productivity Indices and 

Dollar Effects due to productivity changes equal to those of APQC's or VPC's versions. 
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Prove: 
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ndix B - Interviews of Experts 

The following general questions were asked each expert, after a brief introduction 

of my research: 

° What organizations use your model/version? 

° Do you think TFPM is still underutilized? Why? 

° What are the latest developments in your research on TFPM? Any new 

references/papers? 

° Is my research worthwhile? 

° Are you willing to review some working papers for my research? 

The experts were unanimous in saying that TFPM was still underutilized and more 

research and development could be done to make it a responsive and generally-accepted 

management tool. They were all willing to review working papers on my research and be 

resource persons. 

In addition to these questions, issues related to each particular model/version were 

discussed with the concerned expert. Each interview lasted about an hour and was 

structured based on the guide questions I had prepared in advance, but was also 

unstructured as issues were not always discussed in the same order. Following are my 

notes on the interviews: 

Frank Gollop, Ph.D., Boston College (2 February 198%) 

Except for a couple of organizations who are using his model, there have been no 

other developments since he wrote his paper. Once in a while, he lectures about his model. 

Following are the detailed questions I asked and his responses: 

1. Your model uses a production function in exponential form. This may be 

the generally-accepted form in Macroeconomics but is this also applicable to the plant or 

firm level measurement where the production functions may take on simpler functions such 

as linear functions?



Response: The exponential form is the most general form of production functions. 

Simpler forms of production functions may just be considered as subsets of the more 

general form. They can definitely be used for plant or firm level measures with simplified 

parameters such as what were used in the example shown in Chapter 3. 

2. The theoretical model development assumes continuous functions. 

However, in applications, time is in periods or discrete variables. Doesn't this present a 

discrepancy? 

Response: Most models are developed using continuous variables. When they are 

applied, formulas using discrete variables are used to approximate the theoretical 

continuous variable formulations. These discrete variable formulas are equivalent to the 

continuous variable forms in the limiting case. For example: d In y / dT = In yt - In yr-1, 

3. I have developed a simple case where a plant has a manufacturing and a 

packaging operation. In one period, some of the output of manufacturing is used as an 

input of packaging while the rest stay in WIP. When I tried to parallel or replicate the 

calculations done in your example, I couldn't get the same results - the analysis of what 

contributes to profit change. 

Response: One of the possible causes of the problem is aggregation of output. It 

will not be as simple as getting the total dollar value of all outputs. A weighted average 

using Output growth rates must be used. (He asked me to go ahead and work out the 

example and send him the case if it still doesn't work.) 

Carl Thor, President, American Productivity and Quality Center (21 
February 1989) 

APQC teaches about three models: Physical Productivity (or what I call 

Productivity Indices model of Davis, Craig and Harmis, etc.); Cost Center Accounting -- 

using standard costs and quantities; and Profitability ratio = Productivity ratio x Price 
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Recovery ratio model. He sent me a copy of the notebook they are using for their two-day 

seminar/workshop entitled, "How to Measure Productivity (1989)." He also sent me the 

results of the UCCEL/APQC survey done in late 1985, getting feedback from the attendees 

of their workshop on how and why they have or have not used TFPM. He said the main 

problem is selling the concept to managers. 

Regarding the measurement of capital input, it is necessary to consider not just 

depreciation costs but also the cost of money, to make managers aware of actual "surplus" 

profits, over and above what investors would have made if they chose to invest in financial 

markets instead. Mr. Thor also believes that many managers still don't fully understand 

and appreciate Accounting data and information. Hence, there is a need to present data and 

information in very simple terms. 

Mr. Thor has agreed to be in my Graduate Advisory Committee to represent 

industry. 

David Miller,Ph.D., Director, Alabama Productivity Center (22 February 
1989) 

Dr. Miller has received many phone inquiries and given a few briefings but knows 

only of Ethyl Corporation's continued usage of his TFPM model/version, called PPP for 

Profitability = Productivity + Price Recovery. Contact persons at Ethyl Corporation are 

Paul Weimer (VP) and Ross Gottwald. They can provide implementation experiences and 

modifications based on actual needs. 

GM IEs wanted to use his TFPM version but encountered opposition with 

Accounting people. In Ethyl Corporation, however, there was no opposition as a top- 

down approach was used. TFPM was an integral part of the annual general performance 

review process done prior to the budgeting system. 
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PPP version's deflation method was developed at Ethyl Corporation as a result of 

their particular needs. PPP is equivalent to APQC's except for the deflation method and the 

exclusion of weighted performance indices in the reports. 

David Sumanth, Ph.D., Director, Productivity Research Group, University 
of Miami (22 February 1989) 

Dr. Sumanth says his students have developed 70 sample applications for various 

organizations. Twelve of the applications were to be published in his new book which was 

supposed to come out by the end of the year along with a software for his TPM 

model/version. 

He told me that he and Kitty Tang published a review of TFPM models/versions in 

an IIE conference proceedings in 1983 or 1984. (I got a copy of this.) 

When I inquired about the difficulties associated with allocating input costs by 

product, Dr. Sumanth said there shouldn't be any problems as cost accountants do it all the 

time. This was the same response he gave me when I asked if proportional allocation of 

input costs based on output quantities would defeat the purpose of computing product and 

partial productivities. 

Shoni Dhir, TFPM Champion of LTV/Vought Aero Products (5 July 1990) 

Based on the main questions I outlined at the beginning of this appendix, following 

were Mr. Dhir's responses: 

“Every corporation needs to know whether they are doing better or worse. If the 

world were free from inflation, profitability = total-factor productivity." He believes that 

one-half of Fortune 500 managers don't even look at financial information and are therefore 

not aware of the issues surrounding financial measures. Inflation muddies the financial 

measures of performance. Therefore, there is a need for measurement approaches such as 

TFPM to be able to measure performance in constant dollars to separate, but also relate the 
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effects of inflation and total-factor productivity to profitabilitv. And this information 

should be presented in very simple terms for managers to quickly understand and 

appreciate. 

There is a need for a powerful champion to bring together the convictions of people 

regarding measurement, for something like TFPM to be successfully implemented in firms. 

TFPM implementation is the litmus test for all improvement programs within a firm as it 

measures the overall impact of changes in performance and also indirectly tests managers’ 

understanding and commitment to continuous improvement by using TFPM for both 

measurement and planning. Unfortunately, at LTV/VAPD (and in some organizations who 

have implemented TFPM, according to the APQC/UCCEL survey, 1985), it is no longer 

used as extensively because the champion has been moved to another job. However, at 

LTV/VAPD, TFPM was able to forecast ups and downs in the business due to factoring 

out of inflation. 

When I asked why LTV uses cost-to-sales ratios for the challenge budget process 

instead of the standard definition of productivity of output/input, Mr. Dhir said LTV 

managers have been very familiar with cost-to-sales ratios and they felt it was not necessary 

to change it with a very similar concept.



Appendix C: Raw Data on Interviews/Meetings With Users 

This appendix documents the specific questions I asked and the the answers I 

received from the managers and analysts I interviewed or met with to collect data on 

management information needs related to performance improvement. Relevant data from 

other data collection methods such as review of documents, forms, databases, and data 

processing systems were documented in the case studies. Summaries of the information 

needs were also documented in the case studies but this appendix. is aimed at showing the 

details of how those information needs were collected. 

As mentioned in Chapters 2: Methodology, Chapters 4-7: Case Studies, and 

Chapters 8 and 9, I initially thought I could structure my questions and ask direct ones such 

as, "What information do you need to make decisions and initiate actions to improve 

performance?" I soon found out it was not as simple as that. Managers do not usually 

communicate in such academic language. Hence, what follows is a documentation of what 

specific questions I asked and the answers I received. 

Plant A 

Plant A's Manager of Industrial Engineering had read about TFPM and 

SCORBORD in particular, and had assigned a Senior Industrial Engineer and another IE to 

investigate the possibility of using TFPM at Plant A. Hence, before we came to visit Plant 

A, they had read about TFPM and in fact, tried to develop an application by themselves. 

Hence, they had earlier thought of why they want to try TFPM and what issues were 

involved in developing the application. Joy Davis, VPC's software manager helped me 

collect the data from Plant A.



The specific questions we asked the IE team were the following: What information 

do you want to get out of SCORBORD? What types of decisions do you want to be able to 

make from SCORBORD reports? 

Following were the responses: 

1. They have been implementing a number of performance improvement 

efforts within the plant. Each of those efforts have estimated savings and costs. However, 

they don't know the overall impact of all those efforts put together, on plant performance in 

general and profitability in particular. They want TFPM to give them this information. 

2. They also wanted to measure the contribution of indirect labor to overall 

performance. 

3. They want to show that material productivity is more important and 

significant than direct labor productivity. They want to be able to use TFPM to focus 

management's attention on reducing scrap during the good times to gear up for possible 

bad times. 

4. They want to be able to simulate what changes are needed to achieve desired 

operating results. They want to be able to play ‘what if games using TFPM. 

5. They want to be able to pinpoint productivity improvement opportunities. 

Division B 

Division B was in a similar situation as Plant A. Division B's Operations 

Technology Group was developing a comprehensive performance improvement program 

that included a suggestion subsystem, a cost/benefit analysis subsystem, a screening and 

approval system, and a performance measurement subsystem. The meetings and 

interviews were conducted by Greg Sedrick, A VPC Research Associate and myself. 

When we asked the Engineering Manager about what concerns or issues he had 

encountered in improving his organization's performance, his response was that he wanted 
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to know the contribution of his department to the overall performance of the division. His 

organization's performance was usually measured based on actual expenses against budget, 

output against schedules, and shop floor standards. He wanted to know how the present 

measures related to the overall profitability of the division. This way he would be able to 

pinpoint the factors in his operations that he should pay more attention to. In relation to 

this information need, the staff analysts also wanted to measure the contribution of indirect 

departments to overall division performance. 

The Operations Technology Manager, being aware of LTV's TFPM version, and 

being in the same industry, wanted a system just like LTV's. The question we then asked 

was, "what about LTV's TFPM application do you like?" His response was that he wanted 

the use of the challenge budget process in terms of being able to generate general budgeting 

guidelines and being able to evaluate if a detailed budget is reasonable or achievable based 

on past performance. 

Company C 

Company C had previous experience with the Craig and Harris TFPM version. 

Their Productivity Services Group, however, thought the that the data and information 

provided by the Craig and Harris version was not enough to justify the amount of effort 

needed to implement it. Hence, they asked for VPC's assistance in "developing a 

comprehensive measurement system tied in with work standards and relatable to 

profitability." When asked why they wanted to develop a TFPM application, the Assistant 

Vice President for Productivity Management Services replied that the CEO had given them 

a task to provide operating managers with physical measures that directly related to 

financial measures. Their managers use financial measures and plant floor measures that 

are decoupled. They would like to see a more integrated set of measures so they can 
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understand the main factors affecting overall performance and pinpoint opportunites for 

improvement. 

I interviewed the Vice Presidents/General Managers of Divisions A,. B, D, and E. 

All of them have not had any exposure to TFPM although I was introduced as an action 

researcher who would be assisting them to develop a productivity measurement system. 

The specific questions I asked them were: what concerns, problerns, or issues do you have 

regarding your management information systems? Do you have access to all the data and 

information you need to make decisions and initiate actions to improve your organization's 

performance? What data or information do you need to let you know if your organization's 

performance is improving or not? What data or information do you need to pinpoint 

opportunities for improvement? I asked the four general managers the same questions. 

Following were their responses: 

Division A 

We need to take a second look at what we're doing as we may be blinded by our 

paradigms. We know the detailed plant measures because we have been using them for 

years. We don't have a clear understanding of how the detailed measures add up to overall 

performance. We need to be able to distinguish what critical factors significantly affect our 

operations. We get so involved with the numbers that we sometimes lose sight of the 

meaning of those numbers. We need to change the format of our operations review from 

mostly explaining variances to looking at trends and thinking about what needs to be done. 

There's a need to look at measures that will point out ways to improve performance in the 

next period - and we need to see this data within the next 10 days of the month.



Division B 

Our thrusts are to provide the highest quality products in the domestic markets at the 

lowest cost and to get into the international market for particular products. Our machinery 

is world class and we are trying to develop our labor to also become world class to prepare 

for possible international competition. We are experimenting with incentive programs 

where employees’ families get to pick rewards when groups of employees perform better 

than standards. We need measures to support these thrusts and which are consistent with 

the planning and control systems already in place. 

Division D 

Division D's General Manager was in the midst of a labor crisis when I met with 

him. He said he felt he had access to the necessary data and information he needed to make 

decisions and initiate actions to improve performance. He wanted to know what additional 

information TFPM might provide. 

Division E 

They have excess capacity to respond to the highly volatile market demand. He is 

interested in better ways to forecast and respond to fluctuations in the market. 

Based on this interviews, I translated what I heard from them in terms of 

information needs. These information needs are documented in the case study which I 

asked them to review to verify the accuracy. 

Center D 

Center D has tried to implement TFPM two years ago but felt that they did not have 

enough meaningful data. This time, I first started to collect information needs as I did with 

the other cases. Since Center D's managers were familiar with TFPM, I felt comfortable



with directly asking them what their information needs were. ] posed this question in a 

meeting with the three directors of the Center. Following were the responses I got: 

¢ Center's output / month and by type of output 

* trends in price recovery 

¢ labor productivity 

¢ income and expense by project, programs, and departments 

* billable labor hours/total hours 

* product/service lines to develop or cut 

* overload/underload - staffing by functions 

* what is our General & Administrative expense and how do we cover it? 

* how do we ensure a level of gainsharing? 

Since I had the opportunity to closely interact with Center D's directors, I decided 

not to limit the development of the TFPM application to providing the data and information 

the directors said they needed. Along with Paul Rossler, a VPC Research Associate, we 

developed two parallel TFPM applications using REALST and SCORBORD, compared 

results and presented a report to Center D's directors. We then asked them to rate which 

information they needed most. These information needs were all discussed in the case 

study. 

One final note: before asking specific questions to identify the information needs of 

the users, I had asked about background information regarding the scenario of how they 

even thought of using TFPM. In fact, I had already asked the rnost basic question. Of 

course this question was always addressed to the staff analysts who were originally 

interested in developing a TFPM application and had some idea of what TFPM could 

provide. With the managers, who mostly did not have any previous exposure to TFPM,



the questions had to be phrased differently. The questions raised were: What types of 

concerns, problems, or issues do you have about improving the performance of your 

organization?. What are your present basis for making decisions to improve performance? 

What data or information do you want to receive to be more confident about the decisions 

you make? 
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